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Abstract
No two living cells are identical. Like tiny, squishy snowflakes, even seemingly identical cells (belonging
to isogenic populations, and living under macroscopically similar conditions), will experience variations in
their local microenvironments and in the numbers of gene copies, messenger RNAs, proteins, and other
macromolecules that constitute their make up, and importantly, dictate their behavior. In this thesis I will
employ the methods of systems biology, stochastic simulation, and mathematical analysis to investigate some
of the causes and outcomes of this type of biological variability in the microbial world.
This document is divided into four main chapters. The first focuses on how the stochastic expression of
metabolic enzymes affects the growth and metabolic pathway usage of individual Escherichia coli cells. The
second chapter deals with how E. coli cells in colonies diverge behaviorally as a function of their location,
and how they naturally tend to cooperate in a previously unknown form of crossfeeding. Finally, the third
and fourth chapters deal with details of how gene expression stochasticity itself arises, with an eye toward
the effects that DNA replication have on mRNA and protein statistics (and what that means for interpreting
single molecule experiments).
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Due to an anomalous apparent increase in glucose over the first six hours, the fits were
performed only from hours six through 16. See SI text section 2.7.1 for details. . . . . . . . . 53
2.22 Growth rate distribution resulting from running the script populationFBA ZLS.m. 54
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3.1 3DdFBA methodology at a glance. (A) Cells, agar, and air are discretized to a 3D cubic
lattice. (B) Substrate diffusion is accounted for using a seven-point stencil finite difference
scheme. (C) Substrates can be passively or actively taken up by the cells. Those that
cannot passively penetrate cell membranes experience hindered diffusion around cells in the
extracellular space (D) Flux balance analysis predicts substrate usage and cell growth. (E) Cell
volume grows exponentially until it surpasses a maximum volume fraction, ρmax, at which time
intercellular forces create pressure that pushes cell volume outward into neighboring lattice
sites of lesser volume fraction. (F) Cells of different species or in different regulatory states
can be simultaneously simulated. Those in different states can transform back and forth at
rates that can depend on up to two local substrate concentrations, (φm and φn, or φo and φp). 64
3.2 Metabolic behaviors within the “unregulated” and “regulated” colony models. (A)
The unregulated model in cross-section after 32 hours of growth; cells were assumed to engage
in their own optimal metabolism solely in response to the metabolites available. (B) The
regulated model in cross-section after 32 hours of growth; cells were allowed to be in either a
glucose-consuming or acetate-consuming state. (C) Cartoon of E. coli central metabolism. The
purple color indicates flux through the metabolic network. Some cells of the unregulated model
were predicted to engage in simultaneous glucose and acetate consumption; this highlights the
necessity of accounting for resource regulation within the simulations. (D) Acetate production
within both models occurred near the agar in the anoxic interior of the colony; there glucose
was available but the lack of oxygen prevented use of the TCA cycle and electron transport
chain. (E) Acetate consumption occurred as a thin dome within the unregulated model and as
a wider and more diffuse dome in the regulated model. Also indicated are the Acetyl-CoA
Synthase, Malate Synthase, and Isocitrate Lyase reaction steps. These are associated with
acetate consumption and are catalyzed by Acs, AceB, and AceA (which is cotranscribed with
with AceB in the aceBAK operon), respectively. (F) Oxidative phosphorylation occurred near
the agar at the outer edge of the colony. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
3.3 Plot of simulated and experimental colony heights and diameters. Plot of simulated
and experimental colony heights and diameters. At 24 hours (circles), 36 hours (triangles), 40
hours (squares), and 48 hours (stars) after inoculation onto agar plates, 5 colonies of each of
our fluorescent strains, PaceB-gfp (red), Pacs-gfp (blue), and PgapA-gfp (green), were imaged
and measured. The lines indicate the height and width of modeled colonies (with regulation)
over 48 hours of growth. These colonies were simulated with different values for ρmax ranging
from 0.50 to 0.80. The main simulations presented in the text use a value of 0.65 taken from
the literature [6], and appear as the black line. The step-like features along these lines are
artifacts of the discreteness of the spatial model. The simulations overestimate colony height
early on, but their height-to-width ratios shows strong agreement at later time points. . . . 78
3.4 Comparison of experimental acetate-associated reporter expression with predicted
acetate consumption. (A) Brightfield image of a representative colony expressing GFP
under the colntrol of the aceB promoter. This image was taken approximately 48 hours
after innoculation when the colony was approximately 2.0 mm in diameter. (B) PaceB-gfp
fluorescence in the same colony imaged 100 µm above and parallel to the agar surface. (C)
PaceB-gfp fluorescence imaged 300 µm above the agar surface. (D) PaceB-gfp fluorescence
in a plane bisecting the colony and perpendicular to the agar surface; this was reconstructed
from the entire compiled Z-stack of fluorescence images. (E) Gray-scale plot of the height of a
simulated colony. This image was produced after approximately 40 hours of simulation time
when the colony was around 2.0 mm in diameter. (F) Predicted acetate uptake rate imaged
100 µm above and parallel to the agar surface. (G) Predicted acetate uptake rate imaged
300 µm above the agar surface. (H) Predicted acetate uptake rate in A plane bisecting the
simulated colony and perpendicular to the agar surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
3.5 Modeled three-dimensional E. coli colony. This colony, approximately 32 hours after
innoculation on an agar plate (tan region), is colored by acetate uptake rate. . . . . . . . . . 80
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3.6 Growth rates and substrate profiles over time. (A) The colony is colored by growth
rate and shown in cross-section. The fastest-growing cells (red) inhabit the colony periphery,
while much of the interior shows little or no growth (blue) due to nutrient depletion. The grey
diagonal line shows the linear radial growth of the colony. (B) Oxygen concentration within the
same colony in cross-section at 12, 13, and 14 hours. Between 13 and 14 hours, a well-defined
anoxic region forms in the center of the colony. The penetration of oxygen into this colony is
between 50 and 60 µm. (C) Glucose concentration in cross-section at 14, 15, and 16 hours.
Beyond 14 hours, the glucose concentration in the colony interior rapidly falls, and beyond 15
hours, much of the colony interior, in addition to being anoxic, is also glucose-starved. . . . 82
3.7 Depiction of the Expansion kernel. The growth of the colony is slow, and so the cells
are expected to have ample time to redistribute themselves such that their density remains
approximately uniform at all times. This is accomplished by iteritively applying the Expansion
kernel—which moves some cell volume from “over-filled” sites to neighboring sites with lower
volume fractions—until no lattice site contains a volume fraction larger than some small cutoff,
∆ρ above the maximum packing fraction ρmax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
3.8 Batch culture growth and substrate consumption by experimental and modeled
E. coli. Data adapted from [7] are shown as circles and fits using the model described in
Equation 12 of the main text are shown as lines. (A) Biomass as a function of time. (B)
Acetate concentration as a function of time. (C) Glucose concentration as a function of time. 100
3.9 Effects of varying glucose concentrations. The simulated metabolic behavior of E. coli
colonies grown for approximately 26 hours on M9 minimal media with trace elements and
varying amounts of glucose, from 1.25 g l−1 (top) to 10 g l−1 (bottom). In each case crossfeeding
phenotypes comprised of acetate producers (green) and acetate consumers (red) emerge within
the colony. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
3.10 Metabolic behaviors with crowding constraints imposed; shown are the results of
3DdFBA simulations using the FBAwMC formalism. Both “unregulated” and “regulated”
models were simulated. (A) The unregulated model with crowding constraints in cross-section
after 32 hours of growth. (B) The regulated model with crowding constraints in cross-section
after 32 hours of growth. The addition of crowding constraints prevented the cells from engaging
in simultaneous glucose and acetate utilization. (C) Cartoon of the central metabolism of
cells engaged in a mixed strategy of partial oxidative phosphorylation and partial acetate
overflow. The colored lines indicate flux through the metabolic network. The fastest-growing
cells—those at the outermost edge nearest the agar—were driven toward this behavior because
the volumetric cost of the enzymes of the TCA cycle and electron transport chain prevented
exclusive oxidative phosphorylation. (D) Acetate production within both models occurred near
the agar in the anoxic interior of the colony. (E) Acetate consumption occurred as a thin dome
within the unregulated model and as a wider and more diffuse dome in the regulated model.
(F) Pure oxidative phosphorylation occurred among some cells near the edge of the colony. . 102
3.11 Simulated and experimental colony heights and diameters. At 24 hours (circles), 36
hours (triangles), 40 hours (squares), and 48 hours (stars) after inoculation onto agar plates, 5
colonies of each of our fluorescent strains, PaceB-gfp (red), Pacs-gfp (blue), and PgapA-gfp
(green), were imaged and measured. The lines indicate the height and width of modeled
colonies (with regulation) over 48 hours of growth. These colonies were simulated with different
values for ρmax ranging from 0.50 to 0.80. The simulations presented in the main text use a
value of 0.65 taken from the literature [6], and appear as the black line. The step-like features
along these lines are artifacts of the discreteness of the spatial model. (A) Simulated and
experimental colony diameters as a funtion of time since inoculation. (B) Simulated and
experimental colony heights as a funtion of time since inoculation. (C) Colony height as a
function of colony diameter. In general, lower values of ρmax tend to give rise to faster-growing
colonies, while higher values tend to give rise to slower-growing colonies. . . . . . . . . . . . 103
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3.12 Images of a colony expressing GFP under the control of the gapA promoter. (A)
Brightfield image of a representative colony. (B) PgapA-gfp fluorescence imaged in two
orthogonal planes; the first is 100 µm above and parallel to the agar surface, the second bisects
the colony perpendicularly to the agar surface. gapA is considered a housekeeping gene in E.
coli, making colonies like this one suitable for use as a baseline against which the fluorescence of
the aceB and acs colonies could be compared. These comparisons indicated strong upregulation
of aceB and acs within the growing colonies, consistent with the simulated results. . . . . . . 104
3.13 Images of a colony expressing GFP under the control of the acs promoter. (A)
Brightfield image of a representative colony. (B) Pacs-gfp fluorescence imaged in two orthogonal
planes; the first is 100 µm above and parallel to the agar surface, the second bisects the colony
perpendicularly to the agar surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
3.14 Images of a control colony expressing the flavin-based fluorophore iLOV under the
control of the constitutive phage λ PR promoter [8,9]. (A) Brightfield image of a representative
colony. (B) iLOV fluorescence imaged in two orthogonal planes; the first is 100 µm above and
parallel to the agar surface, the second bisects the colony perpendicularly to the agar surface.
Although GFP is dependent on oxygen to mature, iLOV is not, meaning that the dome-like
distribution of fluorescence seen in this colony and in the aceB, acs, and gapA colonies can not
be attributed simply to hypoxia in the colony interior. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106
3.15 Physical cross-sections of colonies were prepared and imaged in order to ensure that
the observed distributions of fluorescence were not the result of limitations of the structured
illumination imaging technique such as scattering of excitation or emission photons as they pass
through the colonies. (A) A section of agar containing a growing colony is cut and removed
from a petri dish and placed on a microscope slide. (B) A razor blade is used to cut the colony
and agar approximately in half. (C) The remaining half of the colony and agar section is then
turned such that the cut plane is in contact with the microscope slide. This plane was then
imaged using a microscope. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
3.16 Imaged physical cross-sections (top row) with cartoons indicating the location of
the agar and the colony (bottom row). (A) A colony expressing GFP under the control
of the aceB promoter. (B) A colony expressing GFP under the control of the acs promoter.
(C) A colony expressing GFP under the control of the gapA promoter. The dome-shaped
fluorescence distributions show strong agreement with the results obtained using the structured
illumination technique for optical sectioning. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
3.17 A control colony madeup of cells transformed with the promoterless pUA66 plas-
mid. (A) Brightfield image. (B) GFP fluorescence of the same colony imaged at 100 µm
above the agar surface. Little fluorescence is visible, indicating that the aceB, acs, and gapA
fluorescence seen in the other experiments is the result of active transcription from their
promoters rather than leaky transcription of the plasmid or background fluorescence. . . . . 109
3.18 A representative colony from our two-color experiment. Images show GFP (green)
and mCherry (red) fluorescence at 50, 100, 150, and 200 µm above the agar surface. . . . . . 110
3.19 Differential interference contrast (DIC) images of liquid culture samples of each of
the strains used in this study. (A) Pacs-gfp strain. (B) PaceB-gfp strain. (C) Promoterless
plasmid pUA66 strain. (D) PgapA-gfp strain. (E) Wild-type E. coli K12 MG1655 . . . . . . 111
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4.1 Simulation Schematic A schematic composed of 200 simulation replicates showing the
progress of the average mRNA count (black line) before and after a gene duplication event
(traced by green dotted line). The area encompassing the average ±1σ (blue) are shown along
with an example simulation trace (red). Gene duplication is followed by a transient period
where the mRNA relaxes from an initially low to a high count at a rate proportional to the
degradation rate of the mRNA. Three regions exist and are delineated by vertical lines: A
pre-duplication state (I) wherein the mRNA is in a low copy number steady-state, a relaxation
period just after duplication (II) where the mRNA relaxes up to a new equilibrium steady-state
(III). In these simulations the doubling time (tD) was taken to be 70 minutes, the total DNA
replication time was taken to be 45 minutes, the gene was positioned 55% of the way from the
origin to the terminus (tr ≈27 minutes), the transcription rate kt was 1.26 molecules/min and
the degradation rate kd was 0.126/min. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114
4.2 Comparison of the time-dependent (TD) and time-independent (TI) theories for
constitutively expressed genes A) The mean, Fano factor, and relative error in the Fano
factor for slow growing cells (70 min doubling time). Black dots represent the results of 200
simulated replicates, while orange and blue lines represent the TD and TI theories, respectively.
B) Comparison of mRNA distributions for slow growing cells. The grey histogram represents
the results of simulations, while the orange and blue lines again represent the TD and TI
theories. The top distribution is that of a gene copied half-way through the cell cycle (f = 0.5)
while the bottom distribution is that of a gene copied at the biginning of the cell cycle (f ≈ 1.0).
C & D) Statistics (mean, Fano factor, and relative error) and distributions for fast growing
cells (40 min doubling time). Genes can exist in either 2 or 4 copies (deep orange and blue) or
1 or 2 copies (light orange and blue), depending on their location along the chromosome. In
all cases, the time-dependent theory better captures simulation data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
4.3 Comparison to Experiments A comparison of predicted distrubtions computed assuming
constitutively expressed genes with (orange lines) and without (blue lines) accounting for the
time-dependence of the mRNA relaxation to experimental data for A-C) various lac promoter
mutants [10] and D) ptsG [11]. The lac mRNA has a half–life of 5.5 min and spends 2/3 of
the cell cycle after gene replication, while the ptsG transcript has a half-life of 2.8 min and
spends about 1/3 of the cell cycle after gene replication. A fit to the regulated model shows
much better agreement for ptsG (green line). All rates from the fits are given in units of per
minute. See SI text section 4.7.9 and Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 for further comparisons and
details. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
4.4 Deviation of Time-depedent and Time-indepdendent Theories Error in the estimated
Fano factor ((FTI − FTD)/FTI) when neglecting time-dependence of the mRNA relaxation as
a function of: (A) the mean mRNA count and fraction of cell cycle after gene replication, and
(B) mean mRNA and messanger half-life. Here a slow growing cell was considered (td ∼70
minutes). In (A) the mRNA half-life was the average in E coli of 5.5 minutes. In (B) the
fraction of the cell cycle after replication was taken to be 0.7. Scale bars indicate the value of
the deviation. Contours are indicated with lines and the value along the contour denoted. . 122
4.5 Replication Schematics A schematic showing the replication of DNA containing one gene
close to the origin (blue) and one close to the terminus (orange) at various timepoints in the cell
cycle. Replication proceeds from the origin (ori) to the terminus (ter) and multiple replication
forks (red dots) can exist simultaneously. Snapshots through the cell cycle from cells with
doubling times (A) slower (tD = 70 minutes) and (B) faster (tD = 40 minutes) than the DNA
replication time (45 minutes) are shown. For slow growing cells the initiation of replication
occurs shortly after cell division and completes before the cell divides. For cells growing faster
than the replication time, multiple copies of the genome must exist and therefore the number
of replication forks can change dramatically throughout the cell cycle. The effect on gene
count depends on the gene location; for instance a gene close to the origin is duplicated durign
the same cell cycel that the replication is initiated, resulting in 2 or 4 copiles of the gene (A,
middle). Conversely, a gene close to the terminus is replicated in the next cell cycle and only 1
or 2 copies can exist (B, right) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148
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4.6 Division Time Contribution Comparison of various average mRNA levels (A) and their
associated Fano factors (B) for different treatments of gene copy number in stochastic simu-
lations. The “Constant DNA model” assumes that there is only one gene copy number and
all cells in the population have that number over all time. The “Weighted DNA model” is
equivalent to the time-independent theory, in that each cell is considered to have either a high
or a low count of the gene based on the fraction of time after gene replication, f , and assumed
to have that copy nubmer for all time. The “Explicit DNA replication model” is that of the
time-dependent theory, where the gene is duplicated during the simulation and the mRNA is
allowed to relax to the new steady-state. Simulations with genes at different locations (10 or
90% of the distance from the origin to terminus) at two doubling times are considered. The
noise observed in the explicit replication model is consistently lower than that in the weighted
DNA model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149
4.7 Cell–Age Weighted Results Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted by
theories with (orange/light orange lines) and without (blue/cyan lines) accounting for time
dependent mRNA to the theory that weights the results with exponentially distributed cell
ages (green) for cells doubling in (a) 70 minute and (b) 40 minutes. The form of the weighted
time-dependent theory (WTD) is based on Equation 4.36. The bottom plot shows errors of
the TD and TI theories relative to the exponentially weighted TD theory (green lines), which
are generally below 8%. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149
4.8 70 minute doubling time A) Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted
with (orange lines) and without (blue lines) accounting for time-dependent mRNA relaxation
to results from exact simulations (points). The time-dependent theory shows nearly exact
agreement in all cases. When comparing numerically computed distributions for genes that
spend (B) 61% and (D) 74.3% of the cell cycle in the high state, to simulated distributions
(gray histograms) it becomes apparant that including time-dependence (orange lines) better
captures both qualitatively and quantitatively the data than does the time-independent theory
(blue lines). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150
4.9 40 minute doubling time A) Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted
with (orange/light orange lines) and without (blue/cyan lines) accounting for time-dependent
mRNA relaxation to results from exact simulations (points). Darker orange and blue lines
represent genes that are duplicated during the cell cycle when the replication of that genome is
initiated, and therefore have either 2 or 4 gene copies. Lighter orange and cyan lines represent
genes that are duplicated in the cell cycle following the one in which the replication was
initiated, and therefore either 1 or 2 gene copies exist. The time dependent theory shows nearly
exact agreement. Comparisons of the mRNA distribution from simulation (gray histogram)
to theories with (orange lines) and without (blue lines) time-dependence demonstrates the
advantange of considering the mRNA relaxation for genes that spend (B) 27.5% and (D) 62.5%
of their time in the high state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
4.10 40 min Doubling Time Distributions Results for distributions computed via theory for
a cell doubling every 40 minutes for a genes located at the indicated positions between the
origin and the terminus. Distributions computed with the analytical theory (orange lines)
nearly exactly represent simulations (gray distributions) whereas distributions computed via
the time-indepenent model (blue lines) often qualitatively predict strong bimodal behavior,
where none should exist. In all cases, the time-dependent theory is superior as demonstrated
in Figure 4.12. However, as discussed in the main text, the comparison becomes worst between
50-60% of the way along the genome, due to inadequite time to relaxation to the high-state. 152
4.11 70 min Doubling Time Distributions Results for distributions computed via theory for
a cell doubling every 70 minutes for a genes located at the indicated positions between the
origin and the terminus. Distributions computed with the analytical theory (orange lines)
nearly exactly represent simulations (gray distributions) whereas distributions computed via
the time-indepenent model (blue lines) often qualitatively predict strong bimodal behavior,
where none should exist. In all cases, the time-dependent theory is superior as demonstrated
in Figure 4.12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153
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4.12 Goodness of Fit Kullback-Leibler divergence of theory from simulation computed for doubling
times of (a) 70 and (b) 40 minutes. The theory incorporating time-dependent mRNA dynamics
(orange lines) better captures the mRNA distribution than does the static theory (blue lines).
The rapid rise in divergence in the 40 minute doubling time comparison is due to the fact that
mRNA from genes that duplicate close to division time does not have enough time to relax to
the new steady-state prior to division, thus starting the next cell cycle away from steady-state
(see discussion of Figure 4.13 the main text). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154
4.13 Deviation Near Division A) A schematic composed of 200 simulation replicates showing
the progress of the average mRNA (black line) levels before and after a gene duplication event
(green dotted line). The area encompassing the average ±1σ (blue). As can be seen, replication
is followed by relaxation of the mRNA from an initially low level but does not relax to a new
steady-state level prior to cell division, and therefore the cells begin their next cell cycle with
a non-steady-state mRNA distribution. Only about half-way through the next cell cycle does
the mRNA approach steady-state (red dashed line). In a case such as this, the TD theory put
out in the paper will deviate, as it was derived with the assumption that the mRNA reaches
steady state before division. A modified TD theory lifts this assumption allowing for more
accurate estimation of the average, variance, Fano factor, and mRNA distributions (equations
S35-37). The doubling time (tD) was taken to be 40 minutes, the total DNA replication time
was taken to be 45 minutes, the gene was positioned 55% of the way from the origin to the
terminus (tr ≈ 35 minutes), the transcription rate kt was 1.26 min
−1 and the degradation rate
kd was 0.126min
−1. The assumption that the mRNA level relaxes to steady-state prior to cell
division can be lifted and “Exact” equations can be derived (purple lines; Equations 4.45-4.46)
that better capture the Fano factor, especially for genes that replicate close to cell division
(f <0.1), as demonstrated for the 70 minute (B) and 40 minute (C) cases. . . . . . . . . . . 155
4.14 Comparison to Experimental Distributions Comparison of time-dependent (orange) and
time-independent (blue) theories for the mRNA distribution to experimental data of Jones
et al. [10]. Theoretical curves are computed taking half-life and doubling times of 5.5 and
40 minutes, respectively, for a gene that is in the high-state for 2/3 of the cell cycle. The
mean from a single gene copy was computed as disscussed in Section 4.7.9; the associated
transcription rate is shown in the figure in units of per-minute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156
4.15 Distribution Comparisons A) Mean squared deviation (MSD) computed (via Equation
4.80) between the predicted and experimental mRNA distributions of Figure 4.14. B) KL-
divergence computed (via Equation 4.76) on the same data. Both metrics demonstrate that the
TD theory better represents the data than does the TI theory. Smaller MSD or KL indicates
better agreement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
4.16 Fit to ptsG Distribution Fitting of the experimental distribution (of two pooled replicates)
for ptsG via simulations while constraining kon and koff via the regulated theory (Equations
4.50–4.55). A) By varying kt distributions were simulated. B) Distributions were compared
with experimental data using various metrics such as KL divergence (top) and RMSD (mid) at
various binning widths (BW), from which the most optimal kt was chosen (dashed vertical line;
±1 SEM dotted vertical lines), that also minimizes the error in the mean, variance and Fano
factor. The corresponding regulation rates are kon = 0.023min
−1 and koff = 0.0084min
−1.
This model significantly outperforms the constitutive theory as shown for comparisons with bin
widths of C) 2 and D) 4. The noise of the observed distribution can only be caputed with this
model as ptsG is a highly regulated gene [12]. Using the analytical theory, only 1 parameter
was varied; therefore the effort expended on fitting was significantly reduced. Other model
parameters include a half-life of 2.8 minutes for a gene located 25% from the ori, corresponding
to f ≈ 0.35 [11]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158
4.17 Fitting Statistics Various measures of fit agreement between simulated and experimental
distributions as kd is varied within 1σ of the average plotted versus the free parameter kt.
(Top Row) Absolute value of the relative error in the mean δm, variance δV ar and Fano factor
δF for the simulated parameter sets. (Middle Row) Computed Kullback Leibler-divergence
for various histogram binning widths. (Bottom Row) Computed mean–squared–deviation for
various histogram binning widths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159
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4.18 Approximated Regulated Noise Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted
by theories with (orange/light orange lines) and without (blue/cyan lines) accounting for time
dependent mRNA to simulation results (points) for (a) 70 minute and (b) 40 minute doubling
times. The form of the time-dependent theory is based on the approximate corrections of
Equation 4.55. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160
4.19 RNAP Noise A comparison of theory with simulations where extrinsic noise is entirely
approximated by variations in the RNAP number, and consequently variation in the apparent
transcription rate kt. (A) 70 minute and (B) 40 minute doubling times. The Kullback-Leibler
divergence comparing numerically computed distributions with simulated distributions are
shown for (B) 70 minute and (D) 40 minute doubling times demonstrating that incorporation
of the time-dependent mRNA relaxation is required even when considering extrinsic effects
such as RNAP fluctuations. The time-dependent theory is calculated using the approximate
solution Equation 4.71. The time-independent theory is based on equations S33 and S54 of
Jones et al. [10]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161
4.20 Noise contributions assessed using different models of mRNA noise. In each case it is assumed
tD = 40 min, 〈m〉 = 10, f = 0.35, kd = 0.126 min
−1, and Fano[m] ≈ 3.25. In the left-most bar,
the noise is assumed to originate entirely from RNAP variability or transcriptional regulation.
In the central bar, noise contributions are computed according to the time-independent theory.
In this case RNAP variability and gene duplication alone completely account for the observed
Fano factor; in turn, transcriptional regulation appears not to contribute. In the right-most bar,
noise contributions are computed according to the time-dependent theory. In this case we see
that the time-independent theory overestimates gene duplication-associated noise, obscurring
the fact that some transcriptional regulation is taking place, although not as much as might
have been suspected had gene replication not been accounted for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162
4.21 Deviation of Theories and Simulations (A) and (B) as in Figure 4.4 where the error is
(FTI−FTD)/FTI . Comparison of the Fano factor computed via theory to stochastic simulations
can be seen for the TI ((FSim − FTI)/FSim; C & D) and TD ((FSim − FTD)/FSim; E & F)
expressions. Simulations were averages of 1000 indpendent cell lineages each growing for 10
generations. Contour lines are for the indicated values, and are not smooth due to the variation
in the data due to limited sampling. The average deviation of the TD theory is generally less
than 20% over the ranges studied, while the TI can deviate by over 60% in the same ranges.
The error in E & F can be reduced to zero within numerical uncertainty and sampling error by
using equations S35-37 as opposed to equation S28. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
5.1 The central dogma of molecular biology for a replicating chromosome. Replication
forks form at the origin of replication and proceed along both sides of the chromosome until
they meet at the terminus. Each gene, depending on its location, gets copied at its own gene
replication time tr; prior to tr an single copy exists, and afterward two copies exist. The gene
can be transcribed into mRNA, which in turn can be translated to form proteins. . . . . . . 166
5.2 Simulated “median” gene.(A) Analytical and simulated mRNA and protein statistics for
a “median” E. coli gene as a function of gene loci. Circles represent statistics calculated
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I joined the Luthey-Schulten lab in the fall of 2011, and over the course of the following six years I have
co-authored some nine articles [14–22], and one book chapter [23]. But as I look back in the twilight of my
time as a graduate student, there are only a few works that stand out to me as milestones in my growth as
a student and scientist. This document includes four of them, each in their entirety and ordered by their
publication dates, as Chapters 2–5.
The work reproduced here falls loosely into two main research areas—systems biology, and stochastic
biophysics—but as the title of this dissertation indicates, it all pertains to the ways in which microbial
populations can exhibit a considerable degree of cell-to-cell heterogeneity. This heterogeneity can manifest
itself as differences in chemical makeup, behavior, or both, and arises despite the cells sharing a common
genetic background and macroscopically identical environments.
We will begin with some background. Starting as early as the 1930s and 1940s—before the “central dogma”
of molecular biology had even been established—researchers began to posit that some of the variability they
saw in biological systems may arise due to stochastic biochemical processes within the cell [24, 25]. Although
progress on these ideas continued to be made steadily through much of the twentieth century [26–33], it
was not until shortly after the turn of the millennium that stochasticity in gene expression would burst
into mainstream biophysics research. In a string of high-profile articles, researchers showed how to measure
“intrinsic” noise (associated with the discrete and randomly-timed chemical events involved in the expression
of a given gene) and “extrinsic” noise (associated with cell-to-cell variations in gene expression-associated
molecules like RNAP or ribosomes that impact all genes) [34–39], and predicted with striking accuracy the
distributions of proteins controlled under different forms of regulation [13,40]. Of particular importance was
the result that, absent any form of regulation, protein copy numbers should be expected to follow a Gamma
distribution [40]. This prediction would be born out experimentally a few years later through a systematic
genome-wide set of measurements of over a thousand E. coli protein distributions by Taniguchi et al. [2]—a
touchstone in the field that will be returned to on several occasions in this document.
Independent of the revolution in biological stochasticity, the last two decades have also seen the maturation
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of a powerful set of computational methods designed to study large biochemical reaction networks like
metabolism. Among them, flux balance analysis (FBA) has been shown to be remarkably predictive and
extensible, with applications ranging from drug discovery [41], to chemical process engineering [42]. While in
principal metabolism can be modeled by coupled sets of differential equations, in practice, parameterizing such
a model can be incredibly challenging. Many of the kinetic rates that are necessary are either not available
in the literature or of dubious quality, which leaves the modeler facing a nightmare of underconstrained
parameter estimation (although progress continues to be made [43]). FBA largely sidesteps these difficulties,
trading a dynamic description of the network for a stead-state approximation. The network is described in
terms of a stoichiometry matrix, S, wherein each column represents a reaction. The ith reaction, perhaps
consuming one molecule of metabolite j and producing two of metabolite k, would be represented with
Sj,i = −1 and Sk,i = 2, with all other elements in the column set to zero. Metabolite concentrations are
assumed to be fixed, meaning that the total flux through reactions that produce a given metabolite is balanced
by the total flux through reactions that consume it. This leads to the set of constraints S~v = 0, where ~v is
a vector of mass-normalized reaction fluxes through the network. In addition to the biochemical reactions
that constitute the metabolic network, the stoichiometric matrix also includes a “biomass” reaction that
consumes certain building blocks—amino acids, nucleic acids, lipids, etc.—in the appropriate levels in order
to produce one unit of cell biomass. Flux through this reaction thus represents the specific growth rate of the
cells being modeled. Finally, additional constraints—lower or upper bounds—can be imposed in order to
model different environmental conditions, gene expression states, or genetic perturbations. The flux through
an uptake reaction, for example, might be bound by some maximum value depending on its concentration in
the growth medium, or the fluxes through reactions catalyzed by the product of a given gene might be fixed
at zero if the gene is “knocked out”. Assuming that over evolutionary time, species have evolved to optimize
their growth rate subject to their environmental conditions (a reasonable assumption for many microbes like
E. coli [44] and yeast, if not for other higher organisms), then then linear program:
maximize: vbiomass
subject to: S~v = 0,
∀i : lbi ≤ vi ≤ ubi
(1.1)
where lbi and ubi represent lower and upper bounds for the i
th reaction, can be solved to yield predictions of
the fluxes through the metabolic network. For an outstanding introduction to FBA with a tutorial, see [45].
Chapter 2 reproduces “Heterogeneity in protein expression induces metabolic variability in a modeled
Escherichia coli population” [14]. In it, we show that variability in the numbers of certain key metabolic
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enzymes within E. coli cells can drive subpopulations into divergent forms of metabolism, leading to a wide
range of growth rates and pathway-level phenotypes. In a broad sense, this work is a fortuitous place to begin
my dissertation because it so nicely ties together elements of both systems and stochastic biology—threads
that will remain mostly unconnected in later chapters.
Bridging the worlds of stochastic and flux-based modeling can be accomplished in a number of ways. In
Chapter 2 we describe a method that would eventually come to be known as “population FBA” [22]. Briefly,
a population of cells, each in their own gene expression state, are constructed by randomly sampling the copy
numbers of hundreds of metabolic proteins from experimentally determined distributions [2]. For each cell,
the sampled enzyme copy numbers are paired with catalytic rates from the literature and used to set bounds
on the flux through their associated metabolic reactions. Then FBA is used to predict each cell’s growth rate
and pathway usage.
Among the most important results of this work was that the growth rates of the modeled cells vary
considerably, with a distinctive peak of fast-growers and a broad tail of slower-growing cells extending
essentially to zero (see Figure 2.2). A strikingly similar distribution was subsequently reported for the
eukaryotic yeast Sachromyces cerevisciae [46], which naturally raises the question whether stochastic gene
expression might give rise to this type of growth rate distribution in (possibly many) other microbial species.
Analysis of the pathways used by our modeled cells was even more interesting, with several phenotypes
coming to light. Our predictions showed that the slower-growing cells tended to produce more acetate than
their fast-growing cousins, that cells at intermediate growth rates often made considerably greater use of
the Entner-Doudoroff pathway (parallel to glycolysis) than did very fast- or slow-growing cells, and that
cells at intermediate growth rates also tended to complement their use of cytochrome bo3 (part the electron
transport chain) with the less efficient cytochrome bd. Perhaps most surprisingly, nearly all of this behavioral
variability can be traced back to variability in the expression levels of just 15 enzymes.
Chapter 3 reproduces “Spatially-resolved metabolic cooperativity within dense bacterial colonies” [17].
Again we explore the broader theme of metabolic heterogeneity, but do so from a very different angle than
we did in Chapter 2. This time, we investigate how cells interact with each other in condensed populations—
competing for limited resources, and living in a sea of their neighbors’ metabolic byproducts. We find that
it is through these types of interactions that cells in colonies can differentiate metabolically based on their
locations, and that under common laboratory conditions, an emergent form of acetate crossfeeding can arise.
The most important idea to come from this work was the simulation method itself, which was dubbed
3-Dimensional dynamic Flux Balance Analysis, or 3DdFBA. It couples a lattice-based diffusion model of
nutrient transport within and around a growing colony of cells with an FBA representation of the local
metabolic behavior of the cells themselves. The method was applied to study the growth of isogenic colonies
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of E. coli on solid agar supplemented with M9 salts, trace metals, and 2.5 g l−1 glucose. Within a few hours
of simulation time, steep gradients in the concentrations of glucose and oxygen arose within the modeled
colonies, and these gradients gave rise to a number of regions of distinct metabolic behaviors. We found
that hypoxic glucose-rich cells near the base produce acetate as a fermentation product, that oxygen-rich
but glucose-starved cells higher up consume the acetate as a growth substrate, and that a small ring of
fast-growing glucose- and oxygen-rich cells near the periphery drive the growth and expansion of the colony.
Most of our predictions are supported by experimental imaging studies.
Chapter 4 reproduces “Effects of DNA replication on mRNA noise” [18]. This work marks a considerable
change in direction from Chapters 2 and 3, focusing not on behavioral heterogeneity and metabolism, but on
cell-to-cell differences in the gene expression within a population. As the title suggests, the work focuses on
how the process of gene duplication during replication contributes to stochasticity in mRNA expression.
Each gene, depending on where it is located on the chromosome, undergoes a transition from an early
low copy number state to a later high copy number state after the gene is replicated. This effect amounts
to cell-to-cell variability in gene copy numbers within a population, which in turn impacts the statistics of
mRNA expression. We show that this effect can be easily accounted for both computationally and analytically,
and leads to a considerable divergence from the Poissonian behavior predicted by simple birth-death models
of messenger expression. Of particular importance, we derive expressions for the mean and variance of
messengers under constitutive and transcriptional regulation, and show that failure to account for DNA
replication can easily lead to the misinterpretation of experimental mRNA noise measurements.
Chapter 5 reproduces “A careful accounting of extrinsic noise in protein expression reveals correlations
among it sources” [20]. This work picks up where Chapter 4 leaves off, extending our considerations of
the impact of DNA replication to protein expression, but expands upon them considerably by accounting
for several additional sources of extrinsic cell-to-cell variability. These include noise in the transcription,
translation, and mRNA degradation rates, presumably corresponding to variations in the RNAP, ribosome,
and ribonuclease copy numbers, as well as noise in the timings of DNA replication and cell division. Of critical
importance to this work is the availability of genome-scale proteomics and transcriptomics data [2] which
allows us to compare the results of our model directly to experiment. This work asks the simple question: “if
we assume that all extrinsic noise sources act independently, can our model recover the experimental mRNA
and protein statistics?” The answer is a resounding no. The model vastly overestimates the variability of
most of the E. coli proteome. We find that it is only through the inclusion of several correlations among the
extrinsic noise sources that the experimental data can be recapitulated, including positive correlations between
the mRNA degradation rate and both the transcription and translation rates, as well as an anticorrelation




When I joined the Luthey-Schulten lab, this project had been underway for over a year. The population FBA
method had already been established by my coauthor Piyush Labhsetwar, and what remained was mostly
data analysis and interpretation. This, it turned out, was no small feat, and took more than another year to
finish. It was probably the most collaborative experience of my life. Piyush and I, with our advisor Zaida (Zan)
Luthey-Schulten, would discuss for hours the possible reasons why one pathway might be used by some cells
and not others. Very often, results came though joint or parallel lines of reasoning. I remember, for example,
Piyush adopting the use of principal component analysis to analyze pathway usage, while I investigated
different coordinate rotation schemes, ultimately settling on the “data-dependent” method described in
Section 2.7.1, in order to interpret the results. Similarly, while Piyush was using the Cholesky decomposition
method to impose correlations among highly expressed proteins (see Section 2.7.1), I considered correlations
arising through the cotranscription of genes within operons (Section 2.7.1), and describing, via a simple
toy model, why correlations among proteins should lead to faster growth rates (Section 2.7.1). Even the
experiments were a joint effort; Piyush and I took over bench space in two different laboratories (those of
Charles Schroeder and William Metcalf), and stayed up all night measuring the optical density of culture
tubes, and running colorimetric assays for acetate and glucose. The simulations of batch culture growth and
acetate production that were required to compare our modeled cells with our experimental results (Section
2.7.1) were performed be me, and Zan and I drafted most of the manuscript.
1.1.2 Chapter 3
I first combined FBA with a reaction-diffusion simulation while still working on what would become Chapter
2. In their earliest incarnations, my simulations leveraged the Lattice Microbes reaction-diffusion simulation
software [47] to explicitly track glucose and oxygen particles diffusing throughout a small fixed cluster of
individually resolved cells. It was obvious almost immediately that this approach could not possibly scale to
realistic laboratory concentrations (tens or hundreds of mM) and colony sizes (billions of cells). So I started
work (with minor tips and suggestions from Joseph Peterson, Tyler Earnest, Michael Hallock, and John
Stone) on what became the continuumColony code for 3DdFBA simulations, which coarse-grains the problem
considerably by tracking only concentrations and cell densities. The results were a very simple program that
seemed to get an almost unreasonable number of details correct. With little more than a published metabolic
model [48] and literature values for a Henry’s law constant and a few metabolite diffusion coefficients as
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inputs, initial simulation test runs gave oxygen profiles, colony expansion rates, and even the timing of the
transition between exponential and linear radial growth that all agreed well with experimental data (see
Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4). Much more interesting, however, was that the simulations invariably predicted that
cells within the colonies would engage in a form of acetate crossfeeding. Because this effect had not been
described before, the only way to test it was a new experiment. Fortuitously, it was around this time that
Lars Kohler joined the lab as an experimental postdoc.
Lars transformed E. coli cells with plasmids expressing GFP under the control of the acs, aceB, and gapA
promoters. Then, after a few training sessions at the Institute for Genomic Biology (IGB) Core Facilities
under Dr. Mayandi Sivaguru, Lars and I were able to image the fluorescence of entire colonies in 3D using a
structured illumination optical sectioning microscope. We also acquired a strain expressing the flavin-based
fluorophore iLOV from Arnab Mukherjee, which we imaged as a control (see Section 3.7.1). The results
of these experiments agreed quite well with my simulations, and so Lars, Zan and I drafted a paper and
submitted it for review. Publication took longer than expected, and by the time we heard back from reviewers,
Lars had taken a position at Argonne National Laboratory. The reviewer’s requests included a two color
experiment simultaneously tracking acetate and glucose utilization, for which we enlisted the help of Jamila
Hedhli. Jamila and I met with Ben Leslie, who offered advice and some bench space at IGB, and she set to
work constructing the necessary plasmid and doing the transformations. Then, after consulting once again
with Dr. Mayandi Sivaguru, we acquired the images that would eventually become Figure 3.18. The revised
manuscript was accepted, and the article would garner considerable attention after publication, including
being listed as a highlight of the year by the journal.
A few other contributions to this work deserve mention. My friend and colleague Tyler Earnest, upon
seeing the 3D colony images I was rendering using VMD [49], declared that he could do better and asked me
for one of my output files. He, in turn, rendered the gorgeous image that would become Figure 3.5. Also, at
Zan’s suggestion, Dr. Jingyi Fie captured a few images of our E. coli cells in liquid culture (see Figure 3.19).
Finally, Dr. Mayandi Sivaguru captured the images that appear in Figure 3.16 (as neither Lars nor I had
were familiar with the LSM 710 microscope); I did, however, prepare the slides for these images by physically
bisecting colonies using a razor blade.
1.1.3 Chapter 4
As was the case with Chapter 2, I joined this project midstream. The project grew out of an observation by
Jingyi Fei that the distributions of ptsG mRNA that she was seeing in her single molecule experiments had
greater dispersion than could be accounted for by simple messenger expression models. This apparently led
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her to consider some recent work by Jones et al. [10], that indicated that gene duplication during replication
may account for a considerable amount of mRNA variability. She enlisted the help of Zan and my friend and
colleague Joseph Peterson, who set about modeling the effect computationally. Joseph and Zan had noted
that the “time independent” (or TI) model proposed by Jones et al., which amounted to a weighted sum of
two Poisson distributions (one before replication and another after), yielded results that quantitatively and
qualitatively disagreed with his simulations and published messenger distributions. In particular, the earlier
theory gave rise to messenger distributions with odd-looking shoulders and a distinct bimodal character. They
attributed these issues to the fact that the TI model neglected the “relaxation time” after gene replication
during which the messenger statistics approached their new higher steady state (period II in Figure 4.1).
Planning to add a correction to the TI model that amounted to an additional weighted Poisson distribution
to approximate this relaxation time, Joseph and Zan asked me for my thoughts. I noted that if one more
weighted Poisson distribution could be added as a correction, then so could another, and another, and they
could go on integrating infinitely many infinitesimally small corrections. I also noted that it is important to
ensure that the mRNA actually remain Poisson distributed at every instant during the relaxation time. Over
the ensuing weekend I worked out the answer: yes, the messengers remain Poisson distributed during the
relaxation, and the expressions for the instantaneous mean and variance can be integrated to yield closed
form solutions for the population mean and variance. From there, the rest of the article was straightforward
to complete. Inspired by rounds of discussions with Zan and Joseph, I extended and refined the analytical
derivations—correcting for transcriptional regulation and variability in RNAP copy number, among other
things (see Sections 4.7.1–4.7.6)—while Joseph performed corresponding simulations and a number of fits to
experimental data (see Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.8–4.19, and 4.21). Joseph, Zan, and I then wrote up the manuscript
with contributions from Jingyi Fei, Dr. Taekjip Ha.
1.1.4 Chapter 5
Shortly after publication what would become Chapter 4, I began to think about extending our model of
DNA replication-associated noise to protein expression. I worked out most of the derivations that appear
in Section 5.10.1 in an evening, but as soon as I tried to compare the results to data from the Taniguchi
data set [2], I knew something must be amiss. As detailed is Section 5.3, the model in its simplest form
considerably overestimated the noise of the “median gene” I had intended to use as an a test case. And
what was worse, I knew that there were several sources of extrinsic noise that were not yet accounted for.
Eventually, I came to the idea that these additional noise sources must be correlated in ways that attenuated
the total protein variability. From there, much of what remained was essentially a fitting problem—or 585
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independent fitting problems, each performed at 50,000 randomly-sampled points in a 10 dimensional space
of correlation matrices (see Sections 5.5 and 5.10.3–5.10.4). At Tyler Earnest’s suggestion, I opted to use the
freely available nlopt optimization package [50], which made relatively short work of the calculations. Zan
and I then drafted the corresponding manuscript.
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Chapter 2
Heterogeneity in Protein Expression
Induces Metabolic Variability in a
Modeled Escherichia coli Population†
2.1 Abstract
Stochastic gene expression can lead to phenotypic differences among cells even in isogenic populations growing
under macroscopically identical conditions. Here we apply flux-balance analysis in investigating the effects of
single cell proteomics data on the metabolic behavior of an in silico E. coli population. We use the latest
metabolic reconstruction integrated with transcriptional regulatory data to model realistic cells growing in a
glucose minimal medium under aerobic conditions. The modeled population exhibits a broad distribution
of growth rates, and principal component analysis was used to identify well-defined subpopulations that
differ in terms of their pathway usage. The cells differentiate into slow-growing acetate-secreting cells and
fast-growing CO2-secreting cells, and a large population growing at intermediate rates shift from glycolysis to
Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathway usage. Constraints imposed by integrating regulatory data have a large
impact on NADH oxidizing pathway usage within the cell. Finally we find that stochasticity in the expression
of only a few genes may be sufficient to capture most of the metabolic variability of the entire population.
2.2 Introduction
The stochastic nature of life imparts to each cell a certain uniqueness in the form of small—and sometimes
not-so-small—deviations from mean behavior, manifested ultimately in measurable cell-to-cell variability.
Stochasticity in gene expression in particular has been proposed to be an important factor in giving rise to
rich phenotypic variability exhibited amongst clonal populations. Sources of intrinsic and extrinsic noise
affect each cell differently so that each cell will in turn have its own unique set of protein copy numbers, and
thereby its own physiological properties.
†Work includes previously published material incorporating contributions from Piyush Labhsetwar, Elijah Roberts, Nathan
D. Price, and Zaida Luthey-Schulten [14]. Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.6, 2.9, 2.10, 2.16, 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22 were prepared by
Piyush Labhsetwar.
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Gene expression noise has been studied at both the experimental and theoretical levels for several years
(for a review see [51]). Models of protein production and regulation have been developed that are both
amenable to mathematical analysis and capable of describing a range of biologically relevant phenomena.
In particular, several analyses converge on the gamma distribution in describing steady state protein copy
number distributions and their resulting effects on enzyme kinetics [13, 40, 52, 53]. A recent system-wide
determination of protein and mRNA copy numbers in single E. coli cells has shown that this distribution is
an excellent fit to experimental measurement across a broad range of expression levels [2].
While mathematical analysis performs admirably at the level of individual proteins and simple regulatory
schemes, moving beyond this scope to larger reaction networks necessitates a different modeling paradigm.
Dynamical simulations are capable of elucidating microscopic descriptions of cellular phenomena [54], but
as yet are difficult to extend to large reaction networks due to incomplete knowledge of many reaction rate
constants. Steady-state fluxes through a large system of reactions can be determined by flux-balance analysis
(FBA) which requires only knowledge of stoichiometry and reaction bounds, making it applicable to these
larger systems [55–57] (for an excellent introduction to FBA, see [45]). Models of metabolism, transcription,
and translation have been painstakingly developed and refined for E. coli and several other model organisms,
and are capable of elucidating detailed descriptions of cellular behavior [48, 58, 59]. While these models
contain imperfections such as dead-ends stemming from insufficient information, they have nonetheless been
shown to be highly predictive under a wide range of experimental conditions.
FBA allows a large space of possible solutions. By imposing realistic constraints on reaction fluxes,
this space can be pared down to a small subset that most accurately reflects the behavior of real cells.
Several sophisticated techniques have been developed to constrain metabolic models using experimental data.
Transcriptional microarray data, for example, has been used to build integrated metabolic and regulatory
models in order to study cells in differing states of gene regulation [1,60,61]. As systems level models become
more complete, an increasingly large amount of experimental data is required to parameterize them. A recent
pioneering study describing an integrated multi-component model of Mycoplasma genitalium incorporated
over 1,900 experimentally determined parameters [4].
In the present work the effects of gene expression noise on growth and metabolic pathway usage in isogenic
E. coli cells are studied by imposing flux constraints based on experimentally determined protein distributions
onto a metabolic model. As summarized in Figure 2.1, a population of 1 million cells is modeled, each of which
is defined by independently sampling the copy number distributions of 352 metabolic proteins; FBA on an
integrated regulatory and metabolic reconstruction then determines each cell’s metabolic behavior. A broad
distribution of specific growth rates and a surprisingly rich set of metabolic phenotypes among the population
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Figure 2.1: Population FBA methodology. Protein copy number distributions were obtained from
experimental data [2]. Distributions are sampled to obtain a set of protein counts that define the state of a
unique cell in the population of 1 million. This set of protein counts is used to impose constraints on fluxes
in the integrated metabolic and regulatory reconstruction. Flux balance analysis is used to obtain optimal
specific growth rates for every in silico cell.
approximately a dozen genes.
2.3 Model
The sampled enzyme copy numbers are used to impose flux constraints on all associated reactions in the E.
coli metabolic reconstruction iJO1366 (Figure 2.7). This reconstruction is the latest and most comprehensive
to date; it contains roughly 1,100 metabolites involved in over 2,200 reactions catalyzed by the products of
1366 genes [48]. Assuming Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the maximum enzyme-catalyzed reaction rate is given
by Vmax = Kcat[E] where Kcat and [E] are the enzyme turnover rate and concentration, respectively. The
copy numbers reported in [2] were normalized to an average cell volume; sampling out of each distribution
therefore yields a copy number for a cell of average size. Because FBA is independent of cell size (e.g. all
inputs and outputs are in units per gram dry weight), each sampled copy number must also be used in a size
independent manner. Normalizing the enzyme copy numbers by the average cell dry weight of 2.58× 10−13
g [62] accomplishes this and avoids complicating cell size effects.
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Of the 1018 proteins measured [2], 389 catalyze reactions in the metabolic network. Several of these
enzymes were reported with unrealistically low copy numbers, possibly due to labeling difficulties. An example
is the epsilon subunit of ATP synthase, which was counted on average less than once in every six cells while
other subunits were measured in the hundreds. For this reason, enzymes counted on average less than once
per cell are considered uncounted, leaving a total of 352 proteins to be used in setting metabolic constraints.
Copy numbers sampled from the measured distributions are paired with the most appropriate Kcat value
from the BRENDA database [63] in order to set upper bounds on metabolic reaction fluxes (Dataset 2.7.3).
This approach has been used in the past, perhaps most notably in [4]. For a reaction catalyzed by a single
protein, the product of the sampled copy number and its associated Kcat is imposed as the upper bound
on the reaction flux. In the event that multiple proteins form a complex catalyzing a given reaction, the
product of the lowest sampled copy number and its associated Kcat is used to set the reaction bound. In
cases where multiple proteins can catalyze the same reaction independently and all proteins have known copy
number distributions, the sum of the products of the sampled copy numbers and Kcat values is used to set the
reaction bound. In this case if any of the copy number distributions are unknown, no constraint is applied.
This basic paradigm can be scaled up straightforwardly for more complex enzyme-reaction relationships.
In the absence of regulatory information, FBA can erroneously predict flux through reactions that are
down-regulated under aerobic conditions. By incorporating transcriptional regulatory data, flux through
reactions catalyzed by genes known to be strongly down-regulated under aerobic growth conditions can
be prevented. A conservative approach was pursued whereby the upper- and lower bounds on reactions
that depend on genes known to be at least four-fold down-regulated under aerobic conditions were set to
zero. In all, reactions catalyzed by 31 gene products were prevented from carrying flux under this criterion.
Significant consistency between the set of strongly down-regulated proteins and protein count data [2] was
observed. The set of measured protein counts was found to be correlated with strongly regulated genes
(strongly down-regulated genes tend to be counted in smaller numbers while strongly up-regulated genes tend
to be counted in larger numbers), and a statistically significant number of strongly down-regulated genes
could not be counted at all (see SI text section 2.7.1, Figure 2.8 and Table 2.1). Because transcriptional
regulation results from chemical reaction networks of varying size and complexity which should be subject
to stochastic variability, drawing a distinction between aerobic and anaerobic states at the single-cell level
is somewhat problematic. The high threshold chosen for disallowing flux through a reaction is meant to
ensure that only strongly regulated enzymes are prevented from carrying flux and the effects of copy number
variability in the more moderately or ambiguously regulated enzymes may still be explored through sampling.
The solution space of the metabolic network is explored using flux variability analysis (FVA). For a given
set of growth conditions, the growth rate is held constant and the minimum and maximum fluxes possible
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through each metabolic reaction are calculated, giving the range of flux values that each reaction can carry.
Large parts of the metabolic network—on the order of 650 reactions—are predicted by FVA to be incapable
of carrying any flux (both their minimum and maximum flux values are zero). Roughly 200 of these reactions
can be attributed to known gaps in the metabolic network, mainly due to missing reactions or metabolites
upstream or downstream of a given pathway or reaction [64]. Interestingly, however, 27 enzymes associated
with the remaining zero-flux reactions are measured to have non-zero protein counts; nine of these have
significant average copy numbers above 20 (See Table 2.2). These nine enzymes are associated with the
metabolism of alternate sugars like galactose, maltose, mannose, and fructose, indicating either residual
expression from earlier growth in LB medium or that in vivo cells may maintain significant levels of these
proteins regardless of their primary carbon source in order to quickly respond to changes in food availability.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Modeling the Metabolic Response to Gene Expression Noise
Cells were observed growing across a range of specific growth rates spanning from 0 to 0.55 hr−1 with mean
near the bulk growth rate of 0.37 hr−1 measured for cells growing in a glucose minimal medium (Figure
2.2). The coefficient of variation for this distribution is 0.30. Data from a recent study on single cell growth
behavior in a rich medium confirms that the growth rate of individual E. coli varies both in time as they
progress through the cell cycle and across the population from one cell to another [5]. Cells were measured
growing at rates ranging from roughly 0.1 up to 1.5, with a peak in the vicinity of 0.6 hr−1 and a coefficient
of variation of roughly 0.42—significantly faster than the cells used in the proteome study [2] to which our
model is tuned (see Figure 2.9).
The slow-growth cells in our modeled population arise from the probabilistic nature of gene expression;
proteins essential for growth are sampled low by chance, limiting these cells’ potential for growth. These cells
grow too slowly for their glucose demand to reach the upper bound on glucose uptake. The fast-growing cells
do reach this upper bound and their growth is fundamentally limited by this constraint. In our model, the
glucose uptake upper bound is constant across the population, which leads to decreased overall variability in
growth rates among the fast-growing cells. This is reflected in the distinctive peak in the distribution at high
growth rates. Higher uptake rates tend to spread the distribution to the right (toward higher growth rates),
smoothing out this peak (see Figure 2.10). This behavior highlights the need for data on single-cell uptake
rates in order to increase the accuracy of our predictions.
Variability in high copy number enzyme counts is known to be dominated by extrinsic fluctuations, and
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Figure 2.2: Growth rate distributions. Distributions of specific growth rates predicted by uncorrelated
protein sampling (blue), by imposing correlations of correlation coefficient 0.66 among proteins in the extrinsic
noise regime (red), and by sampling only the 15 proteins whose copy numbers are most likely to constrain
the growth of modeled cells (green). The vertical black line represents the experimentally determined bulk
specific growth rate.
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enzymes in this regime have been shown to exhibit considerable copy number correlation [2, 34, 35]. In
addition to the populations simulated through uncorrelated sampling of protein distributions, populations
were also simulated through correlated sampling of enzymes with mean copy number greater than 10 (the
approximate extrinsic noise limit, see SI text, section 2.7.1). Correlated protein sampling resulted in a shift of
the growth rate distribution towards faster doubling times (Figures 2.2, 2.11B). Colocalization of genes within
operons was investigated as another possible source of protein copy number correlation, but this resulted in
no appreciable effect on the modeled population (see Figure 2.11A).
2.4.2 Principal Component Analysis of Flux Distributions
Subpopulations for whom pathway usage differs from that of the population average can be distinguished
as outliers along some unique direction in flux-space. Principal component analysis (PCA) of sets of flux
distributions coupled with varimax rotation has been used in the past to elucidate key ways in which metabolic
pathway usage can differ among modeled cells [65]. PCA was performed on the growth rate-normalized flux
distributions of a set of 1,000 cells uniformly sampled from across the range of growth rates. A rotation among
the first 20 principal components (accounting for over 99.9 percent of the variability of our transcriptionally
regulated aerobic cells) is then performed. Several rotation schemes were investigated including the well-known
varimax, quartimax, equimax, and parsimax rotations, as well as a data-dependent rotation designed to find
directions along which relatively small populations of cells extend away from a larger bulk behavior (see SI
text section 2.7.1 for details). Among these varimax, quartimax, and our own data-dependent scheme were
found empirically to provide the most biologically meaningful basis rotations.
The first few components resulting from the three best rotations (varimax, quartimax, and our data-
dependent scheme) show enhanced loadings on the acetate overflow pathway, cytochrome oxidases bo3 and
bd, the glycolysis and the Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathways, and ATP synthase and maintenance. The
varimax and quartimax rotations both isolate malate oxidase among their first five basis vectors, and our
own scheme picks out pyruvate-lactate redox cycling among its first five. Upon further investigation, no
distinctive phenotypic behavior was observed for malate oxidase or ATP synthase usage at any growth rate.
The first five basis vectors returned by varimax and quartimax rotation account for around 84 percent of the
total variability of the data whereas our approach accounts for around 94 percent (see Figures 2.12–2.15).
The pathways highlighted by this analysis were investigated further to determine the roles that nutrient
availability, gene expression, and regulation play in giving rise to population heterogeneity.
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Acetogenesis and TCA Cycling Phenotypic Differentiation
Cells differentiate into either primarily acetate-secreting or CO2-secreting phenotypes. The shift in pathway
usage occurs abruptly at a growth rate near 0.38 hr−1—the rate at which a cell’s glucose uptake rate tends
to reach its upper bound (Figure 2.3 a). This differentiation is driven by a tradeoff between two key forms of
metabolic efficiency: enzyme usage efficiency, and energy (ATP) production efficiency. Under the assumption
of parsimony of enzyme usage (see SI text section 2.7.1 for details), the model predicts acetate secretion
to be greater than CO2 secretion among slow-growing cells. Although less energy-efficient, the acetate
pathway requires lower total enzyme-mediated flux than does the TCA cycle, making acetate overflow optimal
in this regime. In the case of the faster growing glucose-limited cells, the relative importance of enzyme
usage efficiency and energy production efficiency reverse; the model predicts cells in the glucose-limited
regime favor use of the TCA cycle. These cells feel the effects of limited sugar availability doubly-fold—with
increasing growth rate comes an increasing ATP requirement to run the cell’s molecular machinery, while at
the same time come increasing requirements for biomass “building blocks” like amino acids, lipids, etc. which
require diverting glucose metabolic products from ATP generation. The fastest growing cells survive using
increasingly less glucose for energy by being increasingly more efficient (see SI text section 2.7.1 and Figure
2.16 for details on carbon economy).
The prediction of a subpopulation of slow-growing acetogenic cells under aerobic conditions is somewhat
unexpected. Aerobic acetate secretion is associated with fast-growing cells in excess glucose, such as those
in fed batch experiments [66]. Because the modeled slow-glowing subpopulation does not reach its glucose
uptake upper bound, glucose availability is never a limiting factor for growth, and these cells therefore behave
like cells in excess glucose. A test of our prediction was to measure the supernatant acetate concentration in
a batch culture of E. coli using the same strain and media used in the single-cell proteomics study. These
cells—whose doubling times were measured at nearly two hours—showed significant acetogenesis. Comparison
with simulated acetogenesis by a colony sampled from our modeled population (see Figure 2.4, Figures 2.17
and 2.18, and SI text sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.1) showed order of magnitude agreement overall.
Cytochrome Oxidase Phenotypic Differentiation
Overall, cells tend to use the highly efficient cytochrome bo3 (Figure 2.3 b). For cells at low growth rates, this
is the dominant pathway, as it is very rarely constrained by its upper bound. Cells at intermediate growth
rates when glucose is still relatively abundant are more prone to reach the upper bound on this reaction,
and begin to utilize the less efficient cytochrome bd pathway—which pumps half as many protons across
the membrane per ubiquinone molecule—in order to maintain the necessary proton gradient. As partial
16
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Figure 2.3: Pathway flux scatterplots. Usage of key pathways by 1000 cells sampled uniformly across
the entire range of predicted growth rates. (a) The population separates into slow-growing acetogenic and
fast-growing TCA-cycling phenotypes. This shift occurs at the growth rate at which cells begin to reach the
upper bound on the glucose uptake rate (see Figure 2.16). (b) Cells growing in the range of 0.2 to 0.5 hr−1
show a tendency to use the cytochrome oxidase bd reaction. The sampled cytochrome bo3 counts impose flux
constraints below what these cells require, necessitating them to make up the difference via cytochrome bd.
(c) Enolase enzyme counts impose constraints on the amount of glucose products that can be metabolized
through glycolysis. While preferable among slow growing cells for its substrate level ATP generation, the
ED pathway quickly dominates sugar metabolism as it requires half the enolase flux that glycolysis does.
(d) Shifts in cellular behavior also arise from imposed regulation. The model without regulation shows a
slow-growth phenotype that uses PDH, while in the regulated model this behavior is strongly suppressed. A
regulated model with PFL and LDH gene deletions shows that PDH is the dominant path from pyruvate to
acetyl-CoA. All data were produced with correlated protein sampling.
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Figure 2.4: Experimental and predicted acetate production. Comparison of experimentally determined
acetate concentration in batch culture supernatant with simulated acetate production by growing colonies
of modeled cells. Experimental data are represented as ‘◦’, ‘×’, and ‘+’. Colored lines represent simulated
acetate produced by a population modeled with varying degrees of generational growth rate correlation. For
these simulations the modeled cells were generated with imposed protein count correlation of 0.66 among
proteins in the extrinsic noise regime.
utilization of cytochrome bd makes the overall energy production of a cell less efficient, the ability of cells to
grow at higher growth rates by taking advantage of this pathway reaches an upper limit. Only those cells
with an extremely high (> 95 percentile) cytochrome bo3 count can attain the maximum theoretical growth
rate given the constraints on the glucose uptake rate.
Glycolysis-ED Phenotypic Differentiation
Subpopulations of both fast- and slow-growing cells exhibit distinct differences in their utilization of the
glycolysis and the ED pathways. Cells growing at rates below roughly 0.1 hr−1 tend to favor glycolysis, as do
those growing very fast (at growth rates of roughly 0.55 hr−1), whereas cells growing at intermediate rates tend
to favor the ED pathway (see Figures 2.3 c, 2.5). This two-fold shift in pathway usage across our population is
unique among the pathways studied here. It arises from the interplay between enolase copy numbers—which
represent a primary glycolytic bottleneck—and the difference between enolase flux required by the two
alternative pathways. Slow-growing cells take up such a small amount of glucose that they can easily process
its products via glycolysis without reaching the upper bound on enolase flux. Faster-growing cells need
to move more glucose products through the enolase reaction step, but cannot do it entirely via glycolysis;


























Growth Rate: 0.05 hr -1 Growth Rate: 0.40 hr -1a. b.
Figure 2.5: Differential EMP and ED pathway usage. Example of differences in usage between glycolysis
and the ED pathway by representative cells in our modeled population. The ED pathway requires half as
much enolase flux to metabolize the same amount of glucose as glycolysis, but at the cost of substrate-level
ATP generation. (a) Slow-growing cells tend to use glycolysis, whereas (b) intermediate to fast-growing cells
tend to use the ED pathway.
faster glucose metabolism at the cost of substrate-level ATP generation. The fastest-growing cells—already
taxed by limited glucose availability and therefore requiring efficient substrate-level ATP generation—must
rely again on glycolysis, and can only maintain a high growth rate by having a correspondingly high enolase
copy number. A recent analysis of enzyme kinetics in the glycolysis and ED pathways suggests that the ED
pathway may be significantly more favorable in terms of enzymatic protein requirement [67]. This could
explain why the enolase distribution appears to have evolved toward use of both pathways rather than
exclusive use of glycolysis.
Regulation Significantly Impacts NADH Oxidation Behavior
Comparison of simulations performed with and without transcriptional regulation shows differences in NADH
oxidation and the usage of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH). Without regulation, a well defined phenotype
of slow-growing cells using PDH was observed. These cells use a complex set of reactions to oxidize the
NADH resulting from PDH which involved the menaquinone and demethylmenaquinone + 3H+ NADH
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dehydrogenases and tandem succinate-fumarate redox cycling (see Table 2.3). Among the genes known
to be strongly down-regulated under aerobic conditions are the menaquinone and demethylmenaquinone
fumarate reductases that take part in this redox cycling. Because these are essential components of this
NADH oxidizing machinery, this pathway is not used in our regulated model; rather the regulated model
predicts that PDH usage is suppressed in favor of pyruvate formate lyase (PFL) which does not produce
NADH. This suppression leads to an almost complete loss of the PDH phenotype under aerobic regulation
(see Figure 2.3 d).
Commensurate with the loss of the PDH phenotype, aerobic regulation leads to an increase in usage of an
NADH-oxidizing pyruvate-lactate redox cycle (see Figures 2.12e and 2.13). Without the NADH oxidizing
pathways detailed above, regulated cells are predicted to run NADH-dependent lactate dehydrogenase
backward to convert pyruvate to lactate, then a ubiquinone-dependent lactate dehydrogenase to convert
lactate back to pyruvate, in the process oxidizing NADH and reducing ubiquinone. Although this behavior
did exist in the unregulated modeled population as a relatively small set of cells at intermediate to fast growth
rates, the number of cells predicted to engage in this behavior is significantly expanded under regulation due
to the lack of alternate avenues for NADH oxidation.
Interestingly, both PFL and LDH usage are known to be associated with anaerobic growth [68, 69]. The
microarray data used in imposing regulatory constraints indicates that PFL is down-regulated a modest 2.6-
fold—well below our cutoff for strong down-regulation—despite an average measured copy number in excess
of 200 per cell. One explanation for this discrepancy is that PFL is known to be primarily down-regulated by
O2 and PFL deactivase rather than transcriptionally. LDH is only very mildly regulated at the transcriptional
level, and could not be counted. A final model was created using the aerobically regulated model with both
PFL and LDH flux disallowed. This model uses PDH only in producing acetyl-CoA, and oxidizes excess
NADH via malate and oxaloacetate redox cycling rather than via lactate and pyruvate or succinate and
fumarate cycling (see Table 2.4). Microarray data shows that the two malate dehydrogenases that catalyze
this redox cycling—which are distinct from the malate oxidase isolated by varimax and quartimax PCA basis
rotation—are over four-fold up-regulated under aerobic conditions [1]. These examples highlight the necessity
when developing realistic cell-scale models for using many different sources of data including literature
searches—transcriptional regulation in this case is not sufficient to predict the realistic behavior of the cell.
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Figure 2.6: Bar graph indicating the number of cells whose growth is directly limited by a given
protein. Only 28 proteins sampled from the experimentally measured protein distributions (shown in red)
limit the growth rate of at least one cell in a population of 10,000. For reference, over 50 proteins would be
expected to limit the growth rate of at least one cell, had all enzyme counts been sampled from a uniform
distribution from 1 to 1,000 (shown in blue).
2.4.3 A Few Genes are Predicted to Account for Most of the Metabolic
Variability
Over 350 protein distributions were sampled in order to model each in silico cell, but many enzymes were
found not to have an appreciable effect on metabolic behavior. The likelihood that a sampled enzyme count
will impact metabolism in a modeled cell was investigated by studying whether a change in the copy number
of that enzyme results in a significant change in the cell’s growth rate (see SI text section 2.7.1). Only 28
of the sampled enzymes constrain the growth of at least one cell in a modeled population of 10,000, and of
those, only 15 represent a constraint in more than 2% of the population (see Figures 2.6 and 2.19). For the
sake of comparison, a parallel analysis using enzyme counts drawn from uniform distributions on the interval
from 1 to 1,000 showed that 51 of the sampled enzymes constrain the growth of at least one cell, and 20
represent a constraint in more than 2% of the cells. Although by no means exhaustive, these results do hint
that the particular enzyme copy number distributions observed in vivo may have evolved such that most
enzymes do not hinder growth most of the time.
A few enzymes were found to be especially likely to impact the metabolism of a modeled cell. FadB, FabD,
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FadJ, Ppk, Eno, and CyoC all had probabilities greater than 0.25 of being a direct limitation on cellular
growth rate. Of these, FadB, FabD, and FadJ (all associated with lipid biosynthesis) were measured to have
small mean copy numbers (2.0, 5.3, and 2.2 per cell, respectively) [2]. Recent mass spectrometry studies have
found that FadA—which is co-transcribed with FadB in the fadBA operon—is strongly expressed in the
presence of oleic acid, but that it and FadJ were undetectable under glucose culturing conditions [70,71] which
supports the copy number data for FadB and FadJ. The same mass spectrometry studies, however, detected
FabD (considered an essential enzyme) in significant numbers among cells growing on glucose. Further study
of this enzyme’s expression may be necessary to resolve this discrepancy. Ppk (oxidative phosphorylation),
Eno (glycolysis), and CyoC (oxidative phosphorylation) were all measured in significant numbers and had
reasonable associated Kcat values (see Table 2.5).
In general a large portion of the overall cell-to-cell variability in metabolic behavior can be attained by
sampling only the enzymes most likely to constrain cell growth. The growth rate distribution that results
from sampling the 15 enzymes most likely to constrain growth shows outstanding agreement with the fully
sampled population (see Figures 2.2 and 2.20). As a note of caution, the metabolic model remains a work in
progress, and there exist inconsistencies in the data that make the identification of artificial “bottlenecks”
(see Methods section) difficult. Nevertheless, the ability of so few proteins to characterize the steady-state
behavior of the population under the given environmental conditions is an important result. This reduction
suggests that future experiments may be able to focus on just a few enzymes and features of the network and
kinetic parameters to capture the behavior of the entire population.
2.5 Methods
2.5.1 Computational Methods
Implementations of FBA and pFBA from the freely available COBRA toolbox [56] were used, and the
metabolic reconstruction iJO1366 is available as part of the supporting information of [48]. Details on these
methods and model can be found in SI text sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.1.
2.5.2 Selecting Kcat Values
A conservative approach in selecting the Kcat values to be imposed on our model was used in order to ensure
that where there are unknowns, systemic limitations result only from the experimental data that has been
obtained. Because Kcat data exists for relatively few E. coli reactions in the BRENDA database [63], the
highest value listed for each reaction, regardless of species or growth conditions, is used. In the event that no
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Kcat data is available for a given reaction, a high turnover rate of 20,000 s
−1 is used, this being one of the
highest turnover numbers listed in the BRENDA database for a wild type enzyme.
2.5.3 Experimental Protein Distributions, Doubling Time, and Modeled
Uptake Rates
Details on the protein distributions and method for sampling thereof, as well as experimental growth rate
and glucose uptake measurements, and the assignment of glucose, amino acid, and vitamin uptake rates for
our model are described in detail in SI text sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.1, Figures 2.17 and 2.21, and Table 2.6.
2.5.4 Identifying Artificial Metabolic Bottlenecks
Several flux constraints were found to limit growth to rates well below the experimental value. An iterative
process was developed to identify and release these “bottlenecks”. At each iteration, a population of 40,000
cells is generated by protein sampling; if the resulting mean growth rate is not larger than 0.38 hr−1
(corresponding to the growth rate measured by OD-600; see SI text section 2.7.1) then this population data
is used to identify the protein with the highest correlation with growth. Initially an attempt to raise the
turnover rate of this protein to 20,000 s−1 is made; if it is already 20,000 s−1, or if a future round of sampling
shows this protein to still be a bottleneck then we release the constraint entirely. This process is repeated
until the predicted growth rate resulting from the mean values of the remaining constraints being imposed
matches the experimental value. In all 20 turnover rates were raised and two constraints were lifted entirely
(see SI text section 2.7.1, and Table 2.7).
2.5.5 Example Script and Data
An example MATLAB script for generating a population of 1,000 cells by protein copy number sampling, as
well as all of the required data, is freely available at:
www.scs.illinois.edu/schulten/software/index.html. A detailed description of the script can be found
in SI text section 2.7.2, and for example output, see Figure 2.22.
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2.7 Supporting Information for “Heterogeneity in protein




Microarray data was used to disallow flux through reactions catalyzed by gene products that are strongly
down-regulated under aerobic conditions. We find this data to be consistent with the protein copy numbers
measured in [2] both in terms of observed correlation between measured mean copy number and degree of up-
or down-regulation as well as in terms of the overall ability to experimentally count strongly down-regulated
enzymes. In all, 31 genes were found that were at least four-fold down-regulated. Twenty eight of these genes
went uncounted, and of those that were counted, all had low average protein expression per cell. Had the
likelihood of counting a given protein been completely independent of its down-regulation, the probability of
finding three or less counted proteins among our list of strongly down-regulated genes would have been a
mear 0.011 (assuming the likelihood of counting any protein was 0.285, i.e. the number of counted proteins
in the model, 389, divided by the total number of genes in the model, 1366). This is indicative that part of
the reason why some proteins could not be counted is because they were so strongly down-regulated in the
first place.
We studied the behavior of three models in this study: a completely unregulated model, a regulated
model based on microarray data where we have constrained to zero the fluxes through all reactions associated
with genes that are at least four fold down-regulated under aerobic conditions, a regulated model with the
same reactions constrained to zero flux based on microarray data with an additional two reactions known to
be associated with anaerobic metabolism, PFL and LDH, constrained to zero flux as well. In additional to
moderate transcriptional down-regulation, PFL activity is known to be strongly regulated by O2 and PFL
deactivase; although was counted in excess of 200 molecules per cell, it is possible that PFL mainly exists in a
deactivated form under aerobic conditions. LDH, on the other hand, is very mildly regulated transcriptionally
but could not be counted in the cell [2].
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Correlated Protein Sampling
Correlation between protein copy numbers is known to result from several different sources. Proteins expressed
from two genes within the same operon, for example, should exhibit stronger copy number correlation than
those expressed from genes in different operons or distant regions of the chromosome. Correlations can also
arise from cell-to-cell variability in key processes that affect all proteins—cells that have greater numbers of
ribosomes or polymerases, for instance, are in turn capable of producing greater numbers of every protein than
are cells with comparatively low ribosome or polymerase copy numbers. This latter source of correlated copy
number variability, known as extrinsic noise, is well characterized in the literature [2, 34, 35]. We investigated
the effects that correlated protein copy number sampling have on our modeled E. coli population. We
considered first correlations due to colocalization of enzyme-encoding genes in known and possible operons.
We then consider the effects of correlated sampling between all enzymes with mean copy number greater
than the intrinsic noise limit.
We employed the well-known Cholesky decomposition method for producing correlated random numbers
[72]. In order to produce M sets of N -component vectors of uniformly-distributed random numbers such
that the ith and jth elements have correlation coefficient Cij , we first draw M ×N uncorrelated standard
normally-distributed random numbers and arrange them into a matrix, X. This matrix left multiplies a
matrix U defined as the Cholesky decomposition of 2 sin piC6 , and the elements of the resulting M ×N matrix,
are mapped from the normal to uniform distribution as:




Finally each of these uniform random numbers in Y is mapped to a protein copy number in a unique cell in










where aj and bj are the shape and scale parameters for the j
th protein’s gamma distribution fit. This
procedure is performed numerically using the gaminv() method in MATLAB.
Correlations Associated with Extrinsic Noise We investigated the effects of protein correlations
associated with extrinsic noise have on the metabolic behavior of our simulated cells. In their analysis,
Taniguchi et al. found that for proteins with mean counts larger than approximately 10 copies per cell, the
dominant sources of noise are these long time-scale extrinsic fluctuations. Proteins in this extrinsic noise
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limit were measured to have correlation coefficient of 0.66 [2]. We performed correlated sampling in the way




1, if i = j
r, if µi, µj > 10
0, otherwise
(2.3)
where µi is the average copy number of the i
th enzyme and r is the correlation coefficient between enzymes in
the extrinsic noise regime. We considered initially r = 0.66 in keeping with the aforementioned experimental
results, but also simulated populations with correlation coefficients of r = 0.33 and 0.99 for comparison.
Overall, correlated enzyme copy number sampling leads to a general shift towards higher growth rates
among our simulated cells when compared to uncorrelated sampling (see Figure 2.11 b). This is the expected




B +D + F → Biomass
(2.4)
where enzymes E1, E2, and E3 catalyze the reactions from A to B, C to D, and E to F , respectively.
Without correlated sampling, the probability that this organism’s growth rate is within dg of g is given
as the sum of probabilities that each of the three enzymes is the bottleneck, or more precisely, the sum of
probabilities that the flux upper bound for each of the three enzymes is sampled within dg of g while the










where Pi(x)dx is the probability of sampling a flux upper bound for enzyme i within dx of x. For simplicity,
assuming that the upper bounds on each of these reaction fluxes may be sampled from the uniform distribution,








If we were instead to sample these distributions in a correlated manner, for simplicity with correlation
coefficient of 1, the probability that our toy organism would have a growth rate within dg of g would be given
by the probability of sampling the ith enzyme distribution within dg of g given that the cumulative of Pi at g




















1, if z ≥ 0
0, otherwise
(2.8)
Again, assuming for simplicity that the upper bound of each of these reaction fluxes are sampled from U(0, 1)
we can trivially evaluate this as:
P (g)dg = U(0, 1)dg (2.9)
Comparing our two growth rate distributions for our simple model of metabolism we see that by adding
strong correlation we have effectively shifted mass from the slow-growth regime to the high-growth regime.
This same effect is at play in our full model of metabolism—as we ramp up the enzyme copy number correlation
associated with enzymes in the extrinsic noise regime shifts probability density from the slow-growth tale
toward the high-growth tale, and on average cells exhibiting correlated noise in their enzyme copy numbers
grow faster.
Correlations Arising from Cotranscription of Genes Within Operons We investigated whether or
not correlated sampling of enzymes encoded by genes co-transcribed in the same operon significantly impacts
metabolic behavior in our simulated cells. We used two criterion for operon affiliation; a conservative approach
in which we fully correlate only sets of enzymes for which some experimental evidence exists indicating that
they are co-transcribed, and a less conservative approach wherein we fully correlate any enzymes encoded by
genes on the same DNA strand not separated by regions of genes encoded on the complementary strand. In
both cases we used operon and genome data for E. coli K-12 taken from the RegulonDB online database [73].












1, if gene j transcribed within operon i
0, otherwise
(2.11)
wherein the rows have been ordered such that the first non-zero element in every row has greater index than
(is to the right of) the first non-zero element in the preceding row. Genes that do not lie within any operon
are considered to be in their own operon.
Both criteria for operon affiliation yielded growth rate distributions and pathway usage phenotypes that
were essentially identical to that of the uncorrelated sampling scheme (see Figure 2.11 a). The explanation for
this lies in the sparsity of correlations produced by operon affiliation (see Figure 2.11 c, d). The enzymes that
most control metabolic behavior—those 15 or so discussed in the main text whose sampled copy numbers
are most correlated with growth rate—are not transcribed in the same operons and thus the growth and
metabolic behavior of simulated cells with enzyme copy number correlations based on operon affiliation
is essentially defined by a small set of effectively uncorrelated proteins. Put simply, correlating enzyme
copy numbers by operon affiliation does not affect metabolic behavior because the sets of enzymes that are
correlated in this manner do not affect metabolic behavior.
Principal Component Analysis with Rotations
We use PCA to find a low-dimensional representation of the flux-space spanned by our modeled cells. We
choose 1,000 cells sampled uniformly from across the range of growth rates, pFBA (see SI text section 2.7.1)
is used to find the distribution of flux throughout the metabolic network in each cell, and PCA is performed
on the resulting set of 1,000 flux vectors. Because flux values throughout the network generally increase with
growth rate, prior to performing PCA we normalize each cell’s flux vector by its growth rate in order to avoid
biasing this analysis in favor of the fast growing cells. The resulting principal components are orthonormal
vectors that span flux-space but are ordered such that the the first principal component is the direction in
which the data is most variable, the second principal component is the direction that is orthogonal to the
first along which the data is most variable, and so on. In our case, over 99.9% of the total variability in our
data is accounted for by the first 20 principal components, meaning these cells reside nearly completely in a
20 dimensional subspace of the approximately 2600 dimensional flux space.
Rotations among principal components are common tools for interpreting the results of PCA. The well
known varimax rotation, for example, attempts to maximize the variance of the squared loadings of the
principal components, resulting in a basis set composed of vectors that are highly loaded in a few elements
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and near zero everywhere else. This is desirable because these vectors can be understood straightforwardly in
terms of just a few of the original variables, which in the present case would be individual reaction fluxes.
PCA with basis rotation has been used in the past in order to elucidate key ways in which metabolic pathway
usage can differ among modeled cells [65].
In addition to varimax rotations, quartimax, equimax and parsimax are well known methods for rotating
principal components. PCA and all four of these component rotations are implemented in MATLAB. We
also developed our own approach to rotation which depends not only on the principal components, but
also on the data. The process is iterative, returning one basis vector for the rotated space each cycle.
Starting with N principal components among which the rotation will be performed, a linear combination,
v = α1C1 + α2C2 + ... + αNCN is sought such that the projection of the data onto v maximizes a simple
utility function designed such that: 1) the utility function will take larger values for directions along which
the projected data is densely clustered than those along which the projected data is diffusely spread, and 2)
the utility function is relatively insensitive to outliers. The importance of the first criterion is that it prefers
to pick directions in flux-space along which there is a well defined bulk behavior of the cells, while the second
criterion allows for the existence of a subpopulation extending away from the bulk. The utility function used
in our rotation scheme is:






jkDijCjkαk − x |
n
(2.12)
where D is the data matrix arranged such that the each cell is represented by a row of which each element
is a growth rate-normalized flux, C is the principal component matrix arranged such that each principal
component is represented as a column, α is a normalized column vector of which the ith component is the
coefficient on the ith principal component in the expression above for v, and finally n is a tunable parameter
that controls the sensitivity of the utility function to outliers. Empirically, a value of n = 1 performed
adequately for all calculations performed herein. A single iteration consists of the utility function being
maximized by varying α and x and the resulting vector v = C · α is returned. The columns of C are then
orthogonalized to v and one component is removed, after which the cycle is complete and the next iteration is
ready to start. After N − 1 iterations the only remaining column of C is the final basis vector returned; the
data is projected onto each of the rotated bases and the variance is computed. The bases are then ordered by
decreasing variance, thus completing the entire process.
PCA with component rotations proved to be a practical tool in guiding our study of how and why
stochastic gene expression and regulation give rise to functionally distinct phenotypes in our modeled
populations. Although not every component highlighted by this method turned out to correspond clearly to
defined phenotypes—ATP synthase, for example, was highlighted by all rotation schemes, but no distinct
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shifts in its usage were found to be characteristic of particular subpopulations—in most cases the resulting
component loadings could be used to inform the choices of which pathways require in-depth further analysis.
We feel all three rotation schemes discussed perform admirably in this regard, but that our own rotation
scheme performed marginally better at grouping functionally related fluxes. The coordination of lactate
dehydrogenases in oxidizing NADH in the regulated model, for example, was better represented by our
method than by the other rotations. Had we not known to look for this type of behavior, it likely would have
been more difficult to understand the effects that transcriptional regulation have on NADH oxidation and
pyruvate metabolism within the model.
FBA and pFBA
We analyze the metabolic model using FBA as implemented in the COBRA toolbox [56]. The COBRA
toolbox is freely available via:
http://opencobra.sourceforge.net/openCOBRA/Welcome.html. FBA is a well known and widely used
approach for predicting metabolic flux distributions at steady state. FBA poses the optimization of a cell’s
growth-rate as a linear programming problem; the distributions of reaction fluxes throughout the network
that yield maximal growth are assumed to represent those of the modeled organism. The biomass reaction—a
sink in the model that represents the consumption of building blocks (such as amino acids, nucleic acids,
lipids, etc.) to form biomass—represents the cell’s growth-rate and the objective function to be optimized.
This optimization is subject to several constraints: the cell is assumed to be in steady-state, meaning that no
metabolite concentration is changing (the sum of all reaction fluxes generating or consuming each metabolite
must be zero), and there are bounds on the maximum flux that each reaction can realistically carry. We used
the GNU linear programming kit (GLPK, www.gnu.org/software/glpk) in performing our analyses.
Consider a stoichiometric matrix S definingM reactions among N metabolites and arranged such that Snm
is the stoichiometric coefficient of the nth metabolite taking part in the mth reaction. This matrix contains
columns corresponding to every metabolic reaction as well as exchange reactions that define the nutrient
uptake to the cell and the biomass reaction, which defines what metabolites in what relative concentrations
are necessary for the cell to grow. The product of S with the flux vector ~v, of which each element i is the





where each element in ~[C] is the concentration of a given metabolite. At steady-state these concentrations
are unchanging, so ~v must satisfy S~v = 0.
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We seek to optimize vbiomass—the element of ~v corresponding to flux through the biomass reaction—such
that the cell is in steady state, and such that all reactions carry realistic fluxes, i.e.:
max{vbiomass}
such that:
S~v = 0, and lbi ≤ vi ≤ ubi
where lbi and ubi are the lower- and upper-bounds, respectively, on vi, the flux through the i
th reaction.
These flux bounds allow us to specify details about the growth medium by setting the maximum flux through
exchange reactions, and about the possible behaviors of the cell by setting bounds on reactions throughout
the metabolic network based on sampled copy numbers and Kcat values. For greater detail on the FBA
methodology, see [56].
Metabolic models generally encompass many more reactions than metabolites making them underde-
termined and capable of yielding a large set of optimal flux distributions. We can select among this space
of solutions the subset that is characterized by the most efficient enzyme usage as this is presumed to be
optimal for biological systems. Parsimonious flux-balance analysis (pFBA) is a technique that minimizes the
total gene-mediated flux through the network while maintaining maximal growth-rate, and it is implemented
in the COBRA toolbox.
pFBA starts out with an FBA step in order to find the optimal growth rate for the modeled cell. The
lower- and upper-bounds on the biomass reaction are then both set to this value. A new metabolite is created
that is produced by every enzyme-mediated reaction in then model, and a new exchange reaction is created
that effluxes this metabolite. A second FBA step is then undertaken, but with this new exchange reaction,
which represents the total enzyme-mediated flux in the network, set as the objective function. Minimizing
this yields flux distributions that are simultaneously optimally growing and efficient in terms of enzyme usage.
For greater details on the pFBA methodology, see [74].
Carbon Economy
As described in the main text, the slow-growth cells are characterized by low sampled copy numbers of
essential proteins and behavior reminiscent of cells growing in excess glucose whereas the fast-growth cells
that make up the glucose-limited regime are characterized by their requirement for increasingly efficient sugar
metabolism. The effects of limited sugar availability are felt doubly fold by these fast-growth cells—with
increasing growth rate comes an increasing ATP requirement to run the cell’s molecular machinery, while
at the same time come increasing requirements for biomass “building blocks” like amino acids, lipids, etc.
which require diverting glucose metabolic products from ATP generation. We see this effect in the distinct
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decreasing relationship between growth-rate and CO2 exchange (Figure 2.16 a). The amount of carbon
shuttled by the cell to biomass building blocks can be calculated from the biomass reaction and the carbon
stoichiometry of each metabolite appearing therein, and must increase linearly with growth rate. The total
carbon taken up by a cell can be calculated from the exchange reactions and their respective stoichiometries.
The difference between the carbon taken up and the carbon used in producing biomass is the carbon spent
producing energy which shows a similar linear fall-off as that observed in CO2 efflux among cells for whom
carbon uptake (primarily in the form of glucose) has reached its upper bound (Figure 2.16 b). This means that
the fastest growing cells survive using increasingly less glucose for energy by being increasingly more efficient.
The upper bound on carbon uptake also produces another effect described in the main text. Because glucose
availability is constant among fast-growing cells and because it is the major growth rate-limiting constraint,
these cells show little growth rate variability compared to cells in the slow growth regime, producing the peak
observed in the growth rate distribution.
Experimental Doubling Time, Acetate Production and Glucose Uptake Measurements
We measured the cell density, acetate production, and glucose taken up by a colony of cells obtained from the
Xie lab in order to compare them to values predicted by our model. The specific strain used contained a yfp
insertion at the C-terminal end of the lhr (b1653) gene. We followed the culturing procedures outlined in [2].
Cells were cultured overnight in LB medium and then inoculated into the defined medium in culture tubes
at a 1:400 dilution. The cultures were maintained at 30 ◦C. For each of the first 6 hours, and at two-hour
intervals thereafter until the colony reached stationary phase, OD-600 was measured using a Milton Roy
Company Spectronic 21 spectrophotometer and samples were collected. These samples were centrifuged at
13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, and 100 µl of supernatant was collected and stored at 4 ◦C for later analysis. In
order to calibrate our OD measurements to cell density, cell counting measurements were performed at each
of the first 6 time points using a Petroff-Hausser bacteria counter. Acetate and glucose concentrations in
the supernatant were measured using a BioVision Acetate Colorimetric Assay Kit, a Pointe Scientific, Inc.
Glucose Oxidase Reagent Set, respectively, and a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer.
From three replicates we obtained a mean doubling time of 109 minutes which is in approximate agreement
with that measured by Taniguchi et al (see Figure 2.17 a and c). Uptake rates for our model are chosen to
reflect the medium described in [2], and both the experimental and modeled media are described in detail
in Table 2.6. The upper bound for glucose uptake of 6 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1 was chosen such that the mean
glucose uptake rate of our modeled cells, 4.87 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1, was in good agreement with a fit to our
measured glucose uptake data. The fit was done by minimizing the sum of squared differences between the
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(egt − 1) (2.14)
where f is the specific glucose uptake rate to be fit, M0 is the initial dry weight of the sample per unit volume
(i.e. the product of the average cell dry weight and the starting concentration of cells in the medium), c0 is
the initial glucose concentration, and g is the growth rate determined from OD-600. Due to an anomalous
apparent increase in measured glucose concentration in the window between 0 and 6 hours, and because the
cells appear to reach stationary phase beyond 16 hours, this fit was performed only over the range of 6 to 16
hours (see Figure 2.21). The fit values for glucose uptake have a mean of 4.72 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1, which
itself is also in relatively good agreement with chemostat data from [75].
Modeling a Batch Culture by Sampling from Growth Rate and Flux Distributions
We simulated the exponential growth of a colony of cells from a single seed cell by sampling out of an in silico
population that had been precomputed for speed. The precomputed population is generated by our method
of randomly sampling enzyme copy numbers and using them to set flux constraints throughout the metabolic
network. In order to simulate a colony, we first initialize our colony size to 1, our current simulation time to 0,
and whatever other properties we may be interested in—such as acetate or glucose exchange, for example—to
0. We then choose our initial seed cell from our precomputed library of cells. From this cell’s growth rate
we compute the time at which this cell will divide as tdivide = tcurrent +
ln(2)
g where g is the specific growth
rate of the sampled cell, and tcurrent is the current simulation time. This time is added to a running list of
dividing times that correspond to each of the cells in the colony. At each iteration of the simulation the
following steps are taken:
1) the next cell to divide is identified by choosing the lowest value from the division time list;
2) the current simulation time is updated to the time at this next cell division event;
3) whatever properties we are keeping track of are computed for the lifetime of the cell that undergoes
division, for example its total excreted acetate may be calculated as:









where fi is the specific, or mass normalized, acetate efflux rate of cell i, gi is the specific growth rate of cell i,
and M0 is the initial mass of a the cell (which for simplicity is assumed to be constant for all cells in the
colony);
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4) two daughter cells are sampled from the precomputed population such that their growth rate is correlated
with coefficient rgrowth to their mother;
5) the times at which the new daughter cells divide are computed and added to the division time list, and all
other lists that may contain reference to cells currently in the colony are updated to reflect the new daughters;
6) the colony size is incremented by 1, and the mother cell is removed from the time to divide list and any
other lists that may contain reference to her.
This basic scheme is repeated until the simulation time reaches some predetermined endpoint, or until the
colony reaches some predetermined size. It is important to note that this type of simulation sidesteps the
possibility of metabolic variability over the course of a single cell cycle and assumes simply that each cell’s
enzyme counts and metabolic fluxes increase exponentially, keeping pace with the cell’s mass during the
cell cycle. There is evidence that enzyme count and growth rate variability during the cell cycle can be
significant [2, 5].
We found that the degree of mother-daughter growth rate correlation, rgrowth, strongly influenced the long
term distributions of specific growth rates in our simulated colonies. We simulated the growth of colonies of
10,000 cells from a single cell of median specific growth rate with imposed rgrowth varying from 0.1 to 0.8.
The colonies with high values of rgrowth show a marked shift in probability density from the slow-growth to
fast-growth regime when compared to identical simulations with low values (see Figure 2.18). This effect held
for colonies generated using precomputed populations of cells that reflect both correlated (with r = 0.66 for
proteins with mean copy numbers greater than 10) and uncorrelated protein count sampling. The cause of this
shift is easily understood; strong generational growth rate correlation means that fast-growing cells quickly
give rise to more fast-growing cells, and over a few generations should tend to swamp out the slow-growing
cells. It is reasonable to expect that because protein counts are heritable, a strong correlation in enzyme
copy numbers—and hence growth rate—should naturally arise between daughter cells and their mothers,
however a recent microfluidic experiment finds that the growth rate correlation coefficient between mother
and daughter cells is quite low for E. coli—between roughly 0.10 and 0.25 [76].
Interestingly, in the low-rgrowth regime a competing effect was observed. While we initially expected to
recover the same growth rate distribution we sample out of during the simulation in the limit as rgrowth goes
to zero, we in fact find comparative over-representation of the slow-growing cells. The reason for this it turns
out is quite simple. As cells in the simulation divide, their daughter cells are sampled randomly and without
bias so that the fastest-growing cell in the population has an equal probability of giving rise to a slow-growing
cell as does the slowest-growing cell in the population. Because the slow-growing cells divide so much more
infrequently than the fast-growing ones, there is a greater flow of cells into the slow-growth regime from the
fast-growth regime than there is into the fast-growth regime from the slow-growth regime. Cells that are
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sampled to have low growth rates basically just wait to divide during the simulation, and slowly accumulate
as fast- growing cells randomly produce more slow-growing offspring.
Assuming that these types of population-level effects were already at play among the experimental cultures
that were studied in [2], then the protein copy number distributions measured should already reflect them,
and so too should our own predicted growth rate distributions. This means that the specific growth rate
distribution produced by sampling from these protein distributions should be considered the steady-state
growth rate distribution, and it ought not drift over time as a population grows. We find that moderate
values of rgrowth in the vicinity of 0.5 lead to long term growth rate distributions very similar to the one
produced by protein sampling alone (see Figure 2.18).
Simulating the growth of a colony in exponential phase allows us to compute estimates of bulk properties,
such as total acetate production, of colonies of our modeled cells that may be compared directly with batch
experiments. Starting with a single cell of median specific growth rate, a colony of 5,000 was grown up
under each of several different conditions (as before we use precomputed populations generated with both
correlated and uncorrelated protein sampling, and again we perform colony simulations with varying degrees
of generational growth rate correlation). The total acetate produced after the population reaches 5,000 was
calculated as the cells continued to divide until a given time point was reached. The initial phase of growth
prior to computing acetate efflux was necessary in order to ensure that the starting growth rate distribution
of the simulated colony represented effects such as the shift toward higher growth rates seen in colonies with
high rgrowth, and this initialization phase also ensured the cells in the starting colony were all in different
stages of their cell cycle—some about to divide and others having just divided—in keeping with the spirit of
modeling cells withdrawn from a batch colony and pipetted into fresh medium. The total acetate produced
by the average single cell and its progeny during a given time interval was then computed.
Colony simulations can be compared directly with batch culture experiments. Using a strain obtained
from the Xie lab and grown under the same conditions detailed in [2] we measured acetate accumulation
in a growing batch culture. Overall we see agreement within an order of magnitude between the acetate
concentrations detected in our sampled supernatant and those predicted by our simulations (see Figure
2.17). Interestingly, our simulations actually under-estimate acetate production—a result somewhat at odds
with the conventional wisdom that acetogenic aerobic metabolism is a behavior primarily associated with
rapidly doubling E. coli under high-glucose conditions. Although this experiment cannot probe details of
the metabolic behavior of individual cells in a manner sufficient to fully validate our predictions (e.g. that
the slow-growing cells produce more acetate than the fast-growing cells), it does show that cells growing at
comparable rates (with a measured doubling time of nearly two hours) and under comparable conditions to
those modeled do produce acetate at comparable levels as those predicted.
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Estimating the Probability that an Enzyme will Limit Cellular Growth Rate
The probability that a given enzyme will directly limit the growth of a cell was computed as the proportion
of 10,000 cells for which increasing the copy number of that enzyme led to an increase in growth rate. The
procedure was straightforward:
1. A cell was modeled by imposing flux constraints based on enzyme copy number sampling, and the resulting
growth rate was stored.
2. For each sampled enzyme, the copy number was raised by 1× 105—effectively releasing the constraint
entirely—and the growth rate was computed again.
3. If the growth rate of the cell increased by an amount larger than the precision of the linear solver used in
these calculations (1× 10−6), a counter representing the number of cells for whom that particular enzyme
constrained growth was incremented by 1. This procedure was repeated for 10,000 modeled cells.
Overall we found only 28 enzymes ever constrained the growth of a modeled cell, and only 15 enzymes
constrained the growth of greater than 2% of the modeled population (see Figure 2.19 and Table 2.5). It
is interesting to note that the sum of probabilities that each enzyme will constrain the growth of a cell is
significantly greater than 1. This is because in general cells are not limited by a single enzyme count, but by
several enzymes simultaneously.
For the sake of comparison, we also studied the probability of each enzyme being a limitation on cellular
growth if each enzyme distribution were sampled not from the gamma distributions measured experimentally,
but rather from a uniform distribution from 1 to 1,000. In this case 51 enzymes constrained the growth of at
least one cell, and 20 enzymes constrained the growth of at least 2% of the population (see Figure 2.6 of the
main text). This is indicative that the distributions of enzyme copy numbers that are found in vivo may have
evolved such that most enzymes do not hinder growth most of the time.
E. coli Metabolic Model
The metabolic network model used in this analysis is iJO1366 [48]. It is the most comprehensive model
of E. coli metabolism to date, accounting for 1366 genes products catalyzing 2,251 reactions among 1,136
metabolites. The model is available as part of the supporting information of [48].
Experimental Protein Distribution Sampling and Modeled Uptake Rates
Protein copy number distributions are taken from a single molecule proteome study in which the expression
levels of 1018 proteins and 137 mRNA in slow growing E. coli were determined using single-cell fluorescence
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for x where u is a value randomly drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 1], and a and b are the fit
parameters for the gamma distribution.
The maximum glucose uptake rate of 6 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1 was chosen such that the mean glucose
uptake rate of our population, 4.8 gDwt−1 hr−1, was in good agreement with the fit to our measured glucose
concentration data (see Figure 2.21). Amino acid uptake bounds are based on values reported for E. coli
growing in complex media at a comparable growth rate [77]. Due to a lack of consistent experimental data,
the uptake bounds for vitamins are set simply by scaling them relative to the the glucose uptake bound in
order to mirror the ratio in concentration of each vitamin to glucose in the growth media.
Identifying Bottlenecks
We found that several turnover rates and one experimental protein count were critically constraining growth
in our model. The artificial “bottlenecks” identified by the iterative procedure described in the main text fall
into two categories: either the turnover rate was raised to 20,000 s−1, or the entire constraint was lifted. In
all, 20 turnover rates were raised, and two constraint were lifted completely. One of them is the GuaA (GMP
synthase), and has a significant experimental mean protein count. The reason this constraint was identified
as a bottleneck is likely due to a poor fit of the actual protein count distribution to a gamma distribution. In
this case the shape parameters, a and b, given yield a distribution highly biased toward low copy numbers
and a mean of 12.2—well below the experimentally determined value. Next one is DapA (dihydrodipicolinate
synthase), involved in producing lysine de-novo. Its copy number was determined to be 1.106 which is very
low for an essential gene hence it is reasonable for it to be filtered.
2.7.2 Example Script and Data File
Freely available for download at:
http://www.scs.illinois.edu/schulten/software/index.html are the Matlab script
populationFBA ZLS.m, and accompanying data file populationFBA ZLS Data.mat. The data file contains
three structs: vmax info, xie data, and iJO1366 aerobic. vmax info contains data regarding reaction Kcat
values as well as categorizations of reactions with respect to whether they are catalyzed by complexes or
multiple enzymes, etc. xie data contains means, standard deviations, and gamma distribution fit parameters [2]
for each of the 352 metabolic proteins sampled. iJO1366 aerobic is the COBRA model used in our study and
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has been modified slightly from its original version (available as part of the SI of [48]) in two ways. Firstly,
the upper bounds on the uptake fluxes for glucose, several amino acids, and some vitamins have been set as
described in Table 2.6. Secondly, flux through reactions known to be strongly down-regulated under aerobic
conditions has been disallowed (see Table 2.1). Finally, the Matlab script populationFBA ZLS.m, when run,
will load the data file, perform a set of 1,000 cell simulations in which each cell contains a different sampling
of all 352 protein distributions, and return a histogram of the resulting growth rates. To run the script, the
following steps need to be taken.
• Before beginning, the COBRA toolbox will need to be downloaded and installed. Relevant files and
installation instructions can be found at the openCOBRA webpage
(http://opencobra.sourceforge.net/openCOBRA/Welcome.html).
• Download the files populationFBA ZLS.m and populationFBA ZLS Data.mat and, in Matlab, navigate
to the directory containing them. Initialize the COBRA toolbox with the command initCobraToolbox,
and then run the script populationFBA ZLS.m by typing populationFBA ZLS() into the command
window and pressing Enter.
• While this script is running, open it in a text editor in order to see what it is doing (Matlab has a
built-in text editor available).
The first line of code (labeled Step 1) simply loads the data file using the load() function. Once this is
accomplished, the code sets up an output array called growthRates (labeled Step 2) that will store the
predicted growth rates of the cells that will be modeled. A for loop is then defined that iterates 1,000
times, with each iteration generating the growth rate for a new modeled cell. Within this loop are three
steps; the first (Step 3) samples the 352 enzyme copy number distributions that define each modeled
cell, the second (Step 4) uses these sampled copy numbers to apply constraints to the metabolic model,
and the third (Step 5) performs FBA on the model. Finally, after modeling 1,000 cells, a normalized
histogram of the data is generated, and the raw data is returned.
The heart of the modeling procedure is contained in Steps 3 through 5, and so a significant amount of
explanation of them will be given here:
Step 3 makes use of the xie data struct, which includes the shape and scale parameter arrays,
xie data.A and xie data.B. Each element of these arrays contain the parameters a and b for each of
the 352 sampled genes. These data were taken from [2]. An array of 352 randomly sampled protein
counts is created using the xie data.A and xie data.B arrays and the Matlab function for sampling
from a gamma distribution, gamrnd().
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Step 4 makes use of both the xie data and vmax info structs in order to set reaction bounds based on
Kcat data and sampled enzyme counts. vmax info is an array of structs, with one unique struct for
each reaction in the metabolic model. During Step 4, each reaction is looped through, and assigned a
flux upper bound. Because of the possibility of multiple genes catalyzing the same reaction and/or
the several proteins forming complexes to catalyze a reaction, each reaction is categorized into one of
several types, which are stored in vmax info(i).cat. These categories are:
– ‘SINGLE’: a single gene catalyzes this reaction. In these cases it is determined if the gene is among
the 352 metabolic genes counted in [2] using the Matlab function ismember(), and if so, the upper
bound on this reaction is set as the product of the associated Kcat (or turnover number, stored in
vmax info(i).TN), the sampled enzyme count, and a unit conversion factor to ensure reaction
flux is in units mmol gDwt−1 hr−1.
– ‘SINGLE AND’, multiple enzymes form a complex to catalyze this reaction, but only one is counted.
This case is treated identically to ‘SINGLE’.
– ‘OR’, more than one gene can catalyze this reaction. If these genes are among those counted, the
reaction flux upper bound is set using the sum of the sampled enzyme counts (this sum representing
the total number of enzymes capable of catalyzing this reaction).
– ‘MULT AND’, a large complex including more than two proteins catalyzes this reaction. In this
case the minimum sampled protein count among all of the counted proteins in this complex is
used to set the upper bound on this reaction (this minimum represents the number of complete
complexes).
– ‘COMPLEX AND’, multiple complexes can catalyze this reaction. This case necessitates first finding
the minimum sampled protein count in each complex (this giving the number of complete enzyme
complexes), and then summing these values in order to find total number of complexes that can
catalyze the reaction.
Finally, after all bounds have been set on the model, the optimal growth rate is solved for in Step 5
using the optimizeCbModel() command from the cobra toolbox before returning to Step 3 in order to
model the next cell in the population.
• Once the script finishes, a plot looking similar to the one shown below should be produced.
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2.7.3 List of SI Material
SI Data
• supplementaryData.xlsx: This excel file, available online at:
www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/08/01/1222569110.DCSupplemental/sd01.xlsx contains two
sheets. The first sheet includes list of all reactions included in the aerobic version of the metabolic
model, their names, gene protein reaction rule, EC number, turnover number, substrate, organism,
and commentary and reference for the turnover numbers. Reactions for which no turnover data was
found in BRENDA were assigned a turnover number of 20,000s−1. Turnover number data is listed only
for those reactions on which constraints were imposed. The second sheet includes the identifiers (‘b
numbers’) and names of each metabolic protein sampled in this study, as well as fit parameters for their
measured distributions [2].
Example Script and Data
Available online at:
http://www.scs.illinois.edu/schulten/software/index.html
• populationFBA ZLS.m: This is a script which samples protein distributions to model a population of
1000 cells and generates their growth rate distribution.
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Figure 2.7: Constrained metabolic map. The entire metabolic network (a), and a detail of central
metabolism (b) are shown. Reactions constrained by sampled enzyme copy numbers appear in red. Reactions
that have been knocked out based on microarray data appear in green. Reactions predicted to carry no flux
via flux variability analysis for the given growth media appear dotted. Finally, exchange reactions that define






























































































Figure 2.8: Scatter plots showing L2R (log2 ratio) of aerobic to anaerobic expression [4] against
average protein copy numbers [2]. All genes appearing in both datasets are shown in blue, with those
appearing in the metabolic model iJO1366 highlighted in red. Panel (a) shows all data, panels (b), (c), and
(d), show data at varying degrees of regulation, e.g. |log2(Ae/Ane)| > 1, 2, 2.75 respectively. Although lightly
regulated genes tend not to correlate with copy number, strongly regulated genes do appear more correlated.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental growth rate measurements of single cell E. coli grown at 37 ◦C in complex
M9CA media: 1% glucose supplemented with M9 salts, casamino acids, and thiamine [5].
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(mmol gDwt -1 hr -1)
Figure 2.10: Growth rate distributions shown with varying maximal glucose uptake rates ranging
from 1 to 100 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1. For the purposes of our analysis the maximum glucose uptake rate
was set to 6.0 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1.
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Figure 2.11: Effects of correlated protein copy number sampling on the distributions of specific
growth rates. (a) No effect is seen when correlations are imposed among enzymes that are co-transcribed
within operons. In this case two criteria for operon affiliation were attempted; the first being experimental
evidence that genes are actually transcribed within the same messenger, and the second, looser, condition
being that the genes occur within the same DNA strand and are not separated by genes encoded on the
reverse strand. (b) The shift toward faster doubling times is evident as the strength of correlations imposed
among enzymes in the extrinsic noise regime (those with mean copy number greater than 10) increases. (c) &
(d) Correlation matrices defined by our two operon-calling criteria; in both cases these matrices are sparse,
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.12: Data-dependent rotation of PCA loadings for the integrated regulatory and
metabolic model projected onto a map of E. coli central metabolism. (a) The primary load-
ings for the first component are associated with acetate overflow. (b) The primary loadings for the second
component include Cytochrome oxidases bo3 and bd. (c) The primary loadings for the third component
include ATP synthase and ATP maintenance. (d) The primary loadings for the fourth component include
glycolysis and the ED pathway. (e) And finally the primary loadings for the fifth component include two
lactate dehydrogenases, along with the same cytochrome oxidases appearing in component two. Several
components include a strong loading for ATP maintenance, or ATP synthase. ATP maintenance flux is
constant in all cells but since we normalize fluxes by respective growth rate, there is an apparent variation in


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.13: Data-dependent PCA scatterplots. Projection of 1000 integrated metabolic and regulation
cells onto the flux-space spanned by the first five basis vectors resulting from our data-dependent rotation of
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.14: PCA loadings for the flux data obtained using integrated regulatory and metabolic
model and correlated sampling projected onto a map of E. coli central metabolism. Factors were
rotated using varimax rotation. The primary loadings for the first component are oxygen uptake, carbon
dioxide efflux and malate oxidase. (a) Malate oxidase is active in only 7 out of 1000 cells and has no distinctive
phenotype. (b) Primary loadings for the second component include acetate overflow. (c) Primary loadings for
the third component include Cytochrome oxidases bo3 and bd. (d) Primary loadings for the fourth component
include ATP maintenance though the modeled cells were found not to exhibit clear phenotypic differentiation



















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.15: Varimax PCA scatterplots. Projection of 1000 integrated metabolic and regulation cells
onto the flux-space spanned by the first five basis vectors resulting from varimax rotation of the first 20 PCA
components.
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Figure 2.16: The glucose uptake rate affects cellular behavior. (a) As discussed in the main text,
slow-growing cells tend to produce acetate whereas faster-growing cells tend to secrete CO2 as a byproduct of
the TCA cycle. (b) This shift occurs as cells saturate their carbon uptake bound.
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Correlated Protein Sampling



























































Figure 2.17: Comparison of simulated and experimental colony growth and acetate concentration.
(a) Cell densities from OD-600 measurements and colony simulations. Four simulated curves are shown
corresponding to different values of rgrowth, the growth rate correlation between mother and daughter cells.
In this case the population of modeled cells used in the colony simulations was produced by sampling from
protein distributions without correlation. (b) Similar to (a), except that the modeled cells used in the colony
simulation were produced by sampling protein copy numbers with correlation of 0.66 imposed among proteins
with mean copy numbers greater than 10 (the extrinsic noise limit). (c) Measured and simulated acetate
concentration. Cells in the simulation were produced without protein correlation. (d) Similar to (c), except
that correlation was imposed on proteins with mean copy numbers greater than 10.
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Figure 2.18: Comparison between the specific growth rate distribution resulting from protein
copy number sampling, and those resulting from colony simulation with rgrowth values of 0.2,
0.5, 0.8. (a) Growth rate distributions based on colonies of 20,000 cells grown from single seed cells. The
protein copy numbers were sampled without any correlation imposed. (b) Growth rate distributions based on
colonies of 20,000 cells grown from single seed cells. In this case the cells were modeled with a correlation of
r = 0.66 imposed among proteins whose mean copy numbers are greater than 10.
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Figure 2.19: 15 enzymes that constrain the growth rate of more than 2% of the modeled
population. The growth rate distribution (top) is shown for reference. For each enzyme, the b-number is
given, and the growth rates at which the enzyme was constraining growth are marked. This data is based on
a population of 1,000 cells.
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Figure 2.20: Usage of key pathways by 1000 cells sampled uniformly across the entire range
of predicted growth rates obtained by sampling only 15 protein distributions (Table 2.5). (a)
The population separates into slow-growing acetogenic and fast-growing TCA-cycling phenotypes. (b) Cells
growing in the range of 0.2 to 0.5 hr−1 show a tendency to use the cytochrome oxidase bd reaction. (c)
Glycolysis is preferable among slow growing cells for its substrate level ATP generation while the ED pathway
quickly dominates sugar metabolism for faster growing cells as it requires half the enolase flux that glycolysis
does. (d) Negligible usage of PDH because of imposed regulation (down-regulation of NADH recycling
pathway) leads to dominant use of PFL. All data were produced with correlated protein sampling.
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Figure 2.21: Supernatant glucose concentration and uptake rate fits. Three replicates are shown.
Due to an anomalous apparent increase in glucose over the first six hours, the fits were performed only from
hours six through 16. See SI text section 2.7.1 for details.
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Figure 2.22: Growth rate distribution resulting from running the script populationFBA ZLS.m.
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2.7.5 Supporting Tables
Table 2.1: Strongly down-regulated genes removed from the model. Values of log2(Ae/Ane) are
taken from [1]. When available, the mean copy number is given [2].
Gene Gene Name Log2(Ae/Ane) Mean Protein Count
Based on Microarray data
b0894 dimethyl sulfoxide reductase, Chain A -4.33
b0895 dimethyl sulfoxide reductase, Chain B -4.38
b0972 hydrogenase 1, small subunit -4.94
b0973 hydrogenase 1, large subunit -2.53
b0974 hydrogenase 1, b-type cytochrome subunit -4.94
b0978 cytochrome bd-II terminal oxidase subunit I -2.04 3.091
b0979 cytochrome bd-II terminal oxidase subunit II -4.76
b0980 acid phosphatase -2.75
b1246 murein tripeptide ABS transporter -2.01
b1247 murein tripeptide ABS transporter -2.05
b1587 oxidoreductase subunit -4.77
b1588 oxidoreductase subunit -4.01
b1589 oxidoreductase, predicted Fe-S subunit -3.72
b2719 hydrogenase 3 and formate hydrogenlyase complex, HycG subunit -2.76
b2720 formate hydrogenlyase complex iron-sulfur protein -3.94
b2721 hydrogenase 3, large subunit -4.10 1.628
b2723 hydrogenase 3, membrane subunit -3.08
b2724 hydrogenase 3, Fe-S subunit -2.59
b2957 asparaginase II -2.23
b2995 predicted hydrogenase 2 cytochrome b type component -3.21
b2997 hydrogenase 2, small subunit -2.49
b3365 nitrite reductase, large subunit -3.21
b3366 nitrite reductase, small subunit -3.42
b3945 D-aminopropanol dehydrogenase / glycerol dehydrogenase -2.44 10.768
b4070 cytochrome C552 -2.67
b4071 nitrite reductase, formate-dependent, penta-heme cytochrome c -4.18
b4072 formate-dependent nitrite reductase, 4Fe-4S subunit -2.95
b4115 AdiC arginine:agmatine antiporter -2.52
b4122 fumarase B monomer -2.82
b4151 fumarate reductase membrane protein -2.23
b4153 fumarate reductase iron-sulfur protein -2.31
Based on Literature
b0903 Pyruvate formate lyase I (PFL) -1.48 238.944
b2579 Pyruvate formate lyase subunit (PFL) -1.28 119.553
b2133 D-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 0.10
b1380 D-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) -0.98
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Table 2.2: Proteins whose counts were significant (>20) but flux variability predicted zero flux
through them in given minimal growth conditions.
Protein Mean Copy
Number
Galactitol and Tagatose utilization
D-tagatose 1-6-bisphosphate aldolase 2 subunit (b2095) 289.881
D-tagatose 1-6-bisphosphate aldolase 2 catalytic subunit (b2096) 58.535
galactitol-specific enzyme IIA component of PTS (b2094) 38.544
galactitol-specific enzyme IIB component of PTS (b2093) 26.326
Maltose utilization
fused maltose transport subunit (b4035) 96.891
Galactose utilization
galactose-1-epimerase (mutarotase) (b0756) 48.021
Fructose utilization
fructose-1-phosphate kinase (b2168) 40.817
Mannose utilization




Table 2.3: First five components resulting from PCA with rotation for the unregulated model.
Correlations associated with extrinsic noise are imposed.
Component Percent Variance Characteristic Pathway
1 29.91 Cytochrome oxidases bo3 and bd
2 26.81 ED pathway and Succinate-fumarate redox cycling
3 26.20 Cytochrome oxidase bo3
and Acetate overflow
4 6.04 ED pathway, Glycolysis
Acetate overflow and Cytochrome oxidase bo3
5 2.71 PDH and PFL
Total: 91.68
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Table 2.4: First five components resulting from PCA with rotation for the regulated model
with gene deletions for proteins catalyzing PFL and LDH reactions. Correlations associated with
extrinsic noise are imposed.
Component Percent Variance Characteristic Pathway
1 42.13 Malate-oxaloacetate redox cycling
Cytochrome oxidase bd
2 14.83 NADH dehydrogenase and Acetate overflow
3 8.37 Cytochrome oxidases bo3 and bd
4 6.95 NADH dehydrogenase and
Cytochrome oxidases bo3 and bd




Table 2.5: 15 proteins whose probability of constraining the growth of a modeled cell is greater
than 0.02. Along with mean per-cell copy numbers and Kcat values, percentile ranks for both copy number












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.6: Upper bounds on uptake rates for nutrients in the growth medium based on [2]. The
value for glucose uptake rate was chosen based on see Figure 2.21.















Calcium Pantothenate 0.0002 0.0000582
Choline chloride 0.0007 0.000198








Table 2.7: Data concerning the 22 proteins that had to be filtered out. Two constraints were lifted
entirely and 20 had very low turnover numbers listed in the BRENDA database.
Protein B-Number Description Mean copy number Filtered Kcat
Constraints Entirely Lifted
GuaA b2507 GMP synthetase (glutamine aminotransferase) 335.577 0.43
DapA b2478 dihydrodipicolinate synthase 1.106 223
Turnover Rates Raised to 20,000 s−1
PurL b2557 phosphoribosylformyl-glycineamide synthetase 39.44 0.05
PurB b1131 adenylosuccinate lyase 100.924 7.5
LysA b2838 diaminopimelate decarboxylase PLP-binding 11.292 15.65
IlvD b3771 dihydroxyacid dehydratase 17.82 75.8
GlmU b3730 fused N-acetyl glucosamine-1-phosphate 42.07 12.4
uridyltransferase glucosamine-1-phosphate
acetyl transferase
CyoC b0430 cytochrome bo terminal oxidase subunit III 46.768 341
DapB b0031 dihydrodipicolinate reductase 50.366 19
Tmk b1098 thymidylate kinase 13.506 8.9
RibF b0025 bifunctional riboflavin kinase and FAD synthetase 13.22 0.0870
MrsA b3176 phosphoglucosamine mutase 146.558 7.9
AroB b3389 3-dehydroquinate synthase 31.075 19
CysN b2751 sulfate adenylyltransferase subunit 1 3.90 24.4
HisC b2021 histidinol-phosphate aminotransferase 20.736 4.1
NadE b1740 NAD synthetase; NH3/glutamine-dependent 30.911 0.5
PurA b4177 adenylosuccinate synthetase 309.901 6.08
FadE b0221 acyl coenzyme A dehydrogenase 11.891 35.7
Dfp b3639 fused 4’-phosphopantothenoylcysteine decarboxylase 17.072 2.9
DapF b3809 diaminopimelate epimerase 34.124 128
AtpG b3733 F1 sector of membrane-bound ATP synthase; 66.565 539





Cooperativity within Dense Bacterial
Colonies†
3.1 Abstract
Background The exchange of metabolites and the reprogramming of metabolism in response to shifting
microenvironmental conditions can drive subpopulations of cells within colonies toward divergent behaviors.
Understanding the interactions of these subpopulations—their potential for competition as well as cooperation—
requires both a metabolic model capable of accounting for a wide range of environmental conditions, and a
detailed dynamic description of the cells’ shared extracellular space.
Results Here we show that a cell’s position within an in silico Escherichia coli colony grown on glucose
minimal agar can drastically affect its metabolism: “pioneer” cells at the outer edge engage in rapid growth
that expands the colony, while dormant cells in the interior separate two spatially distinct subpopulations
linked by a cooperative form of acetate crossfeeding that has so far gone unnoticed. Our hybrid simulation
technique integrates 3D reaction-diffusion modeling with genome-scale flux balance analysis (FBA) to describe
the position-dependent metabolism and growth of cells within a colony. Our results are supported by imaging
experiments involving strains of fluorescently-labeled E. coli. The spatial patterns of fluorescence within
these experimental colonies identify cells with upregulated genes associated with acetate crossfeeding and are
in excellent agreement with the predictions. Furthermore, the height-to-width ratios of both the experimental
and simulated colonies are in good agreement over a growth period of 48 hours.
Conclusions Our modeling paradigm can accurately reproduce a number of known features of E. coli
colony growth, as well as predict a novel one that had until now gone unrecognized. The acetate crossfeeding
we see has a direct analogue in a form of lactate crossfeeding observed in certain forms of cancer, and we
anticipate future application of our methodology to models of tissues and tumors.
†Work includes previously published material incorporating contributions from Lars Kohler, Jamila Hedhli, and Zaida
Luthey-Schulten [17]. Figures 3.4, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.17 include experimental images acquired by Lars Kohler. Figure 3.5 was
rendered by Tyler Earnest. Figure 3.16 includes experimental images acquired by Dr. Mayandi Sivaguru, Figure 3.18 includes
experimental images acquired by Jamila Hedhli. Figure 3.19 includes experimental images acquired by Dr. Jingye Fei.
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3.2 Introduction
A cell’s metabolic behavior is tightly coupled to its local microenvironment; with it the cell exchanges both
food and waste, and from it the cell detects useful information such as shifts in substrate availability. Cells
have evolved complex biochemical networks in order to respond to environmental changes, including regulatory
systems that enable them to feed on a diverse range of substrates. For diffuse populations living in well-stirred
conditions the depletion of food and accumulation of metabolic waste can be slow and spatially uniform,
meaning that the behavior of any given cell is largely independent of the others. In contrast, within a colony
the close proximity of nearby cells competing for the same diffusing resources can create steep chemical
gradients capable of significantly altering each cell’s metabolism. Under these conditions, the behavior of
neighboring cells can be strongly interdependent [78], and understanding their interactions requires a detailed
picture of both the shared environment and the cells’ metabolic responses to it.
Several approaches have been developed in the past to analyze the intercellular interactions of large
numbers of microbes in close spatial proximity (for a review, see [79]). In general, these models have employed
highly simplified kinetic descriptions of nutrient uptake and cell growth. Despite the numerous successes
of these methods, oversimplification—especially of complex cellular networks like metabolism—can fail to
capture important collective behavior. E. coli metabolism alone involves thousands of reacting substrates
and enzymes, and while many individual metabolic pathways are well characterized, understanding how these
pathways interact on a systems level remains a challenge. Flux balance analysis (FBA) [48,56], which uses
linear programming techniques to find the set of reaction fluxes that optimize growth, has proven to be a
powerful tool for investigating the genome-scale metabolism of bacteria and other organisms under different
environmental conditions and in different gene-expression states [14, 80]. Recently, a method using FBA in
both a spatially- and temporally-resolved manner was described in [23]. This approach made iterative use
of the GPU-accelerated Lattice Microbes software [47] to model the diffusion of substrates throughout a
cluster of fixed cells, and FBA to model each individual cell’s metabolism. While refinements to the method
predicted the emergence of a large region of anaerobically-growing cells within a modeled E. coli colony and
significant acetate production [15,16], the single molecule resolution of the method made it better suited to
studying the interactions of a small number of cells (∼ 100) in low concentrations of metabolites.
In order to simulate larger and denser colonies over long timescales with higher metabolite concentrations,
we have developed a coarse-grained method in which both cell density and substrate concentrations are
discretized to a cubic lattice. We model the 3D diffusion, uptake, and efflux of substrates within and around a
growing colony of E. coli (see Figure 3.1) by coupling a reaction-diffusion simulation with a genome-scale flux
balance metabolic model. This technique, which we call 3DdFBA (3-Dimensional dynamic Flux Balance
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Analysis), offers powerful insight into how spatial localization within microbial colonies can impact metabolism
at the level of individual pathways and reactions. Our simulations reveal how steep glucose and oxygen
gradients emerge within the modeled colonies and give rise to four well-defined metabolic phenotypes—a
fast-growing ring of cells near the edge making use of the TCA cycle and electron transport chain, a large
region of nearly dormant cells in the colony interior, and a pair of spatially distinct crossfeeding subpopulations
comprised of acetate-producing fermentative cells near the colony base and acetate-consuming cells higher up.
Imaging experiments involving fluorescently labeled E. coli strains strongly support these predictions. We
also find that the spatial distribution of growth rates within the simulated colonies lead to 3D cross-sections
and a linear radial expansion that agree with experimental results.
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Figure 3.1: 3DdFBA methodology at a glance. (A) Cells, agar, and air are discretized to a 3D cubic
lattice. (B) Substrate diffusion is accounted for using a seven-point stencil finite difference scheme. (C)
Substrates can be passively or actively taken up by the cells. Those that cannot passively penetrate cell
membranes experience hindered diffusion around cells in the extracellular space (D) Flux balance analysis
predicts substrate usage and cell growth. (E) Cell volume grows exponentially until it surpasses a maximum
volume fraction, ρmax, at which time intercellular forces create pressure that pushes cell volume outward
into neighboring lattice sites of lesser volume fraction. (F) Cells of different species or in different regulatory
states can be simultaneously simulated. Those in different states can transform back and forth at rates that
can depend on up to two local substrate concentrations, (φm and φn, or φo and φp).
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3.3 Results and Discussion
We simulated 48 hours of E. coli colony growth on an agar plate containing M9 minimal medium supplemented
with 2.5 g l−1 glucose and trace elements. The E. coli K-12 MG1655 strain was modeled using the iJO1366
metabolic reconstruction [48]. The simulations were initialized with the equivalent volume fraction of a single
cell in the center of an approximately 3.2 × 3.2 mm agar surface of depth approximately 1 mm. Oxygen was
allowed to diffuse into the colony directly from the air as well as through the agar, while glucose was allowed
diffuse through the agar alone. The M9 salts and trace elements were not assumed to be growth-limiting, and
so their concentrations were not modeled explicitly in the 3D spatiotemporal simulation, but they were allowed
to be freely taken up by the cells of the colony. Expecting significant fermentation on the interior of the
growing colony [16], preliminary FBA calculations were performed in order to anticipate which fermentative
products may play an important role in the cells’ collective metabolism. Formate, acetate, and ethanol were
all predicted to be produced in significant amounts, with formate being produced at roughly twice the rate
of acetate and ethanol. Succinate was predicted to be produced at roughly 1% of the acetate production
rate, while lactate was not predicted to be produced by the modeled cells at all. Because neither formate
nor ethanol are used by wild-type E. coli as a carbon source and because succinate was produced in such
small quantities, the only fermentation product that was ultimately tracked in the spatiotemporal model
was acetate. Dirichlet boundary conditions were imposed for the simulated oxygen, glucose, and acetate.
The glucose concentration on the walls and floor of the agar was held fixed at 2.5 g l−1, while the oxygen
concentration on all boundaries was fixed at 260 µM (the dissolved concentration of oxygen in water under
standard laboratory conditions, chosen to approximate the adsorbtion of oxygen as a purely diffusive process).
The acetate concentration on the boundaries was fixed at 0.0, ensuring that all acetate within the simulation
was created by the cells themselves. There are no free parameters in our simulations—all are either taken
from the literature or fit to experimental results. All parameters used in our calculations are summarized in
Table 3.1.
3.3.1 3DdFBA Methodology
A major result of this study was the development of the 3DdFBA methodology used to perform the simulations;
it is outlined in the pseudocode provided in Algorithm 1 and in Figure 3.1. Both the colony and its surrounding
environment are discretized to a 3D lattice (see Figure 3.1 A). Chemical species—represented by a lattice of
local concentrations—can diffuse throughout the simulation volume and be taken up or produced by the
cells of the colony. Within the colony, the number of cells in a given lattice site is expressed in terms of a
local volume fraction, ρ, which can range continuously up to some user-defined ρmax. This ρmax represents
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the maximum cell volume fraction capable of being packed into a given lattice site before intercellular forces
begin to shove some of the cells outward into neighboring sites. FBA is used in order to predict how the
cells in each lattice site will respond to the concentrations of substrates available to them—they may take up
some of one substrate and produce some of another, and grow at some rate as a result. These predictions are
used to update the local substrate concentrations and the local cell volume fractions. Cells are allowed to be
of different species and/or in different regulatory states. These different cell types or states may use different
flux balance models or the same model but with different constraints imposed (when, for example, simulating
cells with certain genes “knocked-out”).
Our implementation exploits a natural time-scale separation between the rate at which small molecules
like glucose or oxygen diffuse and the rate at which a colony grows. Because the physical size, shape, and
regulatory state of a colony changes relatively slowly, fairly long time steps, tgrow, can be safely taken between
updates. These time steps can be on the order of minutes (for fast-growing microbes like E. coli) to hours (for
slow-growing microbes like Methanosarcina acetivorans [87]). Substrate concentration profiles, on the other
hand, can approach steady state in as short as a few seconds or less. This means that these concentration
profiles always remain effectively at steady state with respect to the growth of the colony. This is important
for two reasons. First, the assumption that FBA is a valid description of the behavior of a cell hinges on the
cell and its environment being at steady state. Second, and more practical, it allows for significant simulation
speedup. Simulation of the diffusion, uptake, and utilization of substrates can be performed for relatively
short times, tss ≪ tgrow, until they come to steady state, and the results can be used to project forward until
the next colony size update. Our own simulations used values of tgrow = 60 s and tss = 1 s in order to ensure
moderate colony growth between updates and ample time for the concentration profiles of all simulated
chemical species to relax to steady state(see Table 3.1 and SI text section 3.7.1).
Substrate profiles are brought to steady state through the iterative application of the code’s Diffusion,
Active Substrate Uptake, and FBA kernels (see below for details). The Diffusion kernel employs a seven-point
stencil finite-difference scheme to account for the diffusion of substrates between lattice sites (see Figure
3.1B). The Active Substrates Uptake kernel allows for substrates known to be actively imported by the cells
of each lattice site to be taken up in accordance with assumed Michaelis-Menten kinetics (see Figure 3.1C).
Finally the FBA kernel is used to predict how much of each substrate the cells of each lattice site produce or
consume, as well as those cells’ average growth rate (see Figure 3.1D). Steady state FBA solutions have been
used in the past in iterative time-stepping ways similar to this [4, 88,89], but never with the full 3D spatial
resolution described here.
Once brought to steady state, the substrate concentrations and cellular growth rates are used in subsequent
colony size and regulatory state calculations. This is done by application of the Growth, Expansion, and
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Regulation kernels (again, see below for details). The Growth kernel updates the values of the local volume
fraction ρ within the colony in accordance with an exponential growth law and the local growth rates predicted
by FBA. Then, in the event that some lattice sites contain values of ρ greater than ρmax, the Expansion kernel
iteratively redistributes some of these sites’ excess volume fractions to neighboring sites with lesser volume
fractions until every site falls within a small cutoff of ρmax. This process effectively expands the colony (see
Figure 3.1E) and ensures that the cell density and intercellular pressure remain relaxed throughout the colony.
Finally, the Regulation kernel updates the regulatory states of the cells in each lattice site in accordance with
assumed first-order kinetics. Because the cells’ regulatory state can be strongly influenced by environmental
factors, the local rates at which they change are assumed to be functions of the local substrate concentrations
(see Figure 3.1F).
Data: Simulation parameters, FBA solution table for each cell type
Result: Substrate concentrations, fluxes, biomass and growth rates
initialization;
t ← 0;
while t < Tmax do
***bring substrate profiles to steady state***
τ ← 0;
while τ < tss do
for s ∈ lattice sites do
Diffusion Kernel;
for c ∈ Cell Types do




τ ← τ +∆τ ;
end
***grow colony, update regulatory states***
for s ∈ lattice sites do
Growth Kernel;
end
while max(ρ) > ρmax +∆ρ do




for s ∈ lattice sites do
Regulation Kernel;
end
t ← t+ tgrow;
write output to file;
end
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the 3DdFBA simulations presented in this paper.
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Diffusion Kernel
Each lattice site in the simulation volume is specified as one of three types: air-type, agar-type, or cell-type
(see Figure 3.1 A). The air-type lattice sites behave essentially as a source for gaseous substrates like oxygen.
The concentration of a substrate in an air-type site is fixed at the concentration of the dissolved gas in water
at standard laboratory temperature and pressure. This choice approximates the adsorption of particles from
air to agar (or cells) as a simple diffusive process. In effect, it is assumed that right at the boundary between
the air and the agar or cells there exists a thin film of water that remains at equilibrium (in terms of the
forward and reverse adsorbtion reactions) with the air above it. The oxygen concentration in the air-type
sites was computed using Henry’s law to be 260 µM (assuming the partial pressure of O2 to be 0.2 atm
and a Henry’s law constant of 0.0013 mol l−1 atm−1 [84]). Diffusive flux is allowed from the air-type sites
into the agar- and cell-type sites, but it is disallowed from the cells and agar into the air, ensuring that
aqueous substrates like glucose and acetate cannot escape. The cell- and agar-type lattice sites are allowed to
diffusively exchange substrates, but their local diffusion coefficients differ. In agar, substrates diffuse at rates
taken from the literature, which for glucose and oxygen in 1.5% agar, are approximately 95% of their diffusion
rates in water (see Table 3.1 and [81]). The diffusion rates of substrates in cell-type sites depend on the local
cell volume fraction and the substrate. Oxygen, for example, readily diffuses through cell membranes [90],
and is assumed to diffuse at a similar rate through cells as it does through water. Conversely, glucose, which
cannot diffuse passively through the cell membrane [91], is assumed to have to diffuse around cells, and thus
experiences a crowded environment and correspondingly slowed diffusion (see Figure 3.1C). The effective





where D is the diffusion rate of the substrate in water and ρ(x, t) is the instantaneous local cell volume
fraction at lattice site x.
Among the cell- and agar-type lattice sites, diffusion is modeled using a seven-point stencil finite difference
approach. The extracellular concentration of a substrate φ in site i is updated as:






where λ is the lattice spacing, j indexes over the 6 lattice sites neighboring site i, and Jφ,j→i represents the








where Dφ,i and Dφ,j are the diffusion coefficients for the substrate in sites i and j, respectively. Here it is
important to note that we have averaged the diffusion coefficients for sites i and j rather than using one or
the other; this helps to ensure continuity when Dφ,i 6= Dφ,j .
A lattice spacing of 10 µm was used in our simulations. This was chosen in order to resolve the oxygen
profile within the colony which is known to fall to nearly zero within approximately 40 µm from the surface [83].
This, coupled with the diffusion rate of oxygen—the fastest diffusing species in the simulation—set a maximum
theoretical value for ∆τ ≤ λ
2
2DO2
≈ 2× 10−2, although a more conservative value of 1× 10−3 s was used in
order to ensure convergence.
Active Substrate Uptake Kernel
As the cells of the colony actively import glucose, the local extracellular and intracellular glucose concentrations
change. This process is assumed to be governed by a Michaelis-Menten-type chemical reaction (see Figure
3.1C):
φext(x, t+∆τ) = φext(x, t)− k(x, t)∆τ
φint(x, t+∆τ) = φint(x, t) + k(x, t)∆τ
(3.4)
where φext(x, t) and φint(x, t) are the instantaneous local concentrations of the extracellular and intracellular
forms, ∆τ is the time step, and k(x, t)—the instantaneous local uptake rate—is given by:




km + φext(x, t)
(3.5)
Michaelis-Menten kinetics has been applied in the past to the enzymatic uptake of substrates by cells
(beginning as early as 1949 [93]). In the above expression, ρ(x, t) again represents the instantaneous local cell
volume fraction, E represents the number of enzymatic transporters on a cell membrane, Vcell represents the
volume of a cell, kcat represents the enzyme turnover rate, and km is the so-called Michaelis constant for the
reaction. In the case of glucose, the parameters Ekcatmcell and km were fit to experimental measurements [85],
yielding 10.40 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1 (a value in close agreement with a similar analysis in [94] and the default
value in the iJO1366 metabolic model) and 0.370 mM, respectively. Literature values for the average dry
weight, mcell, and volume, Vcell, of a single cell were then used to transform
Ekcat
mcell
to EkcatVcell (see Table 3.1).
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Flux Balance Analysis Kernel
FBA is used to model substrate utilization and production in the simulation. The maximum instantaneous
specific (or mass-normalized) uptake rate, vmax, of a given substrate by a cell in lattice site x during the time









if φ is actively transported into the cell
(3.6)
This simply requires that during the time interval ∆τ the cells have access only to the substrate lying within
their volume—φ(x, t)Vcell for passively diffusing substrates (assuming the substrate is distributed uniformly
throughout the lattice site), and φint(x,t)ρ(x,t) Vcell for actively imported substrates (where the factor of ρ(x, t)
−1
reflects the fact that φint is known to be confined entirely within the local cells). Constraints of this type are
calculated for each metabolite that is tracked in the spatially-resolved simulation (see Figure 3.1C), and used
with a genome-scale flux balance metabolic model in order to predict the behavior of the cells in each lattice
site (see Figure 3.1D). The local substrate concentrations are then updated accordingly as:




where vFBA(x, t) represents the exchange flux for the substrate predicted by FBA. The second term on the
right hand side can be thought of as the product of the predicted uptake rate per cell, vFBA(x, t)mcell, the
number-density of cells in the lattice site, ρ(x,t)Vcell , and the time step.
Because simulations can easily involve on the order of 1 million cell-type lattice sites (ours involve
approximately 1.6× 106), and because each site requires frequent updates to its substrate concentrations
(ours are updated around 1,000 times per simulated second), a single second of typical simulation time can
require on the order of 109 or more individual FBA solutions. Many of these will be similar to each other; the
behaviors of cells in adjacent lattice sites or in the same site in subsequent time steps will often not change
appreciably, meaning that the same or nearly the same solution can be used over and over again, avoiding the
need for redundant FBA solving. To that end we have approximated the local instantaneous FBA solution in
a given lattice site using a precomputed lookup table (see SI text section 3.7.1 for details).
Cell Growth Kernel and Colony Expansion Kernel
The local instantaneous growth rates, g(x, t), predicted by FBA are used to update the volume fraction in
each lattice site in accordance with an assumed exponential growth law:
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ρ(x, t+ tgrow) = ρ(x, t)e
g(x,t)tgrow (3.8)
The volume fraction within a lattice site is allowed to increase until it surpasses ρmax. At this point the
site is considered “over-filled,” and the force of the cells in the lattice site pushing against each other create
an outward pressure through each of the lattice site’s six walls (see Figure 3.1E). Because the growth of
the colony is slow, the cells are assumed to have ample time to redistribute themselves in responce to these
intercellular forces, and as a result the cell volume fraction is assumed to remain relaxed throughout the
colony at all times. This relaxation is performed immediately after application of the Growth kernel and
involves the iterative movement of cell volume from over-filled sites to neighboring sites with lower volume
fractions until the highest volume fraction in the entire colony is within some small user-defined cutoff, ∆ρ,
of ρmax (see Figure 3.7 in the Supporting Information). The amount of volume fraction, ρi→j , moved from





[max(0, ρi − ρmax)−max(0, ρj − ρmax)] (3.9)




6 accounts for the fact that each lattice site has six faces through which cell
volume can be moved, and the factor of 12 ensures convergence. In cases where ρi→j < 0, cell volume is moved
from site j to site i. When multiple cell types are present in the same lattice site, the total volume fraction is
used to determine how much cell material is moved across each face, and this is then divided up among the
cell types according to their relative fractions.
For spherical cells, the maximum packing fraction, ρmax, might be set to approximately 0.74—the close-
packing fraction of uniform spheres. The simulations presented here use the value 0.65 (accounting for
approximately 650 cells per lattice site) in accordance with a model of the growth of colonies of rod-shaped
Salmonella typhimurium [6].
Regulation Kernel
Multiple different cell types can to be simulated simultaneously. These can be either different species or
different regulatory states of the same species. In the latter case, the cells’ regulatory state is allowed to
change over time in response to its environment (see Figure 3.1F). This is performed straightforwardly
assuming first order kinetics:
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ρi(x, t+ tgrow) = ρi(x, t) +
∑
j
kj→i(φm(x, t), φn(x, t))ρj(x, t)tgrow
−ki→j(φo(x, t), φp(x, t))ρi(x, t)tgrow
(3.10)
where ρi(x, t) represents the instantaneous local volume fraction of cell type i in lattice site x, and
kj→i(φm(x, t), φn(x, t)) represents the instantaneous local switching rate from regulatory state i to j. These
switching rates are assumed to depend on the local substrate concentrations (up to two of them—φm and φn
or φo and φp above) and, for simplicity, be polynomial in form:
ki→j(φm(x, t), φn(x, t)) = max(0,α0 + α1φm(x, t) + α2φn(x, t)
+α3φm(x, t)
2 + α4φn(x, t)
2 + α5φm(x, t)φn(x, t))
(3.11)
where the constants {αk} are fit to experimental data or a known model. The simulations presented here
include a “regulated” model (see below) that involves the switching of cells between glucose- and acetate-
consuming states. The switching rate parameters for this model were fit to data from [7], (see Figure
3.8).
3.3.2 3DdFBA Predicts E. coli in Colonies Engage in Cooperative Acetate
Crossfeeding
Unregulated Model
Initially, simulations were performed without any form of regulation. The cells were assumed to engage in the
metabolism that optimized growth solely in response to the substrates available (see Figure 3.2A). A form of
cooperative crossfeeding was found to emerge within the simulated colony wherein one subpopulation produced
acetate while another consumed it. This behavior resulted predominantly from oxygen depletion in the colony
interior. The penetration depth of oxygen (as measured near the agar surface) was calculated to be between
40 and 50 µm—in strong agreement with previous experimental and theoretical values [83, 95]. Beyond this
depth, extreme hypoxia prohibited cells from making use of the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and electron
transport chain, and as a result they engaged in a form of fermentative metabolism that produced acetate
as a byproduct (see Figure 3.2A, green region). Because the availability of glucose fell dramatically with
height above the agar, these cells formed a broad flat disk near the base of the colony. As the acetate diffused
outward, some of it was taken up by aerobic cells nearer the periphery, which formed a thin shell of syntrophic
acetate-consumers (see Figure 3.2A, red region). This shell was approximately 20 µm thick and accounted for
a colony-wide average acetate uptake rate of about 1.32 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1 at 36 hours of simulation time.
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This was nearly 85% of the colony’s average acetate production rate. Because crossfeeding among E. coli
is generally associated with either multi-species consortium or long-term evolutionary experiments where
genetically distinct crossfeeding sub-strains arise over many generations [96], its emergence within an isogenic


























































Figure 3.2: Metabolic behaviors within the “unregulated” and “regulated” colony models. (A)
The unregulated model in cross-section after 32 hours of growth; cells were assumed to engage in their own
optimal metabolism solely in response to the metabolites available. (B) The regulated model in cross-section
after 32 hours of growth; cells were allowed to be in either a glucose-consuming or acetate-consuming
state. (C) Cartoon of E. coli central metabolism. The purple color indicates flux through the metabolic
network. Some cells of the unregulated model were predicted to engage in simultaneous glucose and acetate
consumption; this highlights the necessity of accounting for resource regulation within the simulations. (D)
Acetate production within both models occurred near the agar in the anoxic interior of the colony; there
glucose was available but the lack of oxygen prevented use of the TCA cycle and electron transport chain.
(E) Acetate consumption occurred as a thin dome within the unregulated model and as a wider and more
diffuse dome in the regulated model. Also indicated are the Acetyl-CoA Synthase, Malate Synthase, and
Isocitrate Lyase reaction steps. These are associated with acetate consumption and are catalyzed by Acs,
AceB, and AceA (which is cotranscribed with with AceB in the aceBAK operon), respectively. (F) Oxidative
phosphorylation occurred near the agar at the outer edge of the colony.
Regulated Model
However these “unregulated” simulations yielded some unrealistic behavior. Many of the cells predicted to
be taking up acetate were also predicted to be taking up glucose at the same time (see Figure 3.2A, purple
region). Experimentally, glucose and acetate consumption are known to be differentially regulated, and E.
coli in batch culture generally exhaust almost all of the glucose available to them before switching over en
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masse to acetate metabolism [97]. In order to ensure that the crossfeeding observed was not merely an artifact
of the inability of the model to account for this effect, a more refined model was constructed. Cells were
allowed to be in either a glucose-consuming state (wherein an upper bound of 0.0 was imposed on the acetate
uptake reaction flux) or an acetate-consuming state (wherein an upper bound of 0.0 was imposed on the
glucose uptake reaction flux), and could interconvert between the two at rates that depended on the local




= gglcMglc + kace→glc([glc], [ace])Mace − kglc→ace([glc], [ace])Mglc
dMace
dt








whereMglc andMace represent the biomass of the glucose-consuming and acetate-consuming cells, respectively,
gglc and gace represent their growth rates, vglc and vace represent the uptake rates of glucose and acetate,
respectively, and ǫace represents the acetate production rate by glucose-consumers. Because the experimental
data includes growth curves for cultures growing in only glucose and only acetate, gglc and gace were easily fit
assuming an exponential form (see Figure 3.8A). Using these values and the glucose and acetate concentration
curves from the same single substrate experiments, values for vglc, vace, and ǫace were fit (see Figure 3.8B
magenta and blue, C blue). Finally, with these values fixed, the switching rate parameters, {αi}, that appear
in Equation 3.11 were fit.
Overall, the modeled dynamics fit well with the experimental behavior, especially in the low-acetate
regime where our spatially-resolved FBA simulations primarily exist. The glucose concentration curves show
very good agreement (see Figure 3.8C), but at intermediate acetate concentrations the model overestimates
acetate uptake (see Figure 3.8B green, cyan). We attribute this to the fact that real cells should experience
some lag in switching from glucose-consuming to acetate-consuming behaviors. This lag is not represented
in the model; the modeled cells switch out of the glucose-consuming state directly to acetate-consuming
behavior. We expect that the addition of a third non-growing “retooling” state between these glycolytic and
acetoclastic states might bring the model into better agreement. Nevertheless, because the highest acetate
concentration recorded in our 3DdFBA simulations is approximately 5.8× 10−3 M—laying well within the
range of the blue curve in Figure 3.8B where the model best matches experiment—a more refined model
would likely add significant computational complexity without offering much in the way of accuracy in return.
The switching rate parameters ultimately used in the model are summarized in Table 3.2 in the Supporting
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Information.
Simulation of this “regulated” model again yielded acetate crossfeeding (see Figure 3.2B). As before, the
acetate-producing subpopulation consisted of glucose-consuming cells located within the anoxic interior of
the colony near the agar. The acetate-consumers again formed a shell, but it was wider and more diffuse
than in the unregulated model. This shell extended all the way to the edge of the colony, and was comprised
of a mixture of both acetate-consuming cells (up to approximately 10% by volume) and slow- or non-growing
glucose-consumers. Little acetate-consumption occurred at the colony periphery near the agar surface; this
was because the high glucose concentration in this region strongly suppressed the acetate-consuming state
and instead drove the cells toward use of the TCA cycle and electron transport chain (see Figure 3.2B, blue
region). In total, the acetate-consumers accounted for a colony-wide average uptake rate of approximately
0.69 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1 at 36 hours of simulation time. This was only about 39% of the colony’s acetate
production rate.
The ability to crossfeed acetate imparted a fitness advantage to the colony as a whole, and after 36 hours
the model with regulation had outgrown a non-crossfeeding model (that was unable to consume acetate) by
about 4.5%. This faster growth derived from the crossfeeding colony’s cells’ collective ability to aerobically
metabolize glucose even when they would not have been able to individually. The acetate-producers lacked
the oxygen necessary to fully metabolize glucose, and as a result could only partially metabolized it to acetate.
The acetate-consumers higher up in the colony, which had access to oxygen but not glucose, were then able to
complete the process by metabolizing the acetate. The cells of the non-crossfeeding model could not complete
the second part of this two-step metabolism, and grew slower as a result.
Because high glucose availability strongly suppresses the acetate-consuming state, it was initially unclear if
the crossfeeding observed could be disrupted by increasing the concentration of glucose in the agar. Additional
simulations were performed with glucose concentrations spanning from 1.25 g l−1 up through 10 g l−1. In
each case acetate crossfeeding emerged within the simulated colony (see Figure 3.9) indicating that this
behavior is fairly robust across a range of glucose concentrations.
3DdFBA with Molecular Crowding
A cell’s finite volume places an inherent upper limit on the total number of metabolic enzymes that the cell
can contain. Because every enzyme takes up some portion of this volume, and because the maximum flux
through a given enzyme-mediated reaction is proportional to the number of enzymes that are present inside
the cell, increasing the flux through a given metabolic pathway results in an increase in demand for the cell’s
available space. Flux balance analysis with molecular crowding (FBAwMC) was developed to account for
this effect, and has been shown to reproduce the bacterial Warburg effect in fast-growing E. coli populations,
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as well as the preferential utilization of some carbon sources over others (e.g. glucose over acetate) [98–101].
Additional 3DdFBA simulations—both with and without regulation—were performed using lookup tables
generated with the FBAwMC approach (see SI text section 3.7.1 for methodological details).
The addition of crowding constraints did not disrupt the simulated colonies’ ability to crossfeed acetate. In
fact, fairly little changed between the simulations using the standard FBA formulation and those accounting
for molecular crowding. The greatest qualitative difference occurred among the fast-growing aerobic cells of
the colony periphery near the agar surface. Without regulation, standard FBA speciously predicted that
these cells would engage in simultaneous glucose and acetate utilization (which served as part of the impetus
for the development of the regulated model). In the FBAwMC formulation, no such simultaneous glucose
and acetate utilization was observed (see Figure 3.10A). This is because acetate, which has a lower metabolic
yield than glucose, requires a comparatively larger total enzyme-mediated reaction flux in order to produce
the same amount of biomass. This in turn means that an increase in growth rate due to acetate utilization
costs more in terms of enzyme volume than the same increase in growth rate due to glucose utilization.
Fast-growing cells, which are at or near their crowding limit, are therefore driven to utilize glucose exclusively,
and only begin to scavenge acetate when glucose availability drops.
Crowding constraints also drove a small subset of the same fast-growing peripheral cells toward acetate
production, even in the presence of ample oxygen. Without crowding constraints, these cells had engaged
in rapid glycolytic growth that made heavy use of the cells’ oxidative phosphorylation machinery. This led
to doubling times of around 41 minutes for the fastest-growing cells and no appreciable acetate production.
When crowding constraints were introduced, the volumetric cost associated with the enzymes of the TCA
cycle and electron transport chain drove the fastest-growing of these cells toward a mixed strategy of partial
oxidative phosphorylation and partial overflow metabolism (wherein glucose was metabolized to acetate and
excreted, see Figure 3.10C). This led to slower growth rates (doubling times increased to nearly 50 minutes
for the fastest-growing cells) and significant acetate generation (∼ 3.5 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1, or roughly 33% of
the maximal production rate among the anaerobic cells of the colony interior).
3.3.3 Experimental Support for the Predicted Crossfeeding Behavior
A simple set of experiments was devised in order to test for the predicted crossfeeding behavior. E. coli K-12
strains containing a plasmid expressing GFP under the control of the malate synthase A (aceB) promoter
were grown on agar plates containing M9 salts supplemented with 2.5 g l−1 glucose and trace elements. This
gene is part of the acetate operon, aceBAK, and is associated with acetate consumption (see Figure 3.2E).
Colonies were grown over a period of two days during which time they were periodically (24, 36, 40, and 48
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hours after plating) imaged at a series of focal planes above the agar surface. Imaging was performed using a
Zeiss Axio Zoom.V16 microscope equipped with a Zeiss ApoTome.2 structured illumination device for optical
sectioning [102]. The resulting heights, widths, and spatial distributions of fluorescence—indicative of the
distribution of acetate-utilizing cells within the colonies—were then compared against those of the simulated
colonies (see Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.11).






































Figure 3.3: Plot of simulated and experimental colony heights and diameters. Plot of simulated
and experimental colony heights and diameters. At 24 hours (circles), 36 hours (triangles), 40 hours (squares),
and 48 hours (stars) after inoculation onto agar plates, 5 colonies of each of our fluorescent strains, PaceB-gfp
(red), Pacs-gfp (blue), and PgapA-gfp (green), were imaged and measured. The lines indicate the height and
width of modeled colonies (with regulation) over 48 hours of growth. These colonies were simulated with
different values for ρmax ranging from 0.50 to 0.80. The main simulations presented in the text use a value of
0.65 taken from the literature [6], and appear as the black line. The step-like features along these lines are
artifacts of the discreteness of the spatial model. The simulations overestimate colony height early on, but
their height-to-width ratios shows strong agreement at later time points.
Within the experimental colonies, rings of fluorescence—indicating the presence of cells on the colonies’
peripheries rapidly expressing the aceB gene—were observed. These rings narrowed at higher focal planes
and eventually closed to a spot, indicating the height of the colony (which, for example, at the 48 hour
time point ranged from approximately 250 to 400 µm). Compiled together as a Z-stack, these rings form
domes of fluorescence on the colonies’ peripheries that show strong qualitative agreement with the simulated
results (see Figure 3.4 A–H). Comparison with reference colonies expressing GFP from the promoter of the
highly-expressed housekeeping gene gapA (see SI text section 3.7.1 and Figure 3.12) indicated that aceB
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expression was over seven-fold higher in our experimental colonies than in published results for cells grown
in liquid culture [103] (see Table 3.3 for details). Similar spatial patterns were also obtained using strains
expressing GFP under the control of the acetyl-CoA synthase (acs) promoter which, like aceB, is associated
with acetate consumption (see Figure 3.13). In this case the ratio of acs-associated to gapA-associated GFP
fluorescence was approximately 50-fold higher than published values for liquid-cultured cells.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of experimental acetate-associated reporter expression with predicted
acetate consumption. (A) Brightfield image of a representative colony expressing GFP under the colntrol
of the aceB promoter. This image was taken approximately 48 hours after innoculation when the colony
was approximately 2.0 mm in diameter. (B) PaceB-gfp fluorescence in the same colony imaged 100 µm
above and parallel to the agar surface. (C) PaceB-gfp fluorescence imaged 300 µm above the agar surface.
(D) PaceB-gfp fluorescence in a plane bisecting the colony and perpendicular to the agar surface; this was
reconstructed from the entire compiled Z-stack of fluorescence images. (E) Gray-scale plot of the height of a
simulated colony. This image was produced after approximately 40 hours of simulation time when the colony
was around 2.0 mm in diameter. (F) Predicted acetate uptake rate imaged 100 µm above and parallel to
the agar surface. (G) Predicted acetate uptake rate imaged 300 µm above the agar surface. (H) Predicted
acetate uptake rate in A plane bisecting the simulated colony and perpendicular to the agar surface.
Estimating the colony acs expression based on the fluorescence ratio computed above and published
gapA expression data [2] yields an average value of approximately 704 Acs proteins per cell, most of which
should be concentrated at the top and sides of the colony (Figures 3.12 & 3.13). The product of this and a
published value for the Acs turnover rate (from Salmonella enterica, the only gram-negative bacterium with
a wild-type Acs turnover rate listed in the Brenda database [63,104]) yields a maximum acetyl-CoA synthase
reaction flux of 1.64 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1, in strong agreement with the maximum value of 1.66 mmol gDwt−1
hr−1 (or 1.60 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1 with crowding constraints imposed) predicted by the regulated models
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(see Figure 3.5). The unregulated models, by contrast, overestimated this value by approximately an order
of magnitude. A similar calculation using the aceB fluorescence ratio and a published value for the AceB
turnover rate [63, 105] yields values of approximately 1,111 proteins per cell and a maximum flux of 1.24




























Figure 3.5: Modeled three-dimensional E. coli colony. This colony, approximately 32 hours after
innoculation on an agar plate (tan region), is colored by acetate uptake rate.
Taken together, these experiments largely support the simulated results. Not only do the observed aceB
and acs to gapA ratios indicate upregulation of genes associated with the predicted crossfeeding behavior,
but this upregulation also occurs in spatial patterns similar to those seen in the simulations.
Additional control experiments are described in the SI text sections 3.7.1–3.7.1. The first of these shows
that the lack of fluorescence seen in the colonys’ interiors is not an artifact of the low oxygen concentration
in these regions preventing GFP maturation. Colonies of E. coli expressing the flavin-based fluorophore
iLOV [8, 9]—which does not require oxygen to mature—show similar fluorescence patterns (see Figure
3.14), meaning that the GFP fluorescence we see is likely indicative of gene-expression and not oxygen
availability. The second control experiment addressed whether scattering of the excitation or emission photons
as they passed through the colony might have obscured fluorescence in the interior. Fluorescent colonies
were physically bisected and imaged at their cut plane (see Figure 3.15). The resulting images show the
same dome-like distribution of fluorescence seen using the non-disruptive structured illumination imaging
technique (see Figure 3.14), indicating that this distribution is not simply an artifact of the imaging technique
used. A third control experiment involved colonies containing the promoterless plasmid pUA66—the same
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plasmid used to study aceB, acs, and gapA except without a promoter region upstream of the gfp gene.
No appreciable fluorescence was seen, indicating that the fluorescence of our experimental colonies is not
simply misattributed autofluorescence or leaky transcription of the plasmid gfp (see Figure 3.17). Finally, we
performed a preliminary two-color experiment using a plasmid containing the gene encoding mCherry under
the control of the ptsG promoter (part of the glucose phosphotranspherase system) and gfp under the control
of the aceB promoter (see Figure 3.18). Although we note that the growth of the resulting colonies was slow
and the GFP fluorescence we observed was noticeably less intense than that of our single-color experiments,
we found that the resulting images strongly indicate the existence of distinct glucose- and acetate-consuming
subpopulations.
3.3.4 3DdFBA Predicts Realistic Colony Growth Dynamics
The physical growth of the simulated colonies was found to proceed through two phases. During the initial
15 hours, the dimensions of the colonies grew approximately exponentially. Beyond this time, however, the
colonies’ radial expansions slowed to a constant rate of about 0.011 µm s−1 (see Figure 3.6A). These findings
agree extremely well with an experimental study of E. coli growth under nearly identical conditions (solid
agar medium with M9 salts, glucose, and trace elements) that reported an exponential-to-linear transition
occurring around 12 hours after inoculation onto agar plates and a radial expansion rate of around 0.008
µm s−1 [95]. Our own experimental colonies (on the same solid medium) grew slightly slower with a radial
expansion rate of approximately 0.007 µm s−1 (see Figure 3.11).
The observed shift toward linear expansion was, like the predicted acetate crossfeeding, the result of
nutrient depletion in the interior of the colony, and both oxygen and glucose starvation were found to
contribute. After approximately 13 hours of simulation time, the colony had grown large enough to permit
the emergence of clearly defined aerobic and anaerobic regions (see Figure 3.6B). Roughly commensurate
with this drop in oxygen availability in the colony interior came a drop in glucose availability (see Figure
3.6C). The concentration of diffusing glucose at the center of the colony (as measured at its radial center and
half its instantaneous height) fell to approximately half its initial value within 14 hours and about 4% of its
initial value within 16 hours. Combined, these oxygen and glucose gradients gave rise to a relatively compact
ring of fast-growing “pioneer” cells at the colony edge and almost no growth among the cells of the colony
center, in agreement with experimental observations [106] (see Figure 3.6A). Because this ring’s height, width,
and growth rate were controlled by the penetration depths of oxygen and glucose, they remained relatively
constant over most of the latter part of the simulations. For this reason, the rate at which the biomass of


























































































Figure 3.6: Growth rates and substrate profiles over time. (A) The colony is colored by growth rate
and shown in cross-section. The fastest-growing cells (red) inhabit the colony periphery, while much of the
interior shows little or no growth (blue) due to nutrient depletion. The grey diagonal line shows the linear
radial growth of the colony. (B) Oxygen concentration within the same colony in cross-section at 12, 13,
and 14 hours. Between 13 and 14 hours, a well-defined anoxic region forms in the center of the colony. The
penetration of oxygen into this colony is between 50 and 60 µm. (C) Glucose concentration in cross-section
at 14, 15, and 16 hours. Beyond 14 hours, the glucose concentration in the colony interior rapidly falls, and
beyond 15 hours, much of the colony interior, in addition to being anoxic, is also glucose-starved.
approximately constant (see SI text section 3.7.1 for details).
The transition from exponential to linear growth also affected the shape of the colony. Early on, when
oxygen and glucose were essentially ubiquitous, the simulated colony grew hemispherically in shape. Later,
as the majority of the growth shifted to the periphery, the colony’s radial expansion outpaced its vertical
growth, and it took on a more broad and flat appearance. Experimentally, the early growth of a colony
is predominantly two dimensional across the agar [107, 108], meaning that our simulations significantly
overestimate the height of small colonies. Despite this initial divergence, later time points show better
agreement with the height-to-diameter ratios of the experimental colonies (see Figure 3.3, black line). Varying
the maximum local volume fraction, ρmax, toward higher values brings the simulations into even better
agreement (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.11, red lines). It is worth noting that our model does not require any
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sort of height parameterization; the agreement we see emerges naturally from the way the colony growth and
expansion is handled in the simulation.
3.4 Conclusions
The application of the 3DdFBA method described here focused on the growth and collective metabolism of
E. coli colonies. Its integration of 3D reaction-diffusion simulations with a flux balance model of metabolism
that involves thousands of reactions and metabolites enabled us to generate new hypotheses that we then
tested directly in the laboratory.
The most striking result of this work was the prediction that subpopulations within E. coli colonies
naturally engage in cooperative acetate crossfeeding. This was not due to the evolution of distinct crossfeeding
genotypes, as is known to occur in long-term continuous culture experiments, but rather it emerged from
the cells’ own regulatory responses to their local microenvironments within the colony. Depending on
location, some cells experienced a glucose-rich anoxic environment that drove them toward acetate-producing
fermentative metabolism, while others experienced a glucose-poor aerobic environment that favored acetate-
consumption. This behavior remained robust over a range of common agar glucose concentrations, meaning
that it may be occurring—completely unnoticed—in laboratory incubators the world over.
The simulated colonies exhibited realistic growth dynamics. The same glucose and oxygen gradients that
gave rise to acetate crossfeeding also gave rise to a ring of fast-growing pioneer cells at the colony’s edge, and
significantly hindered the growth of much of the colony interior. The pioneer ring had a profound impact on
the macroscopic shape and growth of the simulated colony, leading to both its broad and flat appearance and
its linear radial expansion (both of which agree well with experimental values).
Several features of our modeling technique proved essential to our study. The first, and most critical, was
its ability to perform 3D simulations with fine spatial resolution. The concentration profiles of oxygen and
glucose within the colony changed dramatically over short distances in both the radial and vertical directions.
The penetration depth of oxygen, for example, was only around 50 µm from the edge of the colony, while the
penetration depth of glucose at the colony center was only around 60 µm upward from the agar. Accurately
accounting for these steep gradients required the use of a 3D lattice with a spacing of on the order of 10 µm.
Although a similar method was recently reported [89], it was restricted to two spatial dimensions and its
reliance on costly on-the-fly FBA calculations severely limit its practicality for performing the millions of
metabolism evaluations per-timestep necessary to resolve these profiles. In contrast, our use of precomputed
FBA lookup tables enabled us to preform our simulations at nearly real-time speeds. Our code, running on
the Keeneland supercomputer (with Nvidia M2090 GPUs) and on a Linux desktop machine (with a single
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Nvidia GTX780 GPU) performed the simulations presented here at speeds of approximately 50.0 and 40.1
simulated minutes per wall-clock hour, respectively. The second feature that proved critical was our method’s
ability to account for the regulation of resource use by the modeled cells. Naively using FBA alone led to
some cells simultaneously taking up glucose and acetate in a manner at odds with experimental data. By
requiring the colony to obey a phenomenological model of the acetate switch, this pathological behavior was
ameliorated, and the potential for acetate crossfeeding to emerge within wild-type E. coli colonies was more
realistically modeled.
It is worth noting that our use of precomputed FBA tables, while offering vast speedup over on-the-fly
evaluation, does carry some drawbacks. The most pressing of these is that the modeler must have some
notion of the substrates that are likely to play a role in the colony’s collective metabolism before a simulation
can be launched. Our choice to model only glucose, oxygen, and acetate was informed by earlier work
simulating significantly smaller clusters of cells [16] and some preliminary FBA calculations. Nevertheless, this
choice can in some ways limit the scope of the simulations. For example we knowingly ignore the potential
for succinate crossfeeding (which was deemed unimportant due to the low predicted succinate production
rate of anaerobically-growing cells) as well as possible toxic effects due to the production of ethanol within
the colony (although, because the ethanol and acetate production rates are comparable, the concentration
of ethanol should not rise significantly above the maximal acetate concentration, ∼ 5.8 × 10−3 M, which
is approximately 2 orders of magnitude below the concentration at which cellular growth is significantly
inhibited [109]). Incorporating larger numbers of substrates into a lookup table is straightforward, but can be
time consuming as it increases the dimensionality of the table, and in turn, the number of FBA calculations
required to produce it. Ultimately, the choice of using table lookups or on-the-fly FBA solving comes down
to a choice between computational speed/resolution and model flexibility/universality. With enough prior
knowledge of the phenomenon to be simulated, a table-based method vastly out-performs on-the-fly solving,
but for purely exploratory simulations in which large numbers of metabolites are simulated simultaneously,
an on-the-fly method may potentially yield novel behaviors that the modeler did not anticipate.
Although our methodology represents an important step in using FBA in both a spatially- and temporally-
resolved manner, neither it, nor any other current implementation, can fully account for all biologically
significant phenomena. One important example stems from the inherent determinism of the method which
yields only average behaviors. Stochastic gene expression has been shown to give rise to significant metabolic
variability, even among cells in otherwise identical environments [14]. The method we present does not account
for this type of cell-to-cell variability; the cells in a given lattice site are assumed to behave identically, engaging
in the optimal metabolism possible given their local substrate availability. Additional uncertainties arise in
the number of cells that actually seed a given colony; our simulations assume a single cell, but it is difficult to
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experimentally verify the exact number of cells left in a given location when an agar plate is streaked. These
effects are evident even at the macroscopic level—while the heights and widths of experimental colonies show
considerable variability (see Figure 3.6), our simulated colonies show none. A natural way forward in this
regard is to shift toward an agent-based modeling approach where individual cells may be represented within
a continuous field of diffusing substrates. This could allow for stochastic gene expression to be explicitly
accounted for within each cell; the gene expression state of a cell might be sampled from experimental
distributions and used to apply constraints within the cell’s metabolic network in a manner similar to that
of [14]. Additionally, by resolving individual cells and their intercellular forces, an agent-based approach
may better account for the early development of the colony as it transitions from 2D to 3D growth [107]—a
behavior that is poorly accounted for in our current implementation.
Our modeling technique can be applied to the study of communities involving many different microbial
species. Several different cell types—each employing their own metabolic model—can be simultaneously
simulated, and because the different cell types can transform into each other, regulation systems much more
complex than the acetate switch described here can be studied. Beyond obvious future studies of biofilms,
perhaps the most exciting applications of this technique may come in the form of tissue and tumor modeling.
Like the colony models presented here, steep oxygen gradients are known to form within cancerous tumors
that profoundly affect their metabolism [110]. Within certain cancers these oxygen gradients have even been
reported to give rise to lactate crossfeeding in a manner strikingly similar to the acetate crossfeeding seen in
our simulations [111, 112]. There are already several flux balance models of different human cancers available
in the literature [41,113]. These can be leveraged to build new 3D models capable of studying everything
from environmental fluctuations and metabolic reprogramming within a cancer to the interactions between
cancers and their surrounding tissues.
3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Simulation Methods
All FBA calculations were performed using the freely available COBRA toolbox [56] and the iJO1366 E. coli
genome-scale metabolic model [48, 114] with default uptake rates for M9 salts and trace elements. FBAwMC
calculations were performed using crowding coefficients taken from [98]. Our 3DdFBA simulation code
outlined in Algorithm 1 was written in CUDA and C/C++ and was run on the Keeneland GPU supercomputer
(NVIDIA M2090 GPUs), our own GPU cluster (NVIDIA C2050 GPUs), as well as a desktop workstation
with a single NVIDIA GTX780 GPU. The simulations required approximately 2.2 GiB memory and achieved
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speeds of approximately 27.5 simulated minutes per wall-clock hour on the C2050s, 40.1 simulated minutes
per wall-clock hour on the GTX780, and 50.0 simulated minutes per wall clock hour on the M2090s. Our
code is available at http://www.scs.illinois.edu/schulten/software/index.html.
3.5.2 Microbiological Methods
The E. coli strain and plasmids containing gfp under the control of the aceB, the acs, and the gapA promoters
that were used in this study are listed in Table 3.4. Also listed are a promoterless plasmid used as a negative
control (see SI text section 3.7.1 and Figure 3.17), and a plasmid containing the iLOV [8] gene under control
of the constitutive phage λ promoter which was used as another control. The bacteria were grown at 37 ◦C in
liquid culture (LB) and on solid medium (1.5% agar with 2.5 g l−1 glucose, M9 salts, and trace elements)
containing 25 µg/ml kanamycin (Km) [115]. The trace element solution (including FeSO4, ZnSO4, MnSO4,
CuSO4, CoCl2, sodium borate, sodium molydbate, and ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid (EDTA)) used was
prepared in accordance with [95]. Liquid cultures were grown in a shaking incubator.
3.5.3 Construction of a Transcriptional gapA Promoter-gfp Fusion
The preparation of plasmid DNA, DNA digests, agarose gel electrophoresis, cloning, and transformation of E.
coli cells were performed following established protocols [115]. The DNA fragment containing the promoter
region of gapA was PCR amplified from a liquid E. coli K12 culture with primers that were engineered to
contain a XhoI 5’ end and a BamHI 3’ end (see Table 3.5). The PCR products were cloned into the low copy
number cloning vector pUA66 (Table 3.4), bringing the PCR products in correct orientation to exert control
over gfp expression. The resulting plasmid carrying the gapA promoter fusion was introduced into E. coli
K12 via electroporation. The correct promoter insert was confirmed for the plasmids via PCR.
3.5.4 Imaging of Bacterial Colonies
Bacterial colonies for imaging were grown on M9 medium agar plates supplemented with 0.25% glucose,
trace elements, and Km. Imaging was performed at 24, 36, 40, and 48 hours after innoculation. Bright
field and fluorescence images were captured using an Axio Zoom.V16 fluorescence microscope equipped with
an ApoTome.2 structured illumination device (Zeiss) for optical sectioning. This microscope was chosen
because it enabled observation of individual colonies growing directly on streaked plates without requiring
the preparation of specialized agar-coated microscope slides or any physical disruption of the colonies or
agar. Five individual colonies were viewed during 2 independent experiments. Each colony was imaged from
bottom to top by optical sectioning in 5 µm steps. The Zen 2011 software (Zeiss) was used to create images
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and the AxioVision (Zeiss) software was used for calculating the average fluorescence intensity of each of the
40-hour colonies (chosen because these colonies were large–roughly 1.5 mm in diameter—but still significantly
smaller than the 3.2 mm agar pad used in our simulations, thus avoiding possible boundary effects when
comparing simulation and experiment). This average was computed over the cylinder whose base inscribes
the bottom of the colony and whose height is the same as the colony; at each imaged plane, the average
intensity within the circular projection of the base onto the plane was computed, then all of these values
were averaged to give the average over the entire cylinder. Colony diameters were measured using the bright
field images and colony heights were measured as the distance between the first and last focal planes that
clearly indicated fluorescence. In addition to the 40 hour time point, heights and diameters were computed
for colonies grown for 24, 36, and 48 hours. Finally, cells grown in liquid culture were imaged using a Zeiss
Axiovert 200M microscope. These images showed that the presence of the various plasmids used in our study
did not effect the architecture of the cells (see Figure 3.19).
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3.7 Supporting Information for “Spatially-Resolved Metabolic
Cooperativity Within Dense Bacterial Colonies”
3.7.1 Supporting Text
Choosing tss and tgrow
The value for tss was chosen based on the lattice spacing, λ, and the diffusion rate of the slowest diffusing
chemical species, Dslow in the simulation. At every tgrow, colony growth and expansion computations are
performed which expand the front of the colony. This growing front adds new space for the metabolites to
diffuse into. Ideally, this new space should not be wider than a single lattice spacing (which sets an upper
limit on the length of tgrow, see below). The expected time required for the slowest diffusing metabolite to




In our simulations, λ = 10 µm, and glucose is the slowest diffusing metabolite with Dglc = 7.8× 10
−10 m2
s−1 [81], leading to a requirement of teq ≫ 0.13 s. A value of teq = 1 s was chosen for our simulations.
As mentioned above, an upper limit for tgrow can be estimated based on the lattice spacing and the
expected radial growth rate, r˙, of the modeled colony. Literature values for r˙ range up to approximately 0.013
µm s−1 [106], which means that ensuring that the colony front expands significantly less than a single lattice
spacing during tgrow requires tgrow ≪
λ
r˙ ∼ 770s. A conservative value of 60 s was chosen for our simulations.
FBA Table Lookup
In order to avoid costly on-the-fly FBA computations, an FBA lookup table is generated prior to simulation
launch by systematically stepping through the possible uptake rate upper bounds for each of the modeled
substrates, and performing parsimonious FBA (or pFBA) [74] at each step. The step size, δi, for the i
th
substrate, is chosen to be small; in the case of the simulations presented here, the glucose, oxygen, and
acetate uptake rate upper bounds were stepped from values of 0.0 to 10.4, 31.8, and 16.0 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1,
respectively (see Table 3.1 in the main manuscript for references), in steps of size 0.2 mmol gDwt−1 hr−1.
The resulting predicted uptake, efflux, and growth rates are then stored in a formatted text file that is read
by the simulation program. All FBA calculations were performed using the freely available COBRA toolbox
2.0 [56].
Given maximum uptake rates v0, v1 . . . vn (computed according to Equation 6 of the main text) for the n




















In this equation T (⌊ v0δ0 ⌋δ0, . . . , ⌊
vn
δn
⌋δn), represents the FBA solution (the predicted optimal set of uptake and
efflux fluxes and the growth rate) from the precomputed table generated using the set of uptake rate upper
bounds {⌊ v0δ0 ⌋δ0, . . . , ⌊
vn
δn
⌋δn}, and the subscript i denotes the i
th substrate’s flux from this solution. It is
important to note that because the the table is generated by stepping through a range of flux upper bounds
in increments of δi, the arguments of T must be rounded (down for simplicity) to integer multiples of δi. The
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where it should be noted that the jth argument in the first term on the RHS is computed using the ceiling
function (⌈⌉), while in the second term it is computed using the floor function (⌊⌋). These approximate vFBA
values are then used to update the local substrate concentrations in accordance with Equation 7 of the main
text.
FBA with Molecular Crowding
The FBA with Molecular Crowding (FBAwMC) methodology was developed in [98]. Briefly, for a cell of
volume V , the number, ni, of enzymes of type i within the cell is constrained by:
N∑
i=1
vini ≤ V (3.15)
where vi is the volume of the enzyme. Assuming a fixed cytoplasmic density, C ≈ 0.34 g ml
−1, and that the
maximum flux through a given reaction can be written as the product of the copy number of the enzyme
that catalyzes it and the enzyme’s turnover rate, kcat, Equation 3.15 can be rewritten as:
N∑
i=1
aifi ≤ 1 (3.16)
where ai = Cvi/kcat is the “crowding coefficient” and fi is the flux through reaction i.
Estimates of ai for 109 reactions were reported in [98]. These values spanned several orders of magnitude
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and contained a number of outliers. The 15 lowest and highest values were removed, and of the remaining 79,
the 64 that corresponded to reactions in the iJO1366 metabolic reconstruction were used to impose crowding
constraints. The rest of the reactions were constrained using estimates of ai that were based on the sequence
length, li, of the enzyme that catalyzes each reaction. Assuming that vi ∝ li ⇒ ai ∝ li, an approximate
proportionality constant was found between the central 64 values of ai mentioned above and the sequence
lengths of their respective enzymes (sequence lengths were taken from the E. coli K12 MG1655 uid 57779
genome available at:
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/Escherichia coli K 12 substr MG1655 uid57779/).
This proportionality was found to be ∼ 4.67×10−6 hr gDwt mmol−1 per amino acid. The pearson correlation
coefficient between sequence length and ai was found to be 0.51. This led to an average crowding coefficient
over all reactions of 〈a〉 ≈ 0.002, which is roughly half of that reported in [98].
Experimental Controls
PgapA-gfp Expression Colonies expressing GFP under the control of the gapA promoter were grown
and imaged (see Figure 3.12). These were used as a baseline against which the fluorescence of the colonies
transformed with our PaceB-gfp and Pacs-gpf plasmids could be compared. gapA encodes part of the
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase-A complex; it is considered a housekeeping gene, and is highly
expressed by E. coli [2], making it a good choice for a reference. We found that the average fluorescence
(in arbitrary units measured under identical conditions) observed in our aceB and acs mutant colonies was
nearly half (0.467 ± 0.054) and approximately one-fourth (0.296 ± 0.048), respectively, of that of our gapA
mutant colony. These ratios can be compared against experimental protein abundance ratios in liquid culture
experiments from the literature. The consensus aceB and acs to gapA expression ratios found in PaxDB [103]
were 0.063 and 0.006, respectively, indicating over seven-fold upregulation of aceB and approximately 50-fold
upregulation of acs in our growing colonies. These findings support the hypothesis that cells in colonies
upregulate genes associated with acetate utilization compared to cells growing in liquid culture. These data
are summarized in Table 3.3.
Anaerobic Fluorophores Initially it was unclear whether the lack of fluorescence in the colony interiors
was the result of a lack of GFP expression or a lack of the oxygen necessary for translated GFP to mature.
A strain containing a plasmid expressing the flavin-based flourophore iLOV [8] under the control of the
constitutive phage λ PR promoter [9] was grown and imaged. Because E. coli lack the TetR repressor
necessary to prevent transcription, this fluorophore should always be expressed when the cells are actively
expressing protein, and, because iLOV does not require oxygen to mature, it should be visible regardless
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of oxygen availability. We again found rings of fluorescence within the resulting colonies (see Figure 3.14),
indicating that the fluorescence distributions observed within these and the aceB, acs, and gapA colonies
were likely not the result of hypoxia in the colony interior preventing GFP maturation.
Physical Cross-sections In order to ensure that the lack of fluorescence observed in the colony interior
was not an artifact of the imaging technique, possibly arising due to scattering of the excitation or emission
photons as they pass through the colony, physical cross-sections were prepared and imaged. These were made
simply by cutting and moving a section of agar containing a growing colony to a microscope slide, cutting
the colony and agar using a razor blade, and turning the resulting bisected colony and agar piece on their
side such that the cut face of the colony and agar are in contact with the slide (see Figure 3.15). These
slides were then imaged using a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope [102]. Although this technique physically
disrupts the colonies (they appear to be flatter, and some fluorescence can be smeared down into the agar),
the resulting images clearly show greater fluorescence near the periphery of the colonies, confirming the
results of the non-disruptive structured illumination imaging experiments (see Figure 3.16).
Taken together, the results of this control and the previous experiment involving colonies expressing the
iLOV fluorophore (see SI text section 3.7.1) strongly suggest that a large portion of the colony interior is not
expressing any proteins. The simplest explaination of this is that the interior cells have slipped into lag phase
and are not growing. The simulated colony shows a large region of non-growing cells that make up much of
the colony interior, in good agreement with this interpretation of the experimental results.
Promoterless GFP Expression In order to ensure that the fluorescence observed in our aceB, acs, and
gapA experiments was not naturally occurring or merely the result of leaky transcription of the plasmid GFP,
we obtained a control mutant using the same plasmid but without any promoter site. Colonies of this strain
were grown and imaged in the usual manner. They showed a near complete lack of fluorescence (see Figure
3.17), indicating that the GFP fluorescence observed in our experiments is the result of the aceB, acs, and
gapA promoters being active.
Preliminary Two-Color Experiment In order to experimentally assess whether E. coli colonies differ-
entiate into the type of crossfeeding glucose- and acetate-consuming subpopulations our models predict, we
attempted to construct a two-color plasmid that would enable simultaneous observation glucose-associated
and acetate-associated gene expression. The plasmid was designed to include gfp under the control of the
aceB promoter and the gene encoding mCherry under the control of the ptsG promoter. This choice to
focus on ptsG as an indicator of glucose utilization was informed by flux balance calculations and published
microarray data [3]. Optimal flux distributions for glucose- and acetate-consuming cells were computed using
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the iJO1366 metabolic reconstruction with imposed crowding constraints. The microarray data was then
used to compute the mRNA expression ratio for each of the 10 gene-associated reactions with the largest flux
differential. The resulting data appears in Table 3.6. Ultimately, the gene with the largest mRNA expression
ratio—ptsG—was chosen.
Our two-color plasmid was constructed using the PaceB-gfp plasmid described in the main manuscript
and Table 3.4. Cells containing the PaceB-gfp plasmid were grown overnight in LB medium with 25 µg
ml−1 kanamycin. They were then centrifuged to a pellet and plasmid DNA was harvested using a QIAprep
spin miniprep kit (Qiagen). The resulting DNA was digested with the restriction enzymes BglII and BspHI
(New England Biolabs). A new insert containing the promoter region for ptsG followed by the gene encoding
mCherry was cloned into the digested region. This insert was designed to include the BglII and BspHI
restriction sites near the 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively, the entire intergenic region upstream of ptsG (plus an
additional 100 bases on either side), followed by the mCherry gene, and then the ptsG terminator region. In
all, the construct was 1,323 bases, and was acquired from IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies). The modified
plasmid was transformed into DH5α chemically competent cells and selected for on M9 minimal medium
agar plates supplemented with 2.5 g l−1 glucose, trace metals, and 25 µg ml−1 kanamycin. Colonies were
grown and imaged as described in the main manuscript.
The results of these two-color experiment strongly corroborate the existence of the crossfeeding subpopu-
lations predicted by our model; a dome of GPF fluorescence (indicative of acetate consumption) extends
across the top and sides of the colony, and mCherry fluorescence (indicative of glucose consumption) is visible
throughout much of the colony interior (see Figure 3.17). Interestingly, although our model predicts glucose
consumption to be greatest near the agar surface, the experiments appear to indicate greater consumption
slightly higher up (∼ 100 µm above the agar). Despite the apparent success of this experiment, we note two
important observations: first, the cells we transformed and imaged grew significantly slower than those of
our previous single-color experiments (72 hours after inoculation the two-color colonies had expanded to
approximately 1.2 mm in diameter; the single-color colonies had reached this approximate diameter after
only 36 hours); and second, the GFP fluorescence emitted by our two-color colonies was significantly less
intense than that emitted by our single-color colonies (the ratio of peak GFP fluorescence to background
was approximately 10-fold lower for our two-color colonies than for our single-color colonies). We as yet
have no compelling explanation for either observation, and as such we consider these results to be somewhat
preliminary.
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Linear Radial Growth of Colonies
As the simulated colony grew, a distinct ring of fast-growing “pioneer” cells formed on the periphery. The
cross-section of this ring remained relatively constant over the course of latter part of the simulation. As a
toy model intended to illustrate why such a spatial distribution of growth rates would lead to a linear radial
expansion of the colony, consider a cylindrical colony of constant height h, constant density ρ, and radius r of








= gρhπ{r2 − (r − δ)2}
= gρhπ{2rδ − δ2}
(3.17)
















≈ gδ = constant
(3.19)
where the last line follows because we generally assume r to be significantly larger than δ (at least in the
latter parts of the simulation). Plugging in values from the simulations (g ≈ 1 hr−1 and δ ≈ 50 µm) yields a
linear expansion rate of 0.014 µm s−1, in close agreement with the value observed. Although this ignores
growth in the z-direction, it gives a good intuitive understanding of why the colony’s radial expansion remains
constant throughout much of the later portion of the simulation.
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3.7.2 Supporting Tables
Table 3.2: Switching Rate Parameters for the Glucose-Acetate Switching Strain







kglc→ace 0.0 −7.8× 10
−3 8.9× 10−3 0.0 2.5× 10−2 0.0
kace→glc 2.8× 10
−4 2.9× 10−2 −3.1× 10−3 −1.1× 10−3 0.0 0.0
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Table 3.3: Fluorescence and expression data
Gene Description Value Units Reference
Average colony GFP fluorescence, 5 measured colonies
PaceB-gfp average ± stdev 9.50 ± 0.57 A.U. This study
Pacs-gfp average ± stdev 6.03 ± 0.79 A.U. This study
PgapA-gfp average ± stdev 20.36 ± 1.99 A.U. This study
aceB to gapA fluorescence ratio 0.467 ± 0.054 dimentionless This study
acs to gapA fluorescence ratio 0.296 ± 0.048 dimentionless This study
Consensus expression
aceB consensus gene product expression 809 ppm [103]
acs consensus gene product expression 74.1 ppm [103]
gapA consensus gene product expression 12772 ppm [103]
aceB to gapA expression ratio 0.063 dimensionless [103]
acs to gapA expression ratio 0.006 dimensionless [103]
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Table 3.4: Bacterial strains and plasmids
Strain or Plasmid Relevant Characteristic or Phenotype Reference
E. coli strain
MG1655 Wild-type E. coli K12, F-, λ-, ilvG-, rfb-50, rph-1 [116]
Plasmids
pUA66 promoterless plasmid, Kmr [116]
PaceB-gfp pUA66 containing the aceB promoter fragment, Kmr [116]
Pacs-gfp pUA66 containing the acs promoter fragment, Kmr [117]
PgapA-gfp pUA66 containing the 548-bp gapA promoter fragment, Kmr This study
pAM10(tet) phage λ PR promoter with TetR binding sites, Km
r; [8, 9]
constitutive expression of iLOV
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Table 3.5: Primers used in this study
Primer Sequence
PgapA XhoI F GGCGCGCCCTCGAGGCATCGCAGATCAAACAGTG




Table 3.6: Predicted reaction flux differentials and mRNA expression ratios for glucose- and
acetate-grown cells. Reaction flux was calculated using the FBAwMC formalism. mRNA expression ratios
were calculated using microarray data from [3].
Reaction Flux during growth on glucose Flux during growth on acetate Flux difference mRNA expression ratio
(mmol gDwt−1 hr−1) (mmol gDwt−1 hr−1) (mmol gDwt−1 hr−1)
GAPD F 16.09 1.11 14.98 1.08
PGK R 16.09 1.11 14.98 1.02
ENO 14.67 1.90 12.77 1.03
PGM 14.67 1.90 12.77 0.98
PTSG 10.05 0.00 10.05 1.15
PDH 9.15 0.00 9.15 1.04
TPI 7.20 0.47 6.73 1.06
G6PDH2r 6.04 0.00 6.04 1.04
GND 6.04 0.00 6.04 1.08
PGL 6.04 0.00 6.04 0.96
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3.7.3 Supporting Figures
ρi > ρmax ρj < ρmax
?Ǝ ρ > ρmax + ∆ρ
Site i Site j
Expansion kernel:
move some volume from the
over-filled site i to under-filled site j





after iterative application of the 
Expansion kernel, the volume 
fractions of all lattice sites are 
within ∆ρ of ρmax
ρi ≤ ρmax + ∆ρ ρj ≤ ρmax + ∆ρ
Figure 3.7: Depiction of the Expansion kernel. The growth of the colony is slow, and so the cells are
expected to have ample time to redistribute themselves such that their density remains approximately uniform
at all times. This is accomplished by iteritively applying the Expansion kernel—which moves some cell
volume from “over-filled” sites to neighboring sites with lower volume fractions—until no lattice site contains
a volume fraction larger than some small cutoff, ∆ρ above the maximum packing fraction ρmax.
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C Acetate 5 g l-1
Glucose 5 g l-1
Acetate 3.75 g l-1, Glucose 1.25 g l-1
Acetate 2.5 g l-1, Glucose 2.5 g l-1
Acetate 1.25 g l-1, Glucose 3.75 g l-1
Figure 3.8: Batch culture growth and substrate consumption by experimental and modeled E.
coli. Data adapted from [7] are shown as circles and fits using the model described in Equation 12 of the
main text are shown as lines. (A) Biomass as a function of time. (B) Acetate concentration as a function of
time. (C) Glucose concentration as a function of time.
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Figure 3.9: Effects of varying glucose concentrations. The simulated metabolic behavior of E. coli
colonies grown for approximately 26 hours on M9 minimal media with trace elements and varying amounts
of glucose, from 1.25 g l−1 (top) to 10 g l−1 (bottom). In each case crossfeeding phenotypes comprised of







































Unregulated Model with Crowding Constraints
















Figure 3.10: Metabolic behaviors with crowding constraints imposed; shown are the results of
3DdFBA simulations using the FBAwMC formalism. Both “unregulated” and “regulated” models were
simulated. (A) The unregulated model with crowding constraints in cross-section after 32 hours of growth.
(B) The regulated model with crowding constraints in cross-section after 32 hours of growth. The addition of
crowding constraints prevented the cells from engaging in simultaneous glucose and acetate utilization. (C)
Cartoon of the central metabolism of cells engaged in a mixed strategy of partial oxidative phosphorylation
and partial acetate overflow. The colored lines indicate flux through the metabolic network. The fastest-
growing cells—those at the outermost edge nearest the agar—were driven toward this behavior because the
volumetric cost of the enzymes of the TCA cycle and electron transport chain prevented exclusive oxidative
phosphorylation. (D) Acetate production within both models occurred near the agar in the anoxic interior of
the colony. (E) Acetate consumption occurred as a thin dome within the unregulated model and as a wider
and more diffuse dome in the regulated model. (F) Pure oxidative phosphorylation occurred among some
cells near the edge of the colony.
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Figure 3.11: Simulated and experimental colony heights and diameters. At 24 hours (circles), 36
hours (triangles), 40 hours (squares), and 48 hours (stars) after inoculation onto agar plates, 5 colonies of
each of our fluorescent strains, PaceB-gfp (red), Pacs-gfp (blue), and PgapA-gfp (green), were imaged and
measured. The lines indicate the height and width of modeled colonies (with regulation) over 48 hours
of growth. These colonies were simulated with different values for ρmax ranging from 0.50 to 0.80. The
simulations presented in the main text use a value of 0.65 taken from the literature [6], and appear as the
black line. The step-like features along these lines are artifacts of the discreteness of the spatial model. (A)
Simulated and experimental colony diameters as a funtion of time since inoculation. (B) Simulated and
experimental colony heights as a funtion of time since inoculation. (C) Colony height as a function of colony
diameter. In general, lower values of ρmax tend to give rise to faster-growing colonies, while higher values




Figure 3.12: Images of a colony expressing GFP under the control of the gapA promoter. (A)
Brightfield image of a representative colony. (B) PgapA-gfp fluorescence imaged in two orthogonal planes;
the first is 100 µm above and parallel to the agar surface, the second bisects the colony perpendicularly to
the agar surface. gapA is considered a housekeeping gene in E. coli, making colonies like this one suitable
for use as a baseline against which the fluorescence of the aceB and acs colonies could be compared. These




Figure 3.13: Images of a colony expressing GFP under the control of the acs promoter. (A)
Brightfield image of a representative colony. (B) Pacs-gfp fluorescence imaged in two orthogonal planes; the
first is 100 µm above and parallel to the agar surface, the second bisects the colony perpendicularly to the
agar surface.
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A B 100 µm
Figure 3.14: Images of a control colony expressing the flavin-based fluorophore iLOV under the
control of the constitutive phage λ PR promoter [8, 9]. (A) Brightfield image of a representative colony. (B)
iLOV fluorescence imaged in two orthogonal planes; the first is 100 µm above and parallel to the agar surface,
the second bisects the colony perpendicularly to the agar surface. Although GFP is dependent on oxygen to
mature, iLOV is not, meaning that the dome-like distribution of fluorescence seen in this colony and in the
aceB, acs, and gapA colonies can not be attributed simply to hypoxia in the colony interior.
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Figure 3.15: Physical cross-sections of colonies were prepared and imaged in order to ensure that the
observed distributions of fluorescence were not the result of limitations of the structured illumination imaging
technique such as scattering of excitation or emission photons as they pass through the colonies. (A) A
section of agar containing a growing colony is cut and removed from a petri dish and placed on a microscope
slide. (B) A razor blade is used to cut the colony and agar approximately in half. (C) The remaining half of
the colony and agar section is then turned such that the cut plane is in contact with the microscope slide.





Figure 3.16: Imaged physical cross-sections (top row) with cartoons indicating the location of
the agar and the colony (bottom row). (A) A colony expressing GFP under the control of the aceB
promoter. (B) A colony expressing GFP under the control of the acs promoter. (C) A colony expressing GFP
under the control of the gapA promoter. The dome-shaped fluorescence distributions show strong agreement
with the results obtained using the structured illumination technique for optical sectioning.
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A B 100 µm
Figure 3.17: A control colony madeup of cells transformed with the promoterless pUA66 plasmid.
(A) Brightfield image. (B) GFP fluorescence of the same colony imaged at 100 µm above the agar surface.
Little fluorescence is visible, indicating that the aceB, acs, and gapA fluorescence seen in the other experiments
is the result of active transcription from their promoters rather than leaky transcription of the plasmid or
background fluorescence.
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Figure 3.18: A representative colony from our two-color experiment. Images show GFP (green) and




Figure 3.19: Differential interference contrast (DIC) images of liquid culture samples of each of
the strains used in this study. (A) Pacs-gfp strain. (B) PaceB-gfp strain. (C) Promoterless plasmid
pUA66 strain. (D) PgapA-gfp strain. (E) Wild-type E. coli K12 MG1655
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Chapter 4
Effects of DNA Replication on mRNA
Noise†
4.1 Abstract
There are several sources of fluctuations in gene expression. Here we study the effects of time-dependent DNA
replication, itself a tightly controlled process, on noise in mRNA levels. Stochastic simulations of constitutive
and regulated gene expression are used to analyze the time averaged mean and and variation in each case.
The simulations demonstrate that in order to capture mRNA distributions correctly, chromosome replication
must be realistically modelled. Slow relaxation of mRNA from the low copy number steady-state prior to
gene replication to the high steady-state after replication is set by the transcript’s half-life and contributes
significantly to the shape of the mRNA distribution. Consequently both the intrinsic kinetics and the gene
location play an important role in accounting for the mRNA average and variance. Exact analytic expressions
for moments of the mRNA distributions that depend on the DNA copy number, gene location, cell doubling
time, and the rates of transcription and degradation are derived for the case of constitutive expression and
subsequently extended to provide approximate corrections for regulated expression and RNA polymerase
variability. Comparisons of the simulated models and analytical expressions to experimentally measured
mRNA distributions show that they better capture the physics of the system than previous theories.
4.2 Introduction
Every step in the process of gene expression includes some inherent randomness. This may stem from the
intrinsically stochastic nature of chemical reactions, chance differences between cells in the numbers of available
reactants, intracellular crowding, or any of a number of other sources of biological variability [34,36,54,118,119].
All told, noisy gene expression has profound effects on cellular behaviour at both the individual and population
levels, enabling switching between phenotypes by individual cells [14, 39, 40,120–123] as well as the potential
†Work includes previously published material incorporating contributions from Joseph Peterson, Jingyi Fei, Taekjip Ha, and
Zaida Luthey-Schulten [18]. Figures 4.1–4.19 and 4.21 were prepared by Joseph Peterson.
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for entire populations to divergently adapt to multiple niches within their environment [124]. As a result, a
great deal of work over the last decade has focused on understanding and quantifying the various sources of
biological stochasticity.
In a series of now-classic papers, theorists and experimentalists alike have shown that the equations
governing stochastic gene expression elicit steady-state distributions of proteins and mRNA in good agreement
with observations [2,13,35,38,40,120,125]. Many of these works have also considered forms of transcriptional
regulation wherein a gene can switch between active and inactive transcriptional states (either through
the binding of a transcription factor [31, 37–39, 124], or through structural changes to the DNA that may
occlude transcription start sites [126, 127]). More recently, researchers have begun to venture beyond the
steady-state approximation in order to address sources of noise that are tied to cell cycle-dependent processes.
By considering mixtures of steady state mRNA distributions associated with one and two copies of the
DNA, Jones et al. [10] was the first to show that the duplication of a gene during replication can directly
contribute to the observable noise in mRNA copy number. They used these results to partition experimentally
observed mRNA noise into contributions associated with gene duplication, variability in RNA polymerase
copy numbers, and experimental error [10].
In this paper we perform stochastic simulations, exactly sampling chemical master equations (CME) that
explicitly account for chromosome replication, in order to show that gene duplication does in fact contribute
to the observed variations in mRNA levels. We find, however, that our simulated results differ consistently
and often significantly from the predictions of Jones et al. We show that after gene duplication, a cell’s
mRNA count relaxes slowly from a low state (associated with the initial gene copy number) to a high state
(associated with the copy number after replication) at a rate proportional to the mRNA half-life, a transition
that can take several minutes and account for a significant portion of the overall cell cycle (see Figure 4.1).
This seemingly minor effect can lead to divergence between the predicted and simulated mRNA Fano factors
(a measure of the “noisiness” of the transcribed mRNA and equal to the variance over the mean) of 20% to
greater than 80%, depending on the cell doubling time, the location of the gene on the chromosome, and
the mRNA degradation rate. Such errors can easily lead to misattribution of observed mRNA variability to
spurious sources, and cloud the interpretation of experimental results.
Our findings motivated a time-dependent analytical treatment of the noise contribution originating from
gene duplication, as well as several corrections in order to account for transcriptional regulation and variability
in RNA polymerase (RNAP) and transcription factor copy numbers. The expressions are nearly exact for the
case of constitutive transcription, even when including RNAP noise, and show extremely good agreement
with both simulations and experiments when accounting for regulation. These results demonstrate that








Figure 4.1: Simulation Schematic A schematic composed of 200 simulation replicates showing the progress
of the average mRNA count (black line) before and after a gene duplication event (traced by green dotted
line). The area encompassing the average ±1σ (blue) are shown along with an example simulation trace (red).
Gene duplication is followed by a transient period where the mRNA relaxes from an initially low to a high
count at a rate proportional to the degradation rate of the mRNA. Three regions exist and are delineated
by vertical lines: A pre-duplication state (I) wherein the mRNA is in a low copy number steady-state, a
relaxation period just after duplication (II) where the mRNA relaxes up to a new equilibrium steady-state
(III). In these simulations the doubling time (tD) was taken to be 70 minutes, the total DNA replication time
was taken to be 45 minutes, the gene was positioned 55% of the way from the origin to the terminus (tr ≈27
minutes), the transcription rate kt was 1.26 molecules/min and the degradation rate kd was 0.126/min.
relaxation time is necessary for accurately describing mRNA—and in turn protein—variability.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Explicit Simulation of Gene Duplication for Constitutive Expression
Stochastic simulations of gene expression were used to determine the effect of chromosome replication on
mRNA noise. A constitutive model of gene expression (Equation 4.1) wherein mRNA is transcribed from its
gene at rate kt and degraded at rate kd, is considered first, as the majority of genes are under no regulatory






Simulations were performed using Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [128] as implemented
in our Lattice Microbe software [47]. For each simulation replicate, the mRNA copy number was tracked
within a single lineage spanning 10 full cell cycles. Starting from a defined initial state, the copy number
was allowed to evolve until tr (the replication time for the gene) at which time the gene copy number was
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doubled to model the effect of replication. The simulations then continued until tD (the division time) at
which time the intracellular components were halved to account for cell division, and the next generation
in the lineage begins. An example of this process is shown in Figure 4.1. The cell cycle length, replication
time, and transcription rate were all varied, but the mRNA degradation rate was held fixed at 0.126 min−1
in order to maintain the average mRNA half-life in E. coli of 5.5 min [129]. Two different cell doubling
times were studied—70 minutes and 40 minutes. Genome replication in E. coli requires ∼ 45 minutes and is
relatively insensitive to changes in growth rate or culturing conditions [130–132]. As such, cells doubling in
less than this amount of time must maintain multiple chromosome replication forks at different stages of
completion. This means that depending on their location along the genome, some genes in our fast-growing
cells (tD = 40 minutes) exist with either 2 or 4 copies (we ignore the short-lived 3-copy state that arises when
one replication fork briefly out-paces the other [133]) while others exist with either 1 or 2 copies (see Figures
4.5B and 4.9C). In the slow-growing cells (tD = 70 minutes) there exist either 1 or 2 copies of all genes. For
both doubling times, simulations were performed across a series of replication times (tr) corresponding to
genes located across the genome (spanning from the origin of replication to the replication terminus in 5%
increments).
Our simulations show that after gene duplication the mean mRNA count relaxes to twice its prior value
on a time-scale that is set by the mRNA’s half-life. This, it turns out, can constitute a significant portion
of the cell cycle (in E. coli the average mRNA half-life is ∼ 14% of a 40 minute cell cycle, and the total
relaxation takes about 40% of the cell cycle) and significantly impact the statistics of observable mRNA copy
numbers (see Figure 4.6).
4.3.2 Analytical Time-Dependent mRNA Statistics for Constitutive
Expression
We derived expressions for the mean, variance, and Fano factor of an mRNA being constitutively expressed
from a gene that is duplicated during the cell cycle (a detailed description can be found in the SI text section
4.7.1). This work hinged on the fact that the mean mRNA copy number, 〈m〉, over an ensemble of cells can
be written as a time-average over the instantaneous mean copy number, m¯(t), and likewise, the variance,
Var[m], can be written in terms of a time-average over the instantaneous variance, σ2m(t), and the square
of the mean copy number (see SI text Equations 4.32 & 4.33). Differential equations for the instantaneous
mean and variance were derived from the chemical master equation (see SI text Equations 4.9–4.28), and
solved to yield:
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tr < t < tD
(4.2)
Interestingly, the mRNA remains Poisson-distributed after gene duplication as it relaxes to its new steady
state (i.e. the probability of measuring m mRNA in a cell at an amount of time t after the start of its cell
cycle can be written P (m|t) = Pois(m¯(t))). Time-averaging over the cell cycle yielded the expressions:
〈m〉 = 〈m〉1
[





Var [m] = 〈m〉 − 〈m〉2
+ 〈m〉21
[
1 + 3f +
8e−fkdtD − e−2fkdtD − 7
2kdtD
] (4.4)





1 + 3f +
8e−fkdtD − e−2fkdtD − 7
2kdtD
] (4.5)
where 〈m〉1 = kt/kd represents the mean mRNA copy number prior to gene duplication, and f = (tD− tr)/tD
represents the fraction of the cell cycle after the gene duplication event. Although these results were derived
assuming that the ages of cells in a population should be uniformly distributed, log-phase populations are in
fact known to have exponentially distributed ages [132,134]. This can be easily accounted for analytically
(see SI text Equations 4.30–4.37), but it amounts to a fairly small correction (< 10%, see Figure 4.7), and
significantly complicates the expressions. It is worth noting that in the limit where the mRNA degradation
rate, kd, becomes large, relaxation after gene duplication becomes instantaneous, and our “time-dependent”
(TD) theory reduces to the “time-independent” (TI) theory of Jones et al. [10]. In the limit of slow mRNA
degradation, the mRNA distribution never relaxes to the high state, and cells remain in the low copy number
state until division.
Comparison of Equations 4.3 and 4.5 with simulations demonstrates the accuracy of the time-dependent
theory (see Figures 4.2A & C, 4.8, and 4.9). For both doubling times our expressions for 〈m〉 and the
Fano factor prove nearly exact, whereas the time-independent theory tends to overestimate both values.
Comparing the shape of the mRNA distributions proves equally impressive. Numerically time-averaging
P (m|t) yields distributions that strongly agree with histograms of our simulated mRNA counts (see Figures
4.2B & D, 4.10, and 4.11, orange lines). In order to quantify the agreement of the time-dependent and






































































Figure 4.2: Comparison of the time-dependent (TD) and time-independent (TI) theories for
constitutively expressed genes A) The mean, Fano factor, and relative error in the Fano factor for slow
growing cells (70 min doubling time). Black dots represent the results of 200 simulated replicates, while
orange and blue lines represent the TD and TI theories, respectively. B) Comparison of mRNA distributions
for slow growing cells. The grey histogram represents the results of simulations, while the orange and blue
lines again represent the TD and TI theories. The top distribution is that of a gene copied half-way through
the cell cycle (f = 0.5) while the bottom distribution is that of a gene copied at the biginning of the cell
cycle (f ≈ 1.0). C & D) Statistics (mean, Fano factor, and relative error) and distributions for fast growing
cells (40 min doubling time). Genes can exist in either 2 or 4 copies (deep orange and blue) or 1 or 2 copies
(light orange and blue), depending on their location along the chromosome. In all cases, the time-dependent
theory better captures simulation data.
simulated and theoretical distributions. The divergence from our simulated distributions is approximately
10-fold smaller when using the time-dependent theory, but we note that this improvement breaks down within
a narrow range of gene loci in the fast-growing cells (see Figure 4.12). This disagreement occurs among genes
located between about 50 and 70% of the way from the origin to terminus, and is due to the fact that these
genes are duplicated very late in the 40 minute cell cycle. The associated mRNA counts has insufficient time
to relax to their post-duplication steady-states, and upon division, they drop well below their pre-duplication
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steady-state (see Figure 4.13A). As a result, the dynamics of these mRNA are better modelled assuming





Figure 4.3: Comparison to Experiments A comparison of predicted distrubtions computed assuming
constitutively expressed genes with (orange lines) and without (blue lines) accounting for the time-dependence
of the mRNA relaxation to experimental data for A-C) various lac promoter mutants [10] and D) ptsG [11].
The lac mRNA has a half–life of 5.5 min and spends 2/3 of the cell cycle after gene replication, while the
ptsG transcript has a half-life of 2.8 min and spends about 1/3 of the cell cycle after gene replication. A fit
to the regulated model shows much better agreement for ptsG (green line). All rates from the fits are given
in units of per minute. See SI text section 4.7.9 and Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 for further comparisons and
details.
Extending our comparisons to experimental data proves similarly fruitful. Theoretical distributions
computed using measured kd, f and tD were compared to 26 previously reported experimental data sets [10,11].
A few representative distributions for genes with different values of f , kd, and 〈m〉 are shown in Figure 4.3.
The time-dependent theory outperforms the time-independent theory in all cases, clearly demonstrating its
utility (see SI text section 4.7.9 and Figures 4.14 and 4.15). We note, however, that neither theory performs
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well when fitting mRNA distributions for strongly regulated genes. Figure 4.3D shows the distribution of
ptsG mRNA counts in single E. coli cells obtained via super-resolution imaging and modeling [11]. This gene
is known to be regulated via transcription factors and small RNA [11, 12, 135]). The orange and blue lines in
Figure 4.3D show theoretical distributions computed according to the time-dependent and time-independent
treatments. Both curves are underdispersed, indicating the need for a model that directly accounts for
transcriptional regulation (green line; discussed in the next section and SI text section 4.7.9; also see Figures
4.16–4.18).
4.3.3 Corrections to the Analytical Model for Regulation, as well as RNAP
and TF Variability
Several corrections to the our time-dependent analytical model were derived in order to account for other
sources of noise. The first and most important is a correction that approximates the noise stemming from
transcriptional regulation (see SI text section 4.7.3). A gene is modelled as being in either an “off” or “on”
state; the “on” state is capable of producing mRNA at rate kt, while the “off” state is silenced. Genes are










In the limit where the transcriptional state switching is fast compared to the mRNA degradation rate (i.e.
kon, koff >> kd, meaning the average number of “on” genes relaxes quickly to its new steady-state after gene
replication) and kon is greater or at least of similar order as koff, the Fano factor can be approximated with
the addition of a single term:
Fano [m] ≈ 1 +
ktkoff






1 + 3f +
8e−fkdtD − e−2fkdtD − 7
2kdtD
] (4.7)





. It is important to note that this
result is based on the assumption that the relaxation of the instantaneous mRNA mean (m¯(t)) and variance
(σ2m(t)) occur on a similar timescale. Our own simulations indicate that this approximation may not in
general be true, but it drastically simplifies the analysis and keeps the resulting expressions for the mean,
variance, and Fano factor tractable. Within appropriate parameter ranges, we find good agreement with
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simulation (see Figure 4.18), but we note that when the gene switching rates are slow, or significantly favor
the “off” state (meaning the mRNA is especially “bursty”) Equation 4.7 shows poorer agreement. As a result,
further corrections were derived for cases in which kon, koff . kd (see SI text section 4.7.4). This refined
analysis treats the mean number of “on” genes as a dynamic variable after gene duplication (rather than
assuming rapid relaxation) and yields somewhat unwieldy expressions for 〈m〉 and Var[m] which themselves
depend on whether the regulation is controlled by a repressor- or activator-type transcription factor (see SI
text Equations 4.62–4.65).
Because gene transcription depends on the activity of a number of proteins including RNA polymerase
(RNAP) and any of several transcription factors (TFs), variability in these proteins’ copy numbers can
naturally impact mRNA levels within the cell. We considered how our time-dependent theory’s results change
when the numbers of either RNAP or an activator-type TF were assumed to vary (leading to variation in the
effective transcription and gene activation rates, see SI text sections 4.7.5 & 4.7.6).










1 + 3f +
8e−fkdtD − e−2fkdtD − 7
2kdtD
] (4.8)
where k¯t represents the mean value of kt, 〈m〉k¯t and Fano[m]k¯t are the mean mRNA number and Fano factor
evaluated according to Equations 4.3 and 4.5 assuming kt = k¯t, and 〈m〉1,k¯t = k¯t/kd is the mean mRNA





β represents the “rate” parameter of the distribution. For an E. coli doubling in approximately 40 min, the
mean RNAP copy number has been measured to be ∼ 3, 000 per cell [136], placing it well into the “extrinsic
noise limit” (for which σ2/µ2 ≈ 0.1 [2]) implying that β can be approximated as 1/300. Inserting this into
Equation 4.8, we find that the contribution to the Fano factor from RNAP copy number variability can be
roughly approximated as 〈m〉/10, in accordance with [10] (see Figure 4.19).
In contrast, the correction derived for TF-associated noise resulted in a cumbersome expression, which,
when evaluated across a range of koff and ¯kon values (where ¯kon represents the mean value of kon), tended to
be relatively small. We found it approached 〈m〉/10 only when koff >> ¯kon, and in cases where koff . ¯kon we
found this correction remained well below ∼ 3% of 〈m〉. Importantly, these results indicate that TF-associated
variability generally imparts less mRNA noise than does RNAP-associated variability.
The corrections for RNAP and TF-associated noise resulted from the promotion of certain rates—kt
and kon, respectively—to random variables and Taylor expanding about their means. Similar analyses can
be performed for other potential sources of noise, including variability in tr or tD; in both cases, however,
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experiments show that the variance of these parameters is generally much less than 10% of their mean [133],
and thus they are not likely to significantly impact measurable mRNA noise.
The analytic expressions derived here can be leveraged to greatly simplify the determination of kinetic
parameters. The fitting of the ptsG mRNA distribution in Figure 4.3D exemplifies this; it cannot be fit
without accounting for transcriptional regulation but this requires the simultaneous varying of kon, koff, and
kt. Equations 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8 can be used to solve for kon and koff as functions of kt (see SI text section
4.7.9), meaning that the fitting problem can be reduced to a simple 1-D scan over possible values for the
transcription rate (assuming fixed kd and 〈m〉). This significantly simpler problem was then performed
numerically and resulted in the values kt = 3.95 min
−1, kon = 0.023 min
−1, and koff = 0.0084 min
−1, all of
which are physiologically reasonable [137].
4.4 Discussion
We have computationally and analytically studied the effects of DNA replication on mRNA noise. By
formulating the process in terms of a CME, we were able to determine the time-dependent mean, variance,
and distribution of the mRNA as a function of its degradation and transcription rates, the cell’s doubling time,
and the gene’s position on the chromosome. We have found that failure to account for the slow relaxation of
the messenger distribution to its post-duplication steady-state results in overestimation of the associated noise.
Importantly, this overestimation can have a profound impact on the interpretation of both experimental and
theoretical results.
As a hypothetical example, consider a single cell mRNA counting experiment in which the cell doubling
time is measured to be 40 min, the mean count to be 10 messengers per cell each with the average degradation
rate in E. coli of 0.126 min−1, with the gene of interest being located roughly one-third of the way between
the origin and terminus of replication. Assume the Fano factor for the population was measured to be 3.25.
These reasonable values can lead to very different interpretations of experiential data depending on how
gene-duplication is treated. Prior to the study by Jones et al. [10], the entirety of the noise larger than
1 might have been attributed to transcriptional regulation and extrinsic factors like RNAP variability. In
that case, after accounting for the RNAP noise contribution, it would have been concluded that the gene
was quite strongly regulated (see Figure 4.20, left bar). After [10], exactly the opposite conclusion could
have been reached—essentially all of the observed noise could be attributed to RNAP variability and gene
duplication. It would have appeared that there was no evidence of transcriptional regulation (see Figure 4.20,
middle bar). In fact, our analysis shows that both gene duplication and regulation contribute similar but
modest amounts to the overall noise level (see Figure 4.20, right bar). We note that this example is a special
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case, and in general the different models will likely not yield such starkly divergent interpretations, but it
nevertheless illustrates why accurately resolving the different noise contributions requires the time-dependent
model developed here.
The misattribution of noise is particularly problematic in the development of kinetic models and analysis
of experiments. Countless articles have presented stochastic simulations of noise in complex genetic circuits,
and many appear to show strong quantitative agreement with experiments, but to our knowledge almost
none have included duplication of the genes involved. One early study that did consider gene replication
concluded that mRNA relaxation contributed little to the overall noise, but this was based in part on an
assumed mRNA half-life of 1 minute—considerably shorter than the mean for a bacteria [35] and in the
regime where the corrections are predicted to be small. Returning to the hypothetical experiment described
above, if a simple model of transcriptional regulation (such as Equation 4.6) that did not account for gene
duplication were used to fit the data, a modeler could arrive at estimates of kon and koff, for example, that
deviate from the correct value by as much as 100%.
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Figure 4.4: Deviation of Time-depedent and Time-indepdendent Theories Error in the estimated
Fano factor ((FTI − FTD)/FTI) when neglecting time-dependence of the mRNA relaxation as a function
of: (A) the mean mRNA count and fraction of cell cycle after gene replication, and (B) mean mRNA and
messanger half-life. Here a slow growing cell was considered (td ∼70 minutes). In (A) the mRNA half-life
was the average in E coli of 5.5 minutes. In (B) the fraction of the cell cycle after replication was taken to be
0.7. Scale bars indicate the value of the deviation. Contours are indicated with lines and the value along the
contour denoted.
Because gene duplication-associated mRNA noise scales proportionally with the (mean) messenger
expression level, the potential for its misattribution is greatest among highly expressed genes. In E. coli, these
include a number of genes involved in key cellular processes like translation (including those encoding the
ribosomal proteins), ATP synthesis (including the ATP synthase genes), transcriptional regulation, and central
metabolism (including the glycolytic genes gapA and eno) [2, 138]. The potential for noise misattribution
is also related to f (the fraction of the cell cycle after gene duplication), and the messenger decay rate,
kd. Figure 4.4 shows the relative error between our time-dependent Fano factor expression and that of the
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time-independent theory (computed as (FTI − FTD)/FTI) for a cell doubling in 70 min. We see for highly
expressed, long-lived transcripts the error can easily be > 100% while even in moderate cases the error can be
in the range 20− 50% (most of this divergence comes from deviation of the TI model, as the TD model agrees
well with simulation; see Figure 4.21). Interestingly, because this error can change dramatically over a narrow
range of values of f (i.e. 0.4 < f < 0.7, see Figure 4.4A), and because f itself is a function of the cell’s growth
rate, small differences in cell doubling times can have a profound affect on the interpretation of mRNA noise.
Taken altogether, these results indicate that the time-dependence of gene duplication and mRNA relaxation
should not be ignored when either modelling stochastic gene expression or analyzing experimental data.
4.5 Methods
Simulations were performed using the Gillespie stochastic simulation algorithm [128] as implemented in the
Lattice Microbes software version 2.2 [47, 139]. All simulations were performed using NVIDIA GPUs and
analysis was written in Python using the PyLM interface to Lattice Microbes version 1.0 [15].
Both a constitutive model of gene expression and a two-state model of gene expression were considered
(Equations 4.1 and 4.6). Doubling times of 40 or 70 minutes were examined and cell division was implemented
by dividing the gene counts in half and binomially distributing the mRNA count between the cells with equal
probability. The replication time (tr) as well as the number of genes and replication forks at the start of the
cell cycle are based on the theory of Cooper and Helmstetter [130]. The DNA replication time was taken
as 45 minutes; a value close to the average measured [131]. When simulating regulation, the gene states
were randomized at division time with probability to be active Pon = kon/ (kon + koff). The transcription
rate constants kt and kd, were varied as described in the main text. For each set of rate parameters, three
technical replicate simulations were run each of which included independent trajectories of 200 cell lineages
growing for 10 generations.
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4.7 Supporting Information for “Effects of DNA Replication on
mRNA Noise”
4.7.1 Derivation of the Fano Factor in the case of Constitutive mRNA
Expression
We consider the case where a single gene is present within a cell from time 0 to tr—the gene replication
time—and thereafter until the cell divides (at tD) there are two copies. We are interested in computing how

















for t > tr. These yield the chemical master equations (CMEs):
∂tP (m|t < tr) = kt,1P (m− 1|t) + kd (m+ 1)P (m+ 1|t)
− kt,1P (m|t)− kdmP (m|t)
∂tP (m|t > tr) = (kt,1 + kt,2)P (m− 1|t)
+ kd (m+ 1)P (m+ 1|t)
− (kt,1 + kt,2)P (m|t)− kdmP (m|t)
(4.11)
In the case where kt,1 = kt,2 = kt, then the equation for t > tr above can be simplified as:
∂tP (m|t > tr) = 2ktP (m− 1|t) + kd (m+ 1)P (m+ 1|t)
− 2ktP (m|t)− kdmP (m|t)
(4.12)
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To compute the time evolution of the mean m¯ and variance of the mRNA distribution after the gene




















2ktP (m− 1|t) + kd (m+ 1)P (m+ 1|t)
− 2ktP (m|t)− kdmP (m|t)
]
(4.13)
Evaluating each term individually:
∞∑
m=0
m2ktP (m− 1|t) =
∞∑
y=−1




(y + 1) 2ktP (y|t)
= 2kt (1 + y¯)




mkd (m+ 1)P (m+ 1|t) =
∞∑
y=1




(y − 1) ykdP (y|t)
= kdE [(y − 1) y]

































= 2kt − kdm¯
(4.18)
while an identical argument gives:
dm¯(t < tr)
dt
= kt − kdm¯ (4.19)
The solution to these ODEs are straightforward. If gene duplication occurs relatively early in the cell
cycle, such that the mRNA count has time to equilibrate (to a value of 2ktkd ) before the cell divides, then we
can assume the mean mRNA count at the beginning of the cell cycle is approximately half this value, or ktkd .












tr < t < tD
(4.20)
It should be noted that the assumption that the mean mRNA is approximately equilibrated at the end of
the cell cycle is not strictly necessary (although it simplifies the resulting expressions enormously). In section
4.7.2, we give a more exact derivation that does not rely on this assumption.










































2ktP (m− 1|t) + kd (m+ 1)P (m+ 1|t)
− 2ktP (m|t)− kdmP (m|t)
]}
− 2m¯ (2kt − kdm¯)
(4.21)



































m2 (m+ 1) kdP (m+ 1|t) =
∞∑
y=1













































Summing all these expressions together and simplifying gives:
dσ2m
dt



























where c is an arbitrary integration constant. Noting that we are considering constitutively expressed mRNA
for which we expect m (t < tr) ∼ Pois (kt/kd), we can expect σ
2
m(tr) = kt/kd. Using this in above as an
initial condition yields:
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tr < t < tD
(4.28)
Interestingly, the mean and variance of the mRNA remain equal after the gene duplication event, indicating
that the the mRNA remains Poisson–distributed. Although not necessary for the derivation at hand,
substituting P (m|t) = Pois(m¯(t)) into Equation 4.11 shows that this is indeed the case.
Armed with these results, we can consider sampling the per-cell mRNA copy number of a population of
cells. Assuming cells are sampled from across the cell cycle, we can write out the joint probability distribution
for a randomly picked cell to have a given mRNA copy number:
P (m, t) = P (m|t)P (t) (4.29)
where P (m|t) is the distribution of m at a given time t along the cell cycle, and P (t) represents the age
distribution of cells in the population. For log-phase cells it has been shown that this distribution decays
exponentially with age [132,134]. Ignoring cell-to-cell variability growth rate (which can be substantial [14])
and cell cycle duration, P (t) can be given approximately by 2 ln(2)tD 2
−t/tD . From here, we can compute the




P (m, t) dt (4.30)








































1−tr/tD + ln(2)e−kd(tD−tr)] (4.32)
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Packing this all up yields Var[m]:




































From here it is straightforward to cast these results in terms of the parameters f = (tD − tr)/tD (the
fraction of cell cycle after the gene duplication event), and 〈m〉1 = kt/kd (the steady-state mean copy number
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Var[m] = E[m]− E[m]2
+ 〈m〉21
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If one were simply to assume a uniform distribution of ages, rather than the exponential distribution used
above, the errors in E[m] and Fano[m] would be within approximately 6% for cells doubling in 40 min (and
less than 8% for cells doubling in 70 min). The expressions that result, however, are considerably simpler
(and thereby potentially more useful to a broad audience):
E[m] = 〈m〉1
[




Var [m] = E[m]− E[m]2
+ 〈m〉21
[
1 + 3f +
8e−fkdtD − e−2fkdtD − 7
2kdtD
]
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For this reason, we ultimately chose to include Equation 4.38 in the main manuscript.
4.7.2 Relaxing the Assumption that the mRNA Counts Equilibrate Prior to
Cell Division
Returning to Equations 4.18 & 4.19; in the prior section we solved for the mean copy number under the
assumption that the mRNA counts have ample time to relax to the post-gene duplication steady state. For
fast-growing cells with short doubling times, or when the gene of interest is duplicated near the end of a cell
cycle, this assumption can prove untrue and can lead to disagreement between the analytical and simulated
results (see for example Figure 4.13). We can correct for this straightforwardly by introducing some initial
mean mRNA count, m¯0, and solving for it by imposing the requirement that m¯0 = m¯(0) =
1
2m¯(tD) (meaning
the mean mRNA count after division is half what it was before division). We begin by writing down the
mean before and after gene duplication:
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Evaluating m¯(tr) yields (m¯0 −
kt
kd






]e−kd(tD−tr) + 2 ktkd . Now simply imposing our boundary condition yields:


























e−kdt] 0 < t < tr
kt
kd
[2− (1 + e
−kdtD
2−e−kdtD
)e−kd(t−tr)] tr < t < tD
(4.41)
Because, as noted in the previous section, Pois(m¯(t)) solves the master equations for this problem, we can
simply write σ2m(t) = m¯(t), although this could also be derived from Equation 4.26 and similar arguments to
those appearing above. Implicit in this, of course, is the assumption that the mRNA is Poisson–distributed
after cell division; at least in the case of a perfectly unbiased division process this is easy to check. The





where Pmother(n) represents the probability that the mother cell contains n mRNAs at division time, and
P (m|n) represents the probability that the daughter will contain m mRNA given that its mother contains
n. If Pmother(n) = Pois(n¯(tD)) and cell division distributes mRNA with equal probabilities between the












































From this we see that the unbiased division of mRNA does indeed result in Poisson–distributed mRNA counts
in the daughters.
Now we can compute the expectation value and variance for the messengers in a population of cells.
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β
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Var[m] = E[m]− E[m]2
+ 〈m〉21
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These results show nearly exact agreement with simulation (see Figure 4.13). In the limit where f
approaches 1 and tD is large, these expressions reduce to those of Equations 4.37 & 4.38; the maximum
difference (≈ 17%) occurs when f is small, but we note that for values of f greater than 0.1 the difference
between the above expressions and those of Equations 4.37 & 4.38 remains less than 8%. Because the
expressions in Equation 4.45 are considerably more complicated than those appearing in Equation 4.38, and
because they generally amount to a fairly small correction, we have not included them in the main manuscript.
4.7.3 Corrections to the Fano Factor for the case of Regulated mRNA
Expression
When mRNA production is regulated (e.g. by a transcription factor) the dynamics of the system can be
significantly more complicated. The behaviour of a single gene switching between “off” (dormant) and “on”
(active, capable of producing mRNA) states has been studied on multiple occasions [13, 31, 36, 38, 40]. These

















As before, we are interested in computing the Fano factor in the case where a gene replication event
occurs during the cell cycle. We saw previously that this quantity can be derived directly by integrating over
time-dependent expressions for the mean and variance of the mRNA copy number. The mean is most easily
studied in the continuum limit; we can write:
dm¯(t)
dt
= ktg¯(t)− kdm¯(t) (4.49)
where g¯(t) represents the instantaneous mean number of “on” genes after the gene duplication event. As a
first approximation, g¯ might be assumed constant, and equal to 2kon/(kon + koff). This would be reasonable
in the limit where the gene switching is fast such that g¯ relaxes to its new steady state quickly compared to
















tr < t < tD
(4.50)
Not surprisingly, the mean expression is identical to the unregulated case, except that it is scaled by konkon+koff .
We can now turn our attention to the estimating σ2m(t). This is non-trivial, and we will not attempt a
complete derivation here. But Equation 4.48 indicates that the variance before and long after the duplication
event should be proportional to the mean; if, as a first approximation, we were to simply assume that








































































Evaluating assuming a uniform distribution yields:
E[m] = 〈m〉1
[













1 + 3f +
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Comparison with Equations 4.37 & 4.38 shows that these are functionally very similar to the un-







4.7.4 Further Corrections for cases in which kon, koff . kd
When the gene state switching rates, kon and koff, are not faster than kd, we might expect that some additional
refinements are in order. The first of which would be that the dynamics of g¯(t) appearing in Equation 4.49
ought not be ignored.
We can write down a differential equation for the g¯(t) after the gene duplication:
dg¯(t)
dt
= (2− g¯(t))kon − g¯(t)koff (4.56)






where c is an arbitrary integration constant. There are a few things to consider before we decide on an initial
condition. Genes are replicated by a large protein complex that sweeps along the DNA, unzipping it and
replicating both strands as it goes. Any transcription factors bound to the original gene copy’s promoter
region would have been unbound by the replication complex, and so both genes start off in an unbound state
at time tr. This can mean one of two things—if the transcription factor was a repressor, then both genes













tr < t < tD
(4.58)













tr < t < tD
(4.59)
if the regulator is a repressor.


















kon + koff − kd
(
e(kon+koff)(tr−t) − ekd(tr−t)
)] tr < t < tD
(4.60)























)] tr < t < tD
(4.61)
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if the regulator is a repressor.
From here, evaluating E[m] and Var[m] is straightforward, if somewhat laborious. In the end, the
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(kon + koff)(kon + koff − kd)kon
+
kd(2koff + kon)− kon(koff + kon)

















































k2d (2koff + kon)− 2kd (koff + kon)


















+ 2k2dkon − kon (koff + kon)
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4.7.5 Corrections to the Fano Factor Arising from Variability in RNAP Copy
Number
We consider how cell-to-cell variability in RNA polymerase (RNAP) copy numbers can impact the Fano
factor of a gene that doubles during the cell cycle. In our analysis thus far, we have considered a single
constant transcription rate, kt. If we assume that this rate is proportional to the number of RNAPs available
to transcribe a gene, then we can simply promote kt to a random variable and analyse its effect on our earlier
results. For simplicity, we return to the case of constitutive expression, and specifically to our considerations
of P (m) (see Equations 4.29 and 4.30). In that case we had assumed kt was fixed and derived the mean and
variance of P (m|t) at every t; now we assume kt is random and realize our expressions actually give the mean












P (m|t, kt)P (t)P (kt) dt dkt
(4.66)













































where E[m|kt] represents E[m] (given by Equation 4.32) evaluated at a specific value of kt, Ekt [f(kt)]
represents the expectation value of f(kt) over kt, and k¯t represents the mean value of kt. Note that the
second to last line follows from a Taylor expansion of E[m|kt] about E[m|k¯t].































σ2m(t, kt) + m¯
2(t, kt)
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when P (t) is exponential
1 + 3f + 8e
−fkdtD−e−2fkdtD−7
2kdtD
when P (t) is uniform
(4.70)
and therefore the Fano factor simply picks up an additive correction:




for the case of constitutive mRNA expression.
It is worth noting that nothing about this analysis is specific to kt; the same types of arguments can be
made in order to account for variability in any parameters, including the mRNA degradation rate (kd), the
cell cycle length (tD), or the gene replication time (tr). In the next section we will use a similar argument to
consider how variability in transcription factor copy number affects regulated mRNA expression.
4.7.6 Corrections to the Fano Factor Arising from Variability in Transcription
Factor Copy Number
We return to our earlier consideration of regulated mRNA expression (see Section 4.7.3). We had previously
considered a model wherein the gene can be in either an “on” state capable of being transcribed or an “off”
state which is incapable of being transcribed. We might assume that the transition between states is mediated
by the binding of a transcription factor (TF). As we did previously for kt, we can promote kon (if the TF
is an activator) or koff (if the TF is a repressor) to a random variable which can be assumed to vary from
cell-to-cell. We can then compute how this effects the mean mRNA copy number. If, for example, we assume
the TF is an activator we can write:













¯kon( ¯kon + koff)2
] (4.72)
Evaluating the variance is tedious, and likely best performed using a computer algebra system:
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when P (t) is exponential
1 + 3f + 8e
−fkdtD−e−2fkdtD−7
2kdtD















when P (t) is exponential
1 + f + e
−fkdtD−1
kdtD
when P (t) is uniform
(4.75)
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This is, obviously, a somewhat long and cumbersome expression, but we can nonetheless estimate the size
of the corrections. If we assume kd = 0.126 min
−1, kt = 10kd, and that there are on average 10 copies of the
TF per cell (which, assuming the TF is in the extrinsic noise limit where Var[TF]/E[TF]2 ≈ 0.1 [2], yields an
estimate of Var[kon] ≈ 0.1× ¯kon
2
), we can compute the corrections to the mean and Fano factor spanning
a range of values of ¯kon and koff (from 10
−3 to 102 min−1 in both rates). Accounting for TF variability
generally resulted in a small decrease in the value of E[m]. Over the range of kinetic parameters studied,
the largest change to the mean mRNA copy number computed was only around 3%. TF variability made a
marginally larger impact on the Fano factor values, but these changes were highly dependent on the values
of ¯kon and koff. We found that when ¯kon << koff, the Fano factor increased by approximately E[m]/10—a
contribution of similar magnitude to that stemming from RNAP variability—but when ¯kon ∼ koff we find
that this contribution drops to below 3% of E[m]. When ¯kon >> koff the correction becomes vanishingly
small. Importantly, these results indicate that TF variability generally imparts less mRNA noise than does
RNAP variability.
4.7.7 Comparison Between Different Models Considering Gene Copy Number
Variation
In order to show that mRNA relaxation dynamics play an important role and that gene replication should
be handle explicitly, we compared to previous treatments of gene copy number effect. Two studies have
examined the contributions to transcriptional noise arising from of variations in gene copy number [10, 125].
In one model, the “constant DNA model”, the average number of gene copies across a population of cells
is computed and each simulated cell is assumed to have this copy number over all time [125]. In this case,
the mean mRNA copy number scales linearly with gene copy number and for constitutively expressed genes
the Fano factor remains unitary. This is due to the fact that the addition of multiple Poisson variables (i.e.
the mRNA produced from each gene), yields a Poisson variable. Therefore, simulating a population with an
average gene copy of 1 or 3 does not change the observed noise (see Figigure 4.6, blue bars).
In the second model, the “weighted DNA model” [10], each replicating cell’s gene copy number is constant
over the cell cycle; however, the copy number for each cell is drawn from the distribution of copy numbers
observed in a population of cells. In this case, the theory of Cooper and Helmstetter [130] can be used to
calculate the probability of having a particular gene copy number from the doubling time and gene location
by taking the fraction of the cell cycle in which that number count exists (see Tables in Figures 4.8C and
4.9C). We simulated cells in slow growth (70 min doubling time) and a fast growth (40 min doubling time)
conditions, with genes located 10% and 90% from replication origin. Consistent with reported by Jones
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et al., under all four conditions, Fano factors are increased to different extend, demonstrating approaches
using the constant DNA model are qualitatively wrong (Figure 4.6, yellow bars). When we compared the
results obtained when simulating DNA replication explicitly, it became apparent that the weighted model
overestimates the noise from gene replication (compare red to yellow bars in Figure 4.6B). Including explicit
replication and mRNA relaxation dynamics in fact results in noise that is consistently lower than the weighted
model by a significant amount (Figure 4.6, red bars). Simulated mRNA distributions for a wide range of
mRNA locations at two different doubling times demonstrate that the weighted DNA model is consistently
quantitatively, and even qualitatively incapable of capturing the observed noise from these more realistic
simulations (see, for example, Figure 4.4 in the main manuscript, Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.11 blue lines). On
the other hand, the mean and Fano factor as well as mRNA distributions computed via the time-dependent
theory developed in this paper are both qualitatively and quantitatively more correct when compared to
exact simulations in almost every scenario studied, demonstrating that mRNA relaxation dynamics, which
constitute a significant portion of the overall cell cycle, impact the statistics of observable mRNA copy
numbers. As a concrete example, to reach the new steady–state mRNA level after DNA replication (defined
by relaxation to within 1σ of mean), it takes ∼6.4 min, ∼16% of a 40-min cell cycle.
4.7.8 Simulated and Analytical Distributions for Constitutively Expressed
Genes
Expanded versions of Figure 4.2 are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.8 that include values the average gene count
as a function of the distance from ori to ter. In addition to the distributions shown in these figures, we have
computed the exact distributions for constitutively expressed genes located at positions spaced every 5% of
the way from origin to terminus for fast- and slow-growing cells. Distributions were computed by integrating
Equation 4.30 assuming a Poisson-distributed mRNA number at each point along the cell cycle, where the
mean and variance of the distribution is taken to be Equation 4.20. Resulting distributions are shown in
Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
The TD theory assuming the mRNA relaxes to steady–state before cell division is not exact for all values
of f as demonstrated by the relatively poor agreement for the 40 minute doubling time case for genes that
duplicate near cell division (see, for instance, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.10). When a gene duplicates very
close to cell division, the mRNA has insufficient time to relax to the high steady-state, and therefore after
cell division, the average level does not represent the low steady-state. In fact, the gene must relax after
cell division up to the low steady-state, prior to gene duplication. This phenomenon can be seen for a gene
located 60% of the way from origin to terminus in Figure 4.13 wherein there are two clear relaxations. Our
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model does not capture this behaviour, however, we derived slightly more involved equations that take this
into account (Equations 4.44–4.46).









4.7.9 Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Distributions
To assess the quality of the theory on real world data, it was applied to the various mutation studies reported
in Jones et al. and compared against their experimental data [10]. Their data is associated with a gene that
spends 1/3 of the cell cycle before gene duplication (f=0.67). The mean of the experimental data was taken








The mRNA half-live and the cell doubling time must also be defined in order to compute the theoretical
distributions. We took the mRNA half-life to be 5.5 minutes as done in the main text. Jones et al. grew their
E. coli in M9 minimal salts media supplemented with 0.5% glucose so tD was taken as 40 minutes (Reshes et
al. reported an E. coli doubling time of 38±1 min for cells grown in M9 salts+0.4% glucose [140]). Using
these parameters for kd and tD, 〈m〉1 was computed via Equation 4.77, and the exact distributions of mRNA
from the time-dependent theory were computed by integrating Equation 4.30 considering only the case of
constitutively expressed mRNA.





as found in Jones et al. [10]. We used this mean to compute the time–independent distribution as:
P (m) = fPois (2〈m〉1) + (1− f)Pois (〈m〉1) (4.79)
Figure 4.14 shows the comparison of these distributions to experiments. The resulting time-dependent
distributions better represent the data than do those of the time-independent theory; capturing the shape
both qualitatively and quantitatively. As discussed in the main text (see Figure 4.4), the time-dependent
theory becomes more important as the mean mRNA becomes large (〈m〉1 < 1.0), and this holds true when
comparing to experimental data. However, the time-dependent theory is even quantitatively better for
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experiments with mean mRNA smaller than 1 (see Figure 4.14).
In order to quantify the agreement, we compute the mean-squared deviation (MSD) between the computed






(Ptheory (m)− Pexp (m))
2
(4.80)
The results are shown in Figure 4.15A. Indeed the MSD was smaller using the time-dependent theory in every
case, sometimes up to a factor of 10x, verifying that the theory is appropriate. A KL-divergence, computed
neglecting contributions where the experimental probability is zero, qualitatively shows the same picture
(Figure 4.15B).
As an independent validation, we compared the experimental distribution, computed by pooling the
data from two independent experiments, of the messenger RNA ptsG acquired via smFISH of E. coli cells
growing in 0.2% glucose (see [11] for experimental methods). In this case, the gene is located 25% of the way
form the origin to the terminus and the cells had doubling times ∼40 minutes; therefore f=0.34375. The
degradation rate kd was previously measured to be 0.246±0.049 min
−1 [11]. This time, the theory based on
constitutive expression cannot capture the mRNA distribution (see Figure 4.16C). This was attributed to the
fact that ptsG is known to be under regulatory control [12]. To demonstrate the utility of the regulated theory
(Equations 4.50–4.55), we used the mean and Fano factor calculated from the experimental distribution to
constrain kon and koff.












From the experimental distribution we can also compute the Fano factor; by subtracting off the contributions
associated with gene duplication and RNAP variability we can arrive at the Fano factor contribution associated
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(kon + koff)(kon + koff + kd)
(4.83)











Because of the constraints on kon and koff, the fitting problem reduced to a single dimensional scan over values
for kt, and therefore the computational time required to fit the distribution was greatly reduced. Simulations
demonstrate that kt = 3.95 ± 0.1min
−1 best fit the distribution (Figures 4.16A–C). This parameter was
found to be robust to bin size for the data (Figure 4.16C).
Uncertainty in the input data will make the solution to the fitting problem non-unique. In order to test
this effect on the fit, we varied kd within ±1σ of the mean value reported and ran linear scans over reasonable
kt value to identify the optimal fit transcription rate and regulation parameters kon and koff. Various metrics
comparing simulated distributions of mRNA compared to experimental distributions in Figure 4.17. All
metrics demonstrate that the optimal solution falls on a line in kt − kd plane that corresponds to values for
kon and koff that are indistinguishable, within uncertainty, of the values obtained from fitting to the average
kd (p=0.256 for kon and p=0.892 for koff by t-test; see Figure 4.17).
4.7.10 Results of Simulations Including Regulation and RNAP Variability
Comparisons of simulations including regulated gene expression with kon = koff = 0.2/min with the theories
are shown in Figure 4.18. In these simulations kt was taken to be 2.52min
−1 to maintain the same averages
seen as in the constitutive expression, so that resulting noise can be compared. Again, agreement is nearly
exact.
Contributions of extrinsic noise to the total noise was approximated by including RNAP variability in
simulations. The average RNAP were taken to be 2500 and 5500 for cells doubling in 70 and 40 minutes,
respectively [136]. RNAP distributions were modelled as Γ-distributions with the shape parameter of 10 and
scale parameters of 250 (40 min) or 550 (70 min). A total of 2000 cells were simulated in each case and for
each cell a single RNAP count was sampled from the respective Γ-distribution and held constant for ten cell
cycles. Simulation results for the average and Fano factor are compared to the analytical theory assuming
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now that the variation affects kt (Eqn. 8 in the main manuscript or Eqn. 4.71) in Figure 4.19. This type of
noise is accurately captured by the theory.
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4.7.11 Supporting Figures
B 40 Minute Doubling Time
A 70 Minute Doubling Time




















Figure 4.5: Replication Schematics A schematic showing the replication of DNA containing one gene
close to the origin (blue) and one close to the terminus (orange) at various timepoints in the cell cycle.
Replication proceeds from the origin (ori) to the terminus (ter) and multiple replication forks (red dots) can
exist simultaneously. Snapshots through the cell cycle from cells with doubling times (A) slower (tD = 70
minutes) and (B) faster (tD = 40 minutes) than the DNA replication time (45 minutes) are shown. For
slow growing cells the initiation of replication occurs shortly after cell division and completes before the cell
divides. For cells growing faster than the replication time, multiple copies of the genome must exist and
therefore the number of replication forks can change dramatically throughout the cell cycle. The effect on
gene count depends on the gene location; for instance a gene close to the origin is duplicated durign the same
cell cycel that the replication is initiated, resulting in 2 or 4 copiles of the gene (A, middle). Conversely, a
gene close to the terminus is replicated in the next cell cycle and only 1 or 2 copies can exist (B, right)
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Figure 4.6: Division Time Contribution Comparison of various average mRNA levels (A) and their
associated Fano factors (B) for different treatments of gene copy number in stochastic simulations. The
“Constant DNA model” assumes that there is only one gene copy number and all cells in the population have
that number over all time. The “Weighted DNA model” is equivalent to the time-independent theory, in
that each cell is considered to have either a high or a low count of the gene based on the fraction of time
after gene replication, f , and assumed to have that copy nubmer for all time. The “Explicit DNA replication
model” is that of the time-dependent theory, where the gene is duplicated during the simulation and the
mRNA is allowed to relax to the new steady-state. Simulations with genes at different locations (10 or 90%
of the distance from the origin to terminus) at two doubling times are considered. The noise observed in the
explicit replication model is consistently lower than that in the weighted DNA model.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Cell–Age Weighted Results Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted by
theories with (orange/light orange lines) and without (blue/cyan lines) accounting for time dependent mRNA
to the theory that weights the results with exponentially distributed cell ages (green) for cells doubling in (a)
70 minute and (b) 40 minutes. The form of the weighted time-dependent theory (WTD) is based on Equation
4.36. The bottom plot shows errors of the TD and TI theories relative to the exponentially weighted TD
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Gene locus 70 minute cell cycle
(% from ori) N = 1 N = 2 Mean
1 0.0064 0.9936 1.9936
10 0.064 0.936 1.936
20 0.129 0.871 1.871
30 0.193 0.807 1.807
40 0.257 0.743 1.743
50 0.312 0.679 1.679
60 0.386 0.614 1.614
70 0.45 0.55 1.55
80 0.514 0.486 1.486
90 0.579 0.421 1.421
100 0.643 0.357 1.357
(c)
















Figure 4.8: 70 minute doubling time A) Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted with
(orange lines) and without (blue lines) accounting for time-dependent mRNA relaxation to results from exact
simulations (points). The time-dependent theory shows nearly exact agreement in all cases. When comparing
numerically computed distributions for genes that spend (B) 61% and (D) 74.3% of the cell cycle in the
high state, to simulated distributions (gray histograms) it becomes apparant that including time-dependence
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Gene locus 40 minute cell cycle
(% from ori) N = 1 N = 2 N = 4 Mean
1 0.261 0.739 3.478
10 0.3625 0.6375 3.275
20 0.475 0.525 3.05
30 0.5875 0.4125 2.825
40 0.7 0.3 2.6
50 0.8125 0.1875 2.375
60 0.925 0.075 2.15
70 0.0375 0.9625 1.9625
80 0.15 0.85 1.85
90 0.2625 0.7375 1.7375
100 0.375 0.625 1.625
(c)














Figure 4.9: 40 minute doubling time A) Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted with
(orange/light orange lines) and without (blue/cyan lines) accounting for time-dependent mRNA relaxation to
results from exact simulations (points). Darker orange and blue lines represent genes that are duplicated
during the cell cycle when the replication of that genome is initiated, and therefore have either 2 or 4 gene
copies. Lighter orange and cyan lines represent genes that are duplicated in the cell cycle following the one in
which the replication was initiated, and therefore either 1 or 2 gene copies exist. The time dependent theory
shows nearly exact agreement. Comparisons of the mRNA distribution from simulation (gray histogram)
to theories with (orange lines) and without (blue lines) time-dependence demonstrates the advantange of
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Figure 4.10: 40 min Doubling Time Distributions Results for distributions computed via theory for a cell
doubling every 40 minutes for a genes located at the indicated positions between the origin and the terminus.
Distributions computed with the analytical theory (orange lines) nearly exactly represent simulations (gray
distributions) whereas distributions computed via the time-indepenent model (blue lines) often qualitatively
predict strong bimodal behavior, where none should exist. In all cases, the time-dependent theory is superior
as demonstrated in Figure 4.12. However, as discussed in the main text, the comparison becomes worst
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Figure 4.11: 70 min Doubling Time Distributions Results for distributions computed via theory for a cell
doubling every 70 minutes for a genes located at the indicated positions between the origin and the terminus.
Distributions computed with the analytical theory (orange lines) nearly exactly represent simulations (gray
distributions) whereas distributions computed via the time-indepenent model (blue lines) often qualitatively
predict strong bimodal behavior, where none should exist. In all cases, the time-dependent theory is superior
as demonstrated in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Goodness of Fit Kullback-Leibler divergence of theory from simulation computed for doubling
times of (a) 70 and (b) 40 minutes. The theory incorporating time-dependent mRNA dynamics (orange lines)
better captures the mRNA distribution than does the static theory (blue lines). The rapid rise in divergence
in the 40 minute doubling time comparison is due to the fact that mRNA from genes that duplicate close to
division time does not have enough time to relax to the new steady-state prior to division, thus starting the









Figure 4.13: Deviation Near Division A) A schematic composed of 200 simulation replicates showing the
progress of the average mRNA (black line) levels before and after a gene duplication event (green dotted
line). The area encompassing the average ±1σ (blue). As can be seen, replication is followed by relaxation of
the mRNA from an initially low level but does not relax to a new steady-state level prior to cell division,
and therefore the cells begin their next cell cycle with a non-steady-state mRNA distribution. Only about
half-way through the next cell cycle does the mRNA approach steady-state (red dashed line). In a case such
as this, the TD theory put out in the paper will deviate, as it was derived with the assumption that the
mRNA reaches steady state before division. A modified TD theory lifts this assumption allowing for more
accurate estimation of the average, variance, Fano factor, and mRNA distributions (equations S35-37). The
doubling time (tD) was taken to be 40 minutes, the total DNA replication time was taken to be 45 minutes,
the gene was positioned 55% of the way from the origin to the terminus (tr ≈ 35 minutes), the transcription
rate kt was 1.26 min
−1 and the degradation rate kd was 0.126min
−1. The assumption that the mRNA level
relaxes to steady-state prior to cell division can be lifted and “Exact” equations can be derived (purple lines;
Equations 4.45-4.46) that better capture the Fano factor, especially for genes that replicate close to cell
division (f <0.1), as demonstrated for the 70 minute (B) and 40 minute (C) cases.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison to Experimental Distributions Comparison of time-dependent (orange) and
time-independent (blue) theories for the mRNA distribution to experimental data of Jones et al. [10].
Theoretical curves are computed taking half-life and doubling times of 5.5 and 40 minutes, respectively, for a
gene that is in the high-state for 2/3 of the cell cycle. The mean from a single gene copy was computed as













































































































































Figure 4.15: Distribution Comparisons A) Mean squared deviation (MSD) computed (via Equation 4.80)
between the predicted and experimental mRNA distributions of Figure 4.14. B) KL-divergence computed
(via Equation 4.76) on the same data. Both metrics demonstrate that the TD theory better represents the
data than does the TI theory. Smaller MSD or KL indicates better agreement.
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Fit, kt = 3.95
Data
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Fit, kt = 3.95
Data
(d)
Figure 4.16: Fit to ptsG Distribution Fitting of the experimental distribution (of two pooled replicates)
for ptsG via simulations while constraining kon and koff via the regulated theory (Equations 4.50–4.55). A)
By varying kt distributions were simulated. B) Distributions were compared with experimental data using
various metrics such as KL divergence (top) and RMSD (mid) at various binning widths (BW), from which
the most optimal kt was chosen (dashed vertical line; ±1 SEM dotted vertical lines), that also minimizes the
error in the mean, variance and Fano factor. The corresponding regulation rates are kon = 0.023min
−1 and
koff = 0.0084min
−1. This model significantly outperforms the constitutive theory as shown for comparisons
with bin widths of C) 2 and D) 4. The noise of the observed distribution can only be caputed with this model
as ptsG is a highly regulated gene [12]. Using the analytical theory, only 1 parameter was varied; therefore
the effort expended on fitting was significantly reduced. Other model parameters include a half-life of 2.8
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Figure 4.17: Fitting Statistics Various measures of fit agreement between simulated and experimental
distributions as kd is varied within 1σ of the average plotted versus the free parameter kt. (Top Row) Absolute
value of the relative error in the mean δm, variance δV ar and Fano factor δF for the simulated parameter
sets. (Middle Row) Computed Kullback Leibler-divergence for various histogram binning widths. (Bottom
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Figure 4.18: Approximated Regulated Noise Comparison of average mRNA and Fano factor predicted
by theories with (orange/light orange lines) and without (blue/cyan lines) accounting for time dependent
mRNA to simulation results (points) for (a) 70 minute and (b) 40 minute doubling times. The form of the
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Figure 4.19: RNAP Noise A comparison of theory with simulations where extrinsic noise is entirely
approximated by variations in the RNAP number, and consequently variation in the apparent transcription
rate kt. (A) 70 minute and (B) 40 minute doubling times. The Kullback-Leibler divergence comparing
numerically computed distributions with simulated distributions are shown for (B) 70 minute and (D) 40
minute doubling times demonstrating that incorporation of the time-dependent mRNA relaxation is required
even when considering extrinsic effects such as RNAP fluctuations. The time-dependent theory is calculated
using the approximate solution Equation 4.71. The time-independent theory is based on equations S33 and
S54 of Jones et al. [10].
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Figure 4.20: Noise contributions assessed using different models of mRNA noise. In each case it is assumed
tD = 40 min, 〈m〉 = 10, f = 0.35, kd = 0.126 min
−1, and Fano[m] ≈ 3.25. In the left-most bar, the noise is
assumed to originate entirely from RNAP variability or transcriptional regulation. In the central bar, noise
contributions are computed according to the time-independent theory. In this case RNAP variability and gene
duplication alone completely account for the observed Fano factor; in turn, transcriptional regulation appears
not to contribute. In the right-most bar, noise contributions are computed according to the time-dependent
theory. In this case we see that the time-independent theory overestimates gene duplication-associated noise,
obscurring the fact that some transcriptional regulation is taking place, although not as much as might have
been suspected had gene replication not been accounted for.
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Figure 4.21: Deviation of Theories and Simulations (A) and (B) as in Figure 4.4 where the error is
(FTI − FTD)/FTI . Comparison of the Fano factor computed via theory to stochastic simulations can be seen
for the TI ((FSim−FTI)/FSim; C & D) and TD ((FSim−FTD)/FSim; E & F) expressions. Simulations were
averages of 1000 indpendent cell lineages each growing for 10 generations. Contour lines are for the indicated
values, and are not smooth due to the variation in the data due to limited sampling. The average deviation
of the TD theory is generally less than 20% over the ranges studied, while the TI can deviate by over 60% in
the same ranges. The error in E & F can be reduced to zero within numerical uncertainty and sampling error
by using equations S35-37 as opposed to equation S28.
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Chapter 5
A Careful Accounting of Extrinsic
Noise in Protein Expression Reveals
Correlations Among its Sources†
5.1 Abstract
In order to grow and replicate, living cells must express a diverse array of proteins, but the process by which
proteins are made includes a great deal of inherent randomness. Understanding this randomness—whether
it arises from the discrete stochastic nature of chemical reactivity (“intrinsic” noise), or from cell-to-cell
variability in the concentrations of molecules involved in gene expression or the timings of important cell-cycle
events like DNA replication or cell division (“extrinsic” noise)—remains a challenge. In this article we analyze
a model of gene expression that accounts for several extrinsic sources of noise, including those associated
with chromosomal replication, cell division, and variability in the numbers of RNA polymerase, ribonuclease
E, and ribosomes. We then attempt to fit our model to a large proteomics and transcriptomics data set, and
find that only through the introduction of a few key correlations among the extrinsic noise sources can we
accurately recapitulate the experimental data. These include significant correlations between the rate of
mRNA degradation (mediated by ribonuclease E) and the rates of both transcription (RNA polymerase) and
translation (ribosomes), and strikingly, an anticorrelation between the transcription and translation rates
themselves.
5.2 Introduction
Over the last 15 years, experiments have repeatedly shown that seemingly identical cells (e.g. cells belonging
to a clonal population grown in a well-stirred environment) can differ significantly in their gene expression
states [2, 34,141]. How stochastic gene expression (SGE) impacts the fitness of a cell remains a fertile area
of research, and as a result stochastic modeling has grown into a cornerstone of biological physics. SGE
can impart some advantages; it has been shown, for example, that in E. coli SGE gives rise to a diverse
†Work includes previously published material incorporating contributions from Zaida Luthey-Schulten [20]
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array of behavioral phenotypes [14, 39, 40, 120, 122, 123], and can enable populations to quickly adapt to
environmental niches [121, 124]. Nevertheless, SGE has also been shown to decrease overall growth rates and
natural selection efficacy [142]. Various models of the different ways in which gene expression noise arises
and how cells have evolved to control it (either amplifying or attenuating it) have been explored [143–147].
With the notable exception of a 2002 article by Swain, Elowitz and Siggia [35], little attention has been
paid until recently to the effect that DNA replication has on gene expression variability [148]. During
replication, as the DNA polymerases progress along the chromosome, every gene is systematically copied.
Because of this, depending on their stage in the cell cycle, cells can have a different number of copies of a given
gene, and this cell-to-cell variation in copy number can impact gene expression stochasticity in important
ways. Jones et al. [10] showed that the noise associated with gene replication represents a major component of
the total mRNA variability. Building on this work, Peterson et al. [18] showed that the messenger degradation
rate, which defines the timescale at which the mean messenger count “relaxes” from its low state before to
its high state after gene replication, plays an critical role in accurately describing messenger noise. Earlier
analytical models of gene expression either neglect DNA replication entirely, or fail to account for the mRNA
relaxation by either tacitly ignoring it or significantly overestimating the messenger degradation rate (which
in turn effectively ignores the relaxation).
In this article we investigate several extrinsic sources of protein expression noise (defined as Var[p]/E[p]2).
We begin by deriving expressions for the protein mean and variance assuming a simple constitutive model
of gene expression that explicitly accounts for gene replication, and show that these expressions agree with
simulations that exactly sample the chemical master equation (CME) for the modeled system. We then
extend our considerations to account for other extrinsic sources of noise, including variability in transcription,
translation, and messenger degradation rates, as well as variability in the timing of gene replication and the
cell cycle duration. We find that the contribution of gene replication-associated noise to the total protein noise
is significant, by itself accounting for roughly as much noise as any other extrinsic source. More importantly,
we find that measurements of mRNA and protein expression in E. coli (specifically the famed Taniguchi
et al. data set [2]) preclude versions of our model in which the extrinsic noise sources are assumed to act
independently. In such cases, the predicted protein noise is far greater than that measured, especially among
highly expressed genes. Only through the inclusion of correlations among the extrinsic noise sources is our
model able to accurately describe the experimental data. We sample the space of possible correlations and
find that the sets that best recover the experimentally measured protein statistics tend to include significant
correlations between the mRNA degradation rate (kd) and both the transcription (kt) and translation (kr)
rates, as well as anticorrelations between the transcription and translation rates themselves—a finding


















Figure 5.1: The central dogma of molecular biology for a replicating chromosome. Replication
forks form at the origin of replication and proceed along both sides of the chromosome until they meet at the
terminus. Each gene, depending on its location, gets copied at its own gene replication time tr; prior to tr an
single copy exists, and afterward two copies exist. The gene can be transcribed into mRNA, which in turn
can be translated to form proteins.
in E. coli [149]. We use our model to estimate transcription, translation, and messenger degradation rates for
585 E. coli genes, and show that the use of an earlier model of gene expression that does not account for
gene replication and the other extrinsic noise sources leads to median relative errors of ∼ 23%, ∼ 21% and
∼ 36% in the predicted transcription, translation, and mRNA degradation rates. Finally we show that the
our model tends to predict larger mRNA copy numbers than appear in the Taniguchi data set, which we
attribute to a widely-used but likely underestimated literature value for the total mRNA content of E. coli.
5.3 Model
We begin by considering the simplest model of constitutive gene expression (see Figure 5.1). We assume
mRNA (denoted m) is transcribed at rate kt from a gene (denoted D), and that the mRNA can either









Importantly, in the above equation we have expressly noted the time-dependence of the gene copy number.
For our purposes, D(t) can either take the value 1 for t less than the gene replication time tr, or 2 after the
gene has been copied. This system can be described by a chemical master equation (CME, see Equation
5.7), which describes the time evolution of the probability that a cell is in a given chemical state. In this
description, the cell can transition between states in discrete jumps; it may, for example, go from having m
messengers to m− 1 as the result of an mRNA degradation event, or p proteins to p+1 through a translation
event. From the CME we can derive ODEs for the instantaneous mRNA and protein means, and variances,





















Worth noting is that this model does not explicitly assume a protein degradation rate. Because proteins
generally degrade on time-scales longer than the cell cycle, we expect that the main avenue by which protein
concentrations are attenuated is through dilution as the cells grow and divide. We therefore posit that at
the cell division time, tD, the existing proteins and mRNA are distributed to daughter cells with equal
































For constitutively expressed genes, the solutions for the messenger mean and variance are known [18],
allowing for the simultaneous solution of Equations 5.2 and 5.3 (see Equations 5.17 and 5.46). Normalizing by
cell size and time-averaging over the cell cycle (accounting for the fact that log-phase cells are known to have
exponentially distributed ages [132,134], and grow exponentially during the cell cycle [5]) then yields closed
form solutions for the messenger and protein means and variances, E[m], V ar[m], E[p], and V ar[p], that
depend on kt, kr, kd, tr, and tD. The expressions are cumbersome and will not be reproduced here (although
E[m] and E[p] appear in Equation 5.53), but they can easily be computed using Mathematica [150, 151].
We note that all five model parameters should be considered stochastic variables—cells can, after all, have
different numbers of RNA polymerases, ribosomes, or ribonucleases, as examples, which can affect their
respective transcription, translation, or mRNA degradation rates. Accounting for these types of extrinsic
variability is accomplished in Section 5.4.
In order to get a feel for how DNA replication impacts gene expression variability, we can consider an
idealized “median gene”—that is, a gene with median values for its messenger and protein copy numbers
(approximately 0.064 and 18.2 per cell, respectively [2]), a median mRNA half life (approximately 2.4
minutes [2]), and a gene loci situated half-way between the origin and terminus of replication. We note
that the cells used in the Taniguchi study had doubling times in the vicinity of 120 minutes (although some
strain-to-strain variability, ranging between approximately 110 and 150 minutes, have been reported [14,152]).
E. coli with similar doubling times have recently been measured to have a B-period (the portion of the cell
cycle prior to replication initiation) of around 42.2 minutes, and a C-period (the portion of the cell cycle
during which the chromosome is being replicated) around 42.4 minutes [19], although other studies have
reported slightly shorter and longer B- and C-periods, respectively [153, 154]. These values lead to a median
gene replication time of tr = 42.2 + 0.5 × 42.4 = 63.4 minutes). We can then solve for estimates of the
transcription and translation rates for our median gene (kt = 0.014 and kr = 1.6) and compute the protein
copy number variance we should expect it to have. The result is a value of Var[p] = 115.3, corresponding to a
noise level of Var[p]/E[p]2 = 0.35. Fixing all other parameters and scanning over gene loci (denoted χ, the
fraction of the gene’s position along the chromosome measured from origin to terminus, which we assume
affects the gene replication time as tr = 42.2 + χ× 42.4) shows that the noise level of our median gene can
vary between 0.31 and 0.39—a relative difference of as much as 20%. Explicit stochastic simulations (using
the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) of Gillespie [128, 155]) show outstanding agreement with these
results (see Figure 5.2).
Despite the agreement between our simulations and analysis, the noise level we have computed, 0.35,
should make us somewhat wary—we have not included any extrinsic sources of gene expression noise other































































Figure 5.2: Simulated “median” gene.(A) Analytical and simulated mRNA and protein statistics for a
“median” E. coli gene as a function of gene loci. Circles represent statistics calculated from 5,000 simulated
cell cycles. At the start of each cycle, the mRNA and protein copy numbers were drawn from a binomial
distribution based on the final counts in the previous cycle. The simulated counts were normalized to account
for cell growth, and the fact that cell ages are exponentially distributed. The lines represent analytical results
evaluated according to Equations 5.52. (B) Simulated mRNA and protein traces with χ = 0.5. The thin
black lines indicate 5 individual cell cycles, while the heavy black lines indicate the mean of 5,000 cell cycles.
The red areas indicates ± 1 standard deviation.
observed in the Taniguchi study (approximately 0.09 for proteins expressed at levels above 10 [2]). If we do
account for the other extrinsic noise sources, will our model be able to accurately describe the protein data?
5.4 Accounting for Extrinsic Noise Sources
We can extend our model to include extrinsic sources of noise, such as variability in RNA polymerase
(RNAP), ribosome, or ribonuclease E (Rne) copy numbers (which can affect the transcription, translation,
and messenger degradation rates, respectively), or variability in the cell cycle duration, tD, or the timing of
gene replication, tr. In each case, the effect of randomness in a given parameter can be estimated by Taylor
expanding about the mean parameter value (see Equation 5.55).
We can (at least roughly) estimate the variance in each parameter in our model. By noting that the
rates of transcription, translation, and mRNA degradation are proportional to the concentrations of RNAP,
ribosomes, and Rne, and that these macromolecules tend to be highly expressed (and therefore likely to have
noise levels of around 0.1) we can estimate V ar[kt], V ar[kr], and V ar[kd] as 0.1× k
2
t , 0.1× k
2
r , and 0.1× k
2
d,
respectively (where we now understand kt, kr, and kd to represent the mean transcription, translation, and
mRNA degradation rates). Variability in the cell cycle duration is estimated to be around 10% [19], and so
we might expect Var[tD] ≈ 12
2 min2 (assuming a 120 minute cell doubling time). Finally, using published
values of the variability in the B- and C-periods of the cell cycle (52% [19], and 16% [153], respectively), we
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can estimate the variance in a gene’s replication time as Var[tr] ≈ (0.52× 42.2)
2 + χ2(0.16× 42.4)2 min2.
It is fairly common in models of this type to assume that the extrinsic noise sources act independently
(i.e. the matrix ρ that describes the correlations among the extrinsic noise sources in Equation 5.55 is the
identity matrix, 1). Under this assumption, Figure 5.3A shows the total protein noise broken down into
contributions from each of its contributing sources for the same “median” gene modeled previously. For the
sake of comparison, we have distinguished the extrinsic noise associated with gene replication (denoted “DNA
rep”) from the intrinsic noise associated with the biochemical network (denoted Γ) by subtracting from our
expressions the noise predicted by a model that does not include gene duplication [2,13,40]. We find that
gene replication contributes a comparable amount of gene expression noise (∼ 0.1) as variability in any of kt,
kr, or kd, while variability in the timing of DNA replication and cell division, conversely, contribute very little
noise (∼ 0.02). Importantly, the total noise we find, 0.69, is significantly larger than the noise measured by
Taniguchi et al. [2] for the majority of proteins with mean expression levels around 18. We can forge ahead
and try to fit every point in the Taniguchi data set (see Figure 5.4A, and Appendix 5.10.3 for details on the
fitting procedure) but this only confirms our fears—when (independent) extrinsic noise sources are accounted
for, our model overestimates protein expression variability, and simply can not describe most of the data.
There have been a number of different mechanisms proposed by which gene-expression noise may be
attenuated, including negative feedback, near-saturated signaling cascades, and forms of post-transcriptional
regulation [143, 146, 147]. While undoubtedly some fraction of the genes in the Taniguchi data set are
controlled through these mechanisms, the problem we face is that significant noise attenuation is required
for our model to fit most of the data, and so we wish to find an explanation that applies to most—if not
all—E. coli proteins. One possibility is that extrinsic noise sources should not in general be assumed to be
independent. Taniguchi et al. found that the fluctuations of highly-expressed proteins (both RNAP and Rne
are expressed in thousands per cell) can have correlation coefficients of as much as 0.66 [2]. Similarly, the
timing of DNA replication has long been believed to be correlated with the cell cycle duration [130], and a
recent study found a correlation coefficient of as high as 0.79 between the B-period and the doubling time of
E. coli [153]. We can investigate the effect that extrinsic noise correlations have on our model’s ability to
match the Taniguchi data by simply including the cross terms in our Taylor expansions that depend on the
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Protein noise (Var[p] / E[p]2)
Figure 5.3: Protein noise broken down by contributing source for the “median” gene assuming
either (A) all extrinsic noise sources act independently, or (B) extrinsic noise sources exhibit correlations
among themselves. Note that in (B), bars indicate the median noise contributions calculated using the top
0.5% of sampled correlation matrices, while the error bars indicate their respective median absolute deviations










































































Figure 5.4: Fitting our model to the Taniguchi et al. dataset assuming either (A) all extrinsic noise
sources act independently (i.e. ρ = 1), or (B) extrinsic noise sources exhibit correlations among themselves
(see Section 5.5). Black points represent experimental data from [2], while circles represent best fits from our
model (colored by the squared fitting error, ∆(ρ), see Equation 5.56). Note that in (B), circles represent
median values of E[p], V ar[p]/E[p]2 and ∆(ρ), calculated using the top 0.5% of sampled correlation matrices
(see Section 5.5 for details). Also noted is the mean squared fitting error, 〈∆(1)〉, when extrinsic noise sources
are assumed to act independently, as well as the median mean squared fitting error for the best-performing
matrices.
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5.5 Finding Extrinsic Noise Correlations that Fit Experimental
Protein and mRNA Statistics
Because our model overestimates protein noise when extrinsic sources are treated independently, finding
correlations coefficients that lead to noise attenuation is an important part of fitting our model to the
Taniguchi data. In general, the noise will be attenuated by the negative cross terms in our Taylor expansion
of Var[p] (Equation 5.55). These arise when either: 1) the correlation coefficient between two extrinsic noise
sources is negative and the partial derivatives of Var[p] with respect to these sources have the same sign; or 2)
the correlation between the sources is positive and the partial derivatives with respect to them have opposite
signs. An example of the former might be if the transcription and translation rates were anticorrelated
(since the derivatives with respect to kt and kr are both positive), while an example of the latter might be
if the transcription and mRNA degradation rates were positively correlated (because the derivative with
respect to kd is negative). Importantly, finding noise-attenuating correlations can not be done arbitrarily.
Any matrix ρ that describes the possible correlations among kt, kr, kd, tr, and tD must be both positive
definite (which bars cases in which, for example, noise sources A and B are strongly correlated, and A and C
are strongly correlated, but B and C are strongly anticorrelated) and have ones on diagonal. Such a matrix
can be constructed as ρ = LLT , where L is a lower triangular matrix with diagonal values greater than 0 and




i,j = 1 for each row i).
Although it may be tempting to try to search for correlation matrix that minimizes the mean squared fitting
error (denoted 〈∆(ρ)〉), nonlinear fits of this type—especially those involving large parameter spaces—are
notoriously difficult [156]. Moreover, even if an optimal ρ could be found, without knowledge of the shape of
〈∆(ρ)〉, it’s difficult to say with confidence that other—possibly very different—correlation matrices could not
yield fitting errors of comparable size. Here we take a more circumspect approach, opting for questions like
“what correlation coefficients are likely to occur in matrices consistent with the gene expression data?” To that
end, we constructed a set of 50,000 random correlation matrices with approximately uniformly-distributed
off-diagonal elements (see Appendix 5.10.4 for details). These matrices’ associated mean squared fitting
errors ranged between 5.76 and 1125.90. Focusing on the top 0.5 percentile (the set of 250 matrices with
the lowest associated errors, ranging up to 8.78, and denoted {ρ∗}), a number of clear trends emerged (see
Figure 5.5A).
The median values of the correlation coefficients in our best-performing matrices, with their associated
median absolute deviations (MAD), are represented in Equation 5.4. These matrices tend to include significant
positive correlations between the mRNA degradation rates and both the transcription and translation rates,
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50,000 random matricies 250 best-performing matricies
Figure 5.5: Correlation coefficient distributions. (A) Marginal distributions of off-diagonal terms in
sampled correlation matrices. Blue indicates the distributions of all 50,000 matrices, while red indicated the
distributions of the best-performing matrices (those among the 0.5% with lowest associated 〈∆(ρ)〉 values).
(B) Scatter plots of ρ(kt, kr), ρ(kt, kd), and ρ(kr, kd) with respect to each other for the best-performing
matrices
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matrices defy one or another of these general trends (approximately 23% of {ρ∗} include negative correlations
between kd and kt, 16% include negative correlations between kd and kr, and 28% include positive correlations
between kt and kr), none defy two or more of them simultaneously. These three correlation coefficients tend to
compensate for each other; matrices with higher transcription-translation correlations, for example, also have
correspondingly higher mRNA degradation-transcription and mRNA degradation-translation correlations (see
Figure 5.5B). Other statistical enhancements are somewhat less pronounced. The transcription rate tends to
be positively correlated with the timing of gene replication, and both the transcription and translation rates
tend to be negatively correlated with the timing of cell division. Finally, we note that the distributions of
ρ(kr, tr), ρ(kd, tr), ρ(kd, tD), and ρ(tr, tD) show only weak biases, and are relatively widely dispersed.
median {ρ∗i,j} =




1 −0.44± 0.37 0.56± 0.27 0.37± 0.43 −0.34± 0.48 kt
. 1 0.67± 0.24 0.18± 0.53 −0.27± 0.47 kr
. . 1 −0.20± 0.53 0.14± 0.53 kd
. . . 1 −0.14± 0.43 tr
. . . . 1 tD
(5.4)
Based on these results, we can say the true extrinsic noise correlation matrix—whatever it may be—likely
includes correlations between the mRNA degradation rate and the transcription and translation rates. This
is in keeping with what is known about highly-expressed cellular components. Rne, RNAP, and ribosomes
all occur in large concentrations within the cell, and as such some correlation among their numbers should
naturally arise [2]. Indeed, one can easily imagine how cells with relatively high transcription rates (due to
high copy numbers of RNAP) or high translation rates (high copy numbers of ribosomes) would express
high numbers of Rne, and in turn have relatively high mRNA degradation rates. These two correlations are
extremely important for the overall fitting of the model to the data, and represent the largest two sources of
noise attenuation among our {ρ∗} matrices (see Figure 5.3B).
The tendency of our best-performing matrices to include anticorrelations between the transcription and
translation rates is less intuitive, but considerably more interesting. Naively one would expect that a cell
with greater numbers of RNAP would transcribe more ribosomes, and similarly, a cell with greater numbers
of ribosomes would translate more RNAP, together giving rise to a positive correlation between the cell’s
transcription and translation rates; but the correlation matrices that elicit the best fits to the data actually
predict the opposite. A skeptic might attribute these results to the necessity of our matrices to include noise-
attenuating terms (ρ(kt, kr) represents the third-largest overall source of noise attenuation, see Figure 5.3B),
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but there are compelling reasons to believe that this anticorrelation might be real. It has been shown that
translation of the rpoB mRNA (encoding the β-subunit of RNAP) is inhibited by the 50S ribosomal protein
L1 [157–159]. This means that cells with high ribosomal protein copy numbers should exhibit low RNAP
translation rates, and in turn suppressed transcription rates. Given the current context, it is possible that
this regulatory mechanism may have evolved in order to suppress overall protein noise. Moreover, an elegant
recent article by Hilfinger, Norman, and Paulsson [149] analyzed the space of all possible gene-expression
models and found that only models in which the transcription and translation rates were anticorrelated could
give rise to the negligible mRNA-protein correlation coefficients seen experimentally [2, 149].
The enhancements in anticorrelations between the timing of cell division and both the transcription and
translation rates observed among our {ρ∗} matrices are consistent with the current leading models of bacterial
cell size control and division. Although it remains an active area of research, a number of theories have been
posited to understand how cell division timing is regulated. These include “accumulation” models involving
the buildup of a critical number of initiator molecules (such as FtsZ [160]) before division is triggered,
“adder” models in which cells attempt to add a fixed volume before dividing, mixtures thereof (including the
particularly compelling “multiple origins accumulation” model [132]), as well as the earlier “sizer” models (in
which cells divide at a critical size) and “timer” models (wherein cells attempt to maintain fixed cell-cycle
intervals). In our context, cells with high transcription or translation rates (or both) should be expected
to grow faster and accumulate greater numbers of initiator molecules at earlier times. As a result—at least
according to the accumulation, adder, and sizer models—these cells should divide sooner and exhibit the
types of kt–tD and kr–tD anticorrelations seen in our data.
In contrast, the bias in {ρ∗} toward positive correlations between the transcription rate and the timing of
gene replication is considerably stronger than was expected based on the biochemical literature. Its known,
for example, that accumulation of DnaA to the origin of replication plays an integral role in replication
initiation. One might surmise, then, that cells with relatively high transcription rates would produce DnaA at
correspondingly faster rates, leading to earlier replication times (and small or negative correlations). Similarly,
its been shown that high transcriptional activity also gives rise to net negative chromosomal supercoiling,
especially near the origin of replication where several highly-expressed rRNA genes reside. This supercoiling
should facilitate DNA melting, again leading to earlier replication times [161]. In light of these considerations,
we anticipated lower ρ(kt, tr) values than were in fact observed among our best-performing matrices.
Finally, we note that although positive correlations between the timing of DNA replication and cell
division have been measured [153], no enhancement among positive values was observed in {ρ∗}. We attribute
this to the fact that variability in neither tr nor td contribute significantly to the overall protein noise, and as
a result, correlations among them contribute correspondingly small amounts (see Figure 5.3). This means
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that the matrices that are most consistent with the experimental data—those that enable the greatest noise
attenuation—show little bias in their tr–tD correlation coefficients.
5.6 Failure to Account for Extrinsic Noise Leads to
Underestimation of the Transcription and mRNA
Degradation Rates
We can compare the transcription, translation, and mRNA degradation rates fit using the theory developed here
(using our set of best-performing correlation matrices) with those fit using the gamma distribution [2, 13, 40].
As before, we simultaneously fit kt, kr, and kd to the measured mRNA means, protein means and variances,

















where we have substituted ln(2)/tD for the dilution rate that would normally appear. We find that for
the majority of genes in the data set, the transcription and mRNA degradation rates extracted using our
model are significantly higher than those extracted using the gamma distribution (with median fold-changes,
calculated over all genes and {ρ∗} matrices, of approximately 1.23 for kt and 1.36 for kd, see Figure 5.6A & C).
For many genes the effect can be dramatic, resulting in order of magnitude or more differences in the predicted
kt and kd rates. In contrast, the translation rates predicted by our model tended to be lower (approximately
0.79-fold) than those predicted by the gamma distribution (see Figure 5.6B). These observations highlight the
necessity of a careful accounting of extrinsic noise sources when fitting rates using gene expression variability
data.
5.7 The Taniguchi Dataset Appears to Underestimate mRNA
Copy Numbers
We compared the mean mRNA copy numbers extracted by fitting our model (again using our best-performing
correlation matrices) with those reported in the Taniguchi data set. For most (over 75%) of the genes
considered, our fit median E[m]ext. nse. was larger than the measured value (by a median fold-change, over all
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of fit kinetic parameters using our model versus the earlier Gamma
distribution model [13]. (A) Comparison of fit transcription rates. (B) Comparison of fit translation rates.
(C) Comparison of fit mRNA degradation rates. Points are colored by mean protein expression level. The red
diagonal lines indicate perfect agreement. In all cases, the plotted Ext. Noise Fit values represent each gene’s
median transcription, translation, and mRNA degradation values obtained by performing the fits described
in Equation 5.56 using each of our best-performing correlation matrices, with the respective median absolute
deviation shown as vertical black lines. The plotted Gamma Fit values represent the analogous fits performed












































Figure 5.7: Comparison of experimental [2] and fit mean mRNA copy numbers. Points are colored
by mean protein expression level, and represent the median mean mRNA copy numbers computed over our
best-performing matrices, with their associated median absolute deviations shown with black vertical lines.
The solid red line indicates the line of perfect agreement, while the dashed red line indicates the line of perfect
agreement if the Taniguchi mRNA counts had been scaled to 2,400 total mRNA per cell.
genes and {ρ∗} matrices, of approximately 1.68, see Figure 5.7). As has been fairly common with quantifying
copy numbers using RNA-seq, Taniguchi et al. scaled their relative measurements such that the total mRNA
per cell was 1, 350, a value that derives from [162] and is based in part on total mRNA mass. More recent
studies employ “spiked” samples with additional calibration mRNA added in known quantities prior to
RNA-seq which serve to more directly measure the concentrations of the cellular transcripts. These studies
have yielded estimates of the total mRNA content of an E. coli cell in glucose minimal medium to be
approximately 2, 400 transcripts [163,164]. Had the Taniguchi mRNA data been normalized to this value, it
would have increased each mRNA count by 1.78-fold, and brought their measurements and our fits into very
close agreement.
5.8 Conclusions
Building on prior work by us and other authors [10, 18, 35], we have derived expressions for mRNA and
protein statistics assuming a simple constitutive model of gene expression that accounts for chromosome
replication. We are not the first to consider this effect [148], but to our knowledge we are the first to carefully
understand it in the context of other sources of extrinsic noise, and more importantly, critically compare
our model with experimental results. While we did find that the noise contribution associated with gene
replication was of comparable size to those associated with variability in RNAP, Rne, and ribosome copy
numbers, it turned out that this was only part of the story. As is so often the case, much more interesting
results emerged when our model failed to match experimental data. Under the assumption of independent
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extrinsic variability (a fairly routine approximation in models of this kind) we vastly overestimated the
protein noise. This in turn led to an investigation of how the extrinsic noise sources might be correlated, and
ultimately to several important results. These included 1) mRNA degradation rates likely correlate with
both the transcription and translation rates, perhaps through the natural correlations that emerge among
highly-expressed cellular components like Rne, RNAP, and ribosomes; 2) transcription and translation rates
in E. coli likely anticorrelate, possibly through the suppression of rpoB translation by the large ribosomal
protein L1, although other explanations have been posited [149]; 3) accounting for extrinsic noise when
extracting kinetic parameters from gene expression data consistently (and often significantly) impacts the
results; and 4) the total mRNA content of E. coli appears to be greater than previously assumed literature
values estimate.
Ultimately, the determination of the true extrinsic noise correlation coefficients must be an empirical
exercise. As such, we note that some relatively straightforward experiments can be conducted to directly
test our predictions. For example, researchers have already counted RNAP and ribosome copy numbers
individually [165,166]; by measuring both simultaneously in a two-color experiment, the anticorrelation we
predict between the transcription and translation rates could be observed.
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5.10 Supporting Information for “A Careful Accounting of
Extrinsic Noise in Protein Expression Reveals Correlations
Among its Sources”
5.10.1 Derivation of the Protein Copy Number Mean and Variance
Here we derive expressions for the protein copy number mean and variance. Due to the potentially broad
applicability of our results, including to researchers outside the traditional physics community, we have made
a concerted effort not to “skip steps.” As a result, this derivation likely includes details that may seem
obvious to the more seasoned reader.









where D(t) is the time-dependent gene copy number, either one before the gene replication time, tr, or two
after it. Assuming that after replication both copies can be transcribed independently and with equal rates,
we can write the master equation for this system as:
d
dt
P (m, p|t) = kt(t)P (m− 1, p|t)− kt(t)P (m, p, |t)
+ kd(m+ 1)P (m+ 1, p, |t)− kdmP (m, p, |t)






kt t < tr
2kt t > tr
(5.8)
From this we can derive differential equation for the mean and variance of the mRNA count (see [18]),





















We can insert the RHS of our master equation (Equation 5.7) for ddtP (m, p|t) and evaluate term-by-term.





































where we have used the fact that cells can not have negative mRNA (or protein) copy numbers, and so the











































pkdmP (m, p, |t)
= kdp¯(t)m¯(t)
(5.13)























= kr〈mp〉(t) + krm¯(t)
(5.14)








Now, simply pulling this all together with appropriate signs leaves us with the expression:
d
dt
p¯(t) = krm¯(t) (5.16)




















+ 2t− tr] for tr < t < tD
(5.18)


























































kt(t)P (m, p|t) = kt(t)〈p
2〉(t) (5.21)































kdmP (m, p, |t) = kd〈mp
2〉(t) (5.23)
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2 + 2p+ 1)〉(t)
= kr〈mp
2〉(t) + 2kr〈mp〉(t) + krm¯(t)
(5.24)






krmP (m, p, |t) = kr〈mp
2〉(t) (5.25)




p¯(t) = 2p¯(t)krm¯(t) (5.26)
Now, putting these all together (with appropriate signs) yields:
d
dt
σ2p(t) = krm¯(t) + 2kr[〈mp〉 − m¯(t)p¯(t)]
= krm¯(t) + 2krCov[m, p](t)
(5.27)



























mktP (m− 1, p|t) = kt〈(m+ 1)p〉
= kt〈mp〉(t) + ktp¯(t)
(5.29)







mktP (m, p|t) = kt〈mp〉(t) (5.30)










































mkdmP (m, p, |t) = kd〈m
2p〉 (5.32)


























mkrmP (m, p|t) = kr〈m
2p〉 (5.34)











m¯(t) = p¯(t)[kt − kdm¯(t)] (5.36)












= krm¯(t)− kdCov[m, p](t)
(5.37)
where the last line follows from Equation 2 in [18].









































































The expressions for p¯(t) and m¯(t) can be inserted (see Equation 5.17 and Equation 2 of [18], respectively),
and the integral can be evaluated in closed form. We require a few more constraints, however, in order to
set c0 and c1. We assume that at cell division the contents (messengers and proteins) of the mother cell is





Where Pbinom(p|q) represents the probability that p proteins are distributed to a daughter cell given that
the mother cell contains q proteins at division time. This is obviously just the binomial distribution with
the probability of a successful Bernoulli trial equal to 0.5. Pmother(q) in the above equation represents the
probability that the mother contains q proteins.
From this we can compute the relationship between the protein variance immediately before and immedi-


































































where Varbinom[p|q] and Ebinom[p|q] represent the variance and mean of the number of successful Bernoulli

























































+ 2tD − tr
] (5.45)
which, along with Equation 5.43, allows us to write:
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kdtr − ekdtD ) + 3(tr − 2tD)k
2




kdtr − ekdtD ) + ekd(tr+tD)[3k2d(2tD − tr + t)








× [e3kdtD+2kdtr − e2kdtD+3kdtr − 4e2kd(2tD+tr)] + e3kdtD+4kdtr [6kr + 3k
2
d(tr − tD)]
+ 4e4kdtD+3kdtr [3k2d(2tD − tr) + kr(4kdtD − 2kdtr − 3)]












− (3kd + 2kr)e
kd(t+2tD+3tr)
− 8(3kd + 4kr)e
kd(t+4tD+2tr) + 2(3kd + 4kr)e
kd(t+3tD+2tr)
− 3k2d(tD − t)e
3kdtD+4kdtr + 3(kd + 2kr)(kd(tD − t)− 1)e
3kd(tD+tr)
+ 8[2kr(kd(3t+ tD − 2tr)− 3) + 3k
2
d(t+ tD − tr)]e
kd(t+4tD+3tr)
− 2[2kd(kr(3t+ tD − 2tr)− 3) + 3k
2
d(t+ tD − tr)− 10kr]e
kd(t+3(tD+tr))
+ 12[2kr + k
2
d(tr − t)]e
4kd(tD+tr) − 12[kd(2krtr − 2krt− 1)




Now, deriving the population mean and variance is simply a matter of integrating out the time variable
according to the prescription of [18] (see equations S23 and S25 therein). It is well established that populations













































while the expression for the population variance is quite long and cumbersome (and as such, will not be
reproduced here) although it can be expressed in closed form.
It it fairly common in single cell proteomics measurements to report size-normalized protein distributions
[2,141]. Deriving the size-normalized protein statistics can be accomplished with only a minor revision to our
formulae. Assuming cells grow exponentially during the cell cycle, we can write the a cell’s size, s, as:
s(t) = s02
t/tD (5.50)








2−t/tDdt = 2ln(2)s0 (5.51)
Then solving for s0 such that s¯ is 1 average cell gives s0 = 1/(2ln(2)). We can use this to write the
size-normalized messenger mean and protein mean simply by dividing m¯(t) (as computed in [18]) and p¯(t)































Again omitting the expression for the protein variance (we have included a Mathematica workbook that
































tr/tD ln(4) + ln(16))− ln(4)(4tr/tD ln(4) + ln(16))
)
+ ekd(tr+tD)kd(kdtD + ln(4))
(
− 4tr/tD trln(4) + tD(2 + 4
tr/tD + 4tr/tD ln(16))
)]
(5.53)
Finally, we note that a time-dependent expression for the protein messenger covariance was derived en
route to the protein mean and variance (see Equations 5.39 and 5.45). We can use this to compute the




















5.10.2 Correcting for Extrinsic Noise
We can consider the effects of extrinsic noise in the parameters in our model. Following the prescription






























































































where E[p|x1, ...xn], for example, represents the expression for the mean protein count (e.g. Equation 5.52),
evaluated with parameters x1, ...xn. An analogous expression can also be written down for Cov[m, p] in order
to compute the effect of extrinsic noise on the mRNA-protein covariance and Pearson correlation.
5.10.3 Fitting Our Model to the Taniguchi Data Set
We attempted to find the transcription, translation, and mRNA degradation rates that minimize the squared
error (denoted ∆i) when fitting our model to the experimental data in [2]. The data includes measured protein
variances and means (represented below as σ2i and p¯i for each protein i), their respective error estimates (ǫσ2i
and ǫp¯i), mRNA means (m¯i), and mRNA lifetimes (the inverse of the mRNA degradation rates, denoted
below as kexpd,i ) for 585 E. coli genes.
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where Varext. nse.[pi](kt,i, kr,i, kd,i; ρ), Eext. nse.[pi](kt,i, kr,i, kd,i; ρ), and Eext. nse.[mi](kt,i, kd,i; ρ) represent
our theoretical expressions for the protein variance, protein mean, and mRNA mean, respectively (Equations
5.55). Here, ρ represents a matrix describing correlations among the various extrinsic noise sources; when
they are assumed to be independent, ρ = 1. Because [2] does not report errors for the messenger mean and
degradation rates, ǫm¯i and ǫkd,i were set equal to m¯i, and k
exp
d,i (the third and fourth terms in ∆i therefore
represent squared relative deviations). Its important to note that each ∆i is a fit of our model to four
measured values by allowing only three to vary (kt,i, kr,i, kd,i); enabling more parameters to vary, or fitting to
three or two measured values leaves the system underconstrained, and is not a meaningful test of the model’s
ability to recapitulate the data. Also of note, the dependence Varext. nse.[pi], Eext. nse.[pi], and Eext. nse.[mi]
on tr and tD have been suppressed above. We assume during the fitting that cells have average doubling
times of tD = 120 minutes and each gene, i, has its own average replication time that depends on it location
along the chromosome as tr,i = 42.2 + χi × 42.4 minutes. Each χi was computed as the fraction of the given
gene’s locus along the E. coli chromosome as measured from origin to terminus [151,168].
We performed the 585 optimizations using the SUBPLEX [169] method as implemented in the freely
available nlopt software package [50].
5.10.4 Sampling Correlation Matrices with Approximately
Uniformly-Distributed Off-Diagonal Elements
We constructed 50,000 random correlation matrices with approximately uniformly-distributed off-diagonal
terms by first constructing a large set of random matrices and then pruning the ones from over-represented
regions of the correlation matrix space.
The random matrices were constructed by sampling the elements of a lower triangular matrix, L, such
that the squared elements of each row sum to 1 and the diagonal terms are non-negative. The elements of
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each row, i, live on an i-dimensional half-sphere of radius 1; we can evenly sample the surface of each of these
half-spheres by sampling the elements in L from a standard normal distribution, or from the positive half





i,j . The product, ρ = LL
T , is then positive definite with ones on diagonal (as all correlation
matrices must be). In practice, this will lead to a set of correlation matrices with very-different distributions
of off-diagonal terms. Randomly permuting the indices of the rows and columns of these matrices yields
off-diagonal distributions of similar shape, but they remain non-uniform.
In order to ensure approximate uniformity in the off-diagonal terms, we generated 100,000 random
matrices, and assigned to each a score, S, representing the degree to which its off-diagonal terms are over- or
under-represented. This was accomplished by first histogramming (with a bin width of 0.001) the 100,000
occurrences of each off-diagonal term and using the results as “frequency” functions, fi,j(ρ), that represent
the number of random matrices with i, j elements within the same bin as the given matrix, ρ. Using these, a






This score tends to be larger for ρ matrices in which most terms are under-represented in our set of 100,000
random matrices, and smaller for ρs in which most terms are over-represented. Taking the 50,000 matrices
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